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TV Circuit.
Cathode Ray Tubes.
Test Equipment.
Eddystone Receivers.
Tape Decks and Amplifiers.
Tape Recorders.
Gramophone Equipment.

We shall be pleased to quote for any
item you require.
WRITE NOW for leaflet giving full
details of our H.P. Scheme.

NEWS 0011 HOME CONS'CR('CTORS AND SMALL.

WATTS RADIO

M.AN('FACT('RERS

a scale of charges
Obpssis made to your requirements with of
your prototype.
tip( ehables you to week out the cost
or Matt Black
Alumipium
c
bright
s.w.g.
either
16
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in
ldaterlal
ùend, plus ]d.
IS s.w.V. 1S8ä6ì at 14. 9rr swam* ipc'O plus M. per
llpostage.,
per round hole plus Sul. per shaped hole, plus

DENCO (CLACTON) LIMITED,
Clsctes-en-Bea, Eseex.
367111 QM Road,

:

Complete or Part kits for any Radio or

(Weybridge), Ltd.
8,

Baker Street,

Telephone
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"Yon Can Rely on Us"
'H -MAX' CUTTERS.
Chassis Punch complete with
Key ; ¡in., ¡in., 12/4 ; 3ìn.,
13/4 ; lin., I }in., I Jin., 16/- ;
!gin., 1lin., 17/9 ; I Jin., 19/9 ;
2- 3/32in., 31/9 ;
lin. Square,

24/3.

HUNTS'

MIDGET

MOLD -SEAL CONS.

-.I

mfd.

150v., 1/6 ;
.02 mfd.,
50v., 1/6 ; .005 mfd. 350v,
1/6 ;
.01
mfd. 350v., 1/6 ;
.02 mfd. 600 v., 1/2 ; .001
mfd. 350v., 1/3 ; ,002 mfd.
350v., 1/3 ;
Midget Electrolytics, 32 -32 mfd. 250v., tin.
I

Im., 9/-

x

;

16

mfd. 350e., 4/

CATALOGUE No.

12.

,

2w., 2p. 3w., 2/6 ; Ip.
12w., 2p. 6w., 3p. 4w., 4p.
3w., 3/6.
Standard Yaxley
type ; (two bank) 4p. 5w.,
6p. 3w., 8p. 2w., 2p. I1w., 7;6.
All above have tin. spindles
and are NOT Surplus.
2p.

RECTIFIERS.M E TA L
Westinghouse, 14A86, 20/-;
14D36,
11/- ;
WX3, WX6,
3/9 ; 36EHTI00, 29/4 ; LT52
(12v.
I:a.), 19/6 ;
I
m.a.
Meter, 12/6 ; 36EHT40, 21/6 ;

36EHT45,
23/8 ;
36EHT50,
26/- ;
S.T.C. Type K3/100,
14/8 ;
K3/4S,
9/- ;
RM I,
5/3 ; RM2, 6/3 ; RM3, 7/,

-NOW

PLEASE NOTE :

-

W A V E C H A N G E MAINS DROPPERS (New).
SWITCHES.
New Midget -.2a 950 ohms, .3a., 800 ohms,
Midget, 6/3 ; Linecord
.2a. 100 ohms ft., .3a. 60 ohms
ft., ad. per ft.
ADCOLA
Pencil Bit Irons, 200- 220v.,
5/-

;

230- 250v., 25/6.

-

I.F. TRANSFORMERS.
RS/GB., 12/6 ; Wearite M800,
21/. ;
Super Midget RSRS,
21, /- ; All for 465 Kc /:, incl.
Weymouth P4 type, 15 /- per
pair.

VOLUME CONTROLS.
Less Switch, 2/9

Midget,

413.

5/6.

and

3,16

All values.

READY -70 pages, 250 pictures.

Price

-

with switch,

;

I; -, including

JACKSON.- Midget

Per-

spex enclosed Twin Gang with

Trimmers, I I'- ; SL8 Scale
Drive Assembly, 27/6 ; SL8,
27/6 ;
Full
Vision,
13/9 ;
Square -plane, 13/

COILS.-All

,

"P "

Wearite

3/- each ; Weymouth
" H " type, 3/9 each ; " K "
type, 5/- ; CT2W2, 10/6 a
pair ; CS3W3, 12/6 a pair';
T.R.F. Coils, MW /LW, with
"Viewreaction, 7/6 a pair.
master " Coils, London, 20/ -.
Birmingham, Holme Moss, Kirk
o' Shotts,Wenvoe, 28/6 per set.
type,

postage.

We have moved to new larger premises at

82, South Ealing Road, London, W.5
RADIO SERVICING COMPANY

NEXT DOOR TO SOUTH EALING TUBE STATION.

Telephone EALing 5737

I'RATTS RADIO
!070
Te!.

:

Harrow Road, London, N.W.10

LADbroke

17

BUILD

POWERFUL

(Nr. Scrubs Laie)

Q.

-

AMPLIFIERS.

General

THIS AMAZING
PERSONAL

!

College

units.

purpose

MODEL A('101; (as illustrated) 10 watt, 4 valve
unit,
feedback.
Neg.
SEPARATE mike stage
and SIEPA It ATE mike
and gram inputs, 2 faders
and tone control. Input
volts. mike .003. gram .35v..
810.7.6. MODEL A('18E
6 valve unit with P.'P.
Output
of 181
watts.
SEPARATE mike stage
and SEPARATE mike and gram inputs. 2 faders and tone control. Feedback over 3 stages. Input volts mike .003, gram. .3 v.

tuning.

Selective

Acorn

low

0,2

drain

!

RADIO

PORTABLE

!

30!

POST FREE

valve.
Loud clear ton_.
Long range.

No earth.
Short aerial, 2fc.

£15.5.0.

MODEL AC32E. -Spec. as AC18E. but with a larger output stage
of 32 watts, 818.18.0. MODEL, U.10E.- D.C./A.C. mains. P. /P.
output of 10 watts. Spec. as AC18E, 812.19.6. All above amplifiers
are COMPLETE with metal case, chrome handles, and outputs to
match 3, 8 or 15 ohm speakers. All A.C. models have H.T. and
L.T. output sockets for tuning units etc.
QUALITY AMPLIFIER CHASSIS FOR RECORDS, ETC.
MODEL Q9C 6 valve unit with bass and treble controls. Inputs for
radio'L.P. /standard records. Output imped. to choiee.This amplifier
usesa Williamson 18 section output transformer. Output of 9 watts.
Adjustable negative feedback, 213.19.6. MODEL (14C 4 valve
unit similar to Q9C. Output 4 watts. 29.15.0.
FULL RANGE (IF PLATERS, MICROPHONES, PICK -UPS
SPEAKERS AVAILABLE.
COLLEGE TRANSFORMERS. etc. -Filament, 6 v. 2 a., 8.9
6 v. 3 a., 816; 12 v. I: a., 8,8.
Charging 0 -9 -15 v. 3 a.. 15 - 0-9 -15 -24
v. 21 a., 18/8.
Mains 2 x 350 v. 80 m.a. 0-4-5 v., 0 -4 -6 v.
2 x 250 v.
ditto. 2 x 775 ditto. all 1716 each. 2 x 450 v. 250 m.a. 6 v., 6v., 5 v., 49'6
(wt. 10; lbs.). High Quality Output Transformers. CAl. 10.000 to
3, 8, 15 ohms. (P.(P. 6V6. 6F6. etc.), 20 watt rating. Wt. 41 lbs.. 181.
CA2. 6,600 to 3, 8. 15 ohms. 30 watt rating (P.'P. 6L6). wt.. 5; lbs.,
27'6. Williamson. Exact to spec. 1.6 or 3.6 ohm types. 75/6.
('IIOKES. -60 m.a. 20 hy.. 5 9 60 m.a. 10 hy.. 4.9 100 m.a. 10 hy.,
6'9 150 m.a. 20 hy. 17 6 250 m.a. 20 hy.. 19 6.
All goods are brand new. no surplus used. Amplifiers are carriage
paid. Transformers, etc., postage up to 10' -, 6d. £1, 1/- above
£2 free. Stamp for lists. State interest.

-

;

;

;

:

:

Welded steel

All parts for this set
are sold separately

MAIL ORDER ONLY
This little set wa: de- `<`
signed to give you a
real personal portable radio
that you can enjoy anywhere without
disturbing others. Use icon camping trips, in
bed, in your office, or just anywhere. Send

2/- for layout, Wiring diagram and Component Price Liss.
This will be refunded on all order; over LI,

R. C. S.

;

;

;

;

case.

Easy to assemble.

11,

OLIVER
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RM

PRECISION BUILT
MATCHED COMPONENTS
M.G. GANG
CONDENSER
i4
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SPECIAL SERVICE
We are THE specialists in inexpensive Radio Test Gear, now
recognised throughout the world as invaluable to the beginner,
serious experimenter, and service man alike.
Our famous Kits, with their comprehensive assembly instructions,
clear diagrams, and helpful operating hints, enable even those
most inexperienced in Radio to construct and use instruments
which would hitherto have cost many pounds.
Only the simplest of tools are required. There is NO metal work
fact, all the hard work is already
to be done. NO calibrating
done for you.
All the instruments listed below are operated from a single
sixpenny lÿ volt dry battery. There are NO valves to buy or
replace.
Each instrument can be constructed by anyone in an odd evening,
and when finished is a handsome professional looking job,
designed to stand up to hard work and to accurately cover the
entire range of useful values.

-in

.:41442:4.:s^F+^.

S.L.8

a SPIN WHEEL
DRIVE

RES /CAP. BRIDGE. -500 pf-50 mfd.,

10

ohms -5 Megs., 31/6.

P.P. 1/6.

INDUCTANCE

M.G. GANG CONDENSER
Available as I, 2 or 3 gang, 490 p.F. nominal capacity,
matched and standardised to close limits. Supplied

with trimmers if required.
Other capacities available-details

on

request.

Cadmium plated steel frame.
Aluminium Vanes.
Low loss non -hygroscopic insulation.
Spindle Tin. dia. projects I *in. from front plate.
Front area 21in. x 2 *in. including sweep of vanes.
Price
Length excluding spindle:
9/3d.
I *in.
I gang
14
/ -d.
2 din.
2 gang
3

gang

--

S.L.8 SPIN

in.

3

BRIDGE. -50

I.F.

ALIGNER.-465

P.P.

Hy,

42/6.

range

Kc /s

of I.F. frequencies,

15 / -.

I / -.

STREET,

4,

RADIO MAIL

NOTTINGHAM

Cash with order or C.O.D.

Stamp with all enquiries, please.

3 NEW TELEVISION

18/3d.

RECEIVERS OF EXTREMELY

WHEEL DRIVE

ECONOMICAL

Complete with
A precision slide rule drive.
3 -band glass scale, 9in. x 41in.
Printed -short, medium and long wave bands with
station names.
Scale length Tin.
The spin wheel drive gives easy control through
a radio of 24-I. Fitted with constant velocity coupling,
eliminating strain on the Condenser, and providing
mechanical and electrical isolation from vibration
and noise.

micro /Hy -100

P.P. 1/6.

PRICE

TELE -GRAM
A 14ín. flat-faced rectangular Television receiver combined with the
latest
three -speed record
very
player, housed within a handsome
veneered walnut cabinet 35in. high,
19 valves.
20in. wide, 20in. deep.
Aluminised tube with tinted filter,
coupled
with full
focusing
pin point
bandwidth and accurate interlacing
ENSURES BRILLIANT DAYLIGHT
5
channels -selected
VIEWING.
loin. loudspeaker
instantaneously.
for magnificent reproduction. A.G.
mains 200/250 volts.

-

Supplied with florentine bronze escutcheon.
27/6d. complete.
Price
Write for fully illustrated catalogue.

Price

JACKSON

TV

5.

BROS. (LONDON) LTD.
WADDON
K!NGSWAY

TV

5.

:

78

guineas (inc. P.T.).

14in. CONSOLE
The 14ín. Console model is exactly similar in all respects to the
Tele -gram, with the exception of the record player, as described
above.
Price : 69 guineas (inc. P. Tax)
17in.

CONSOLE

SURREY

Similarly this 17ín. model which gives a superb large picture has
the same specification as the 14ín. models.
79 guineas (inc. P. Tax)
Price :

WALFILCO, SOUPHONE, LONDON
Telephone : CROYDON 2754 -5

ARMSTRONG WIRELESS & TELEVISION CO. LTD.,
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7

.

Telegrams

:

L 4679 A

www.americanradiohistory.com
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DESERVES

The Finest Cored Solder
in the World
No matter how good your constructor set, the finished job
won't do you credit if the
solder you use tights shy of
those intricate joints.
Set
designers

recommend

Ersin

Multicorc because its accelerated fluxing reduces the surface
tension of the molten solder so
that it runs right into the joint.
Ersin Mtilticore is the only
solder containing 3 cores of
extra - active, non - corrosive
Ersin Flux. Correct proportions of solder to flux prevent

oxidation, actually clean surface oxides and make ' dry or
H.R. joints impossible. Solder
securely -with Multicore.
'

Ask for the 5 - .Si-e One Carton (Cut. Ref
CI 6018) con luillìn
55 Jett
uJ solder.

THE

SOLDER

USED

SEE

LEADING

BY

AT

US

THE

Radio Show
STAND 111

FOOT OF MAIN
STAIRCASE IN
CENTRE HALL

MANUFACTURERS

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTILORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS

MODEL IIOc
CAPACITY-

BONMOOR 3636

RESISTANCE BRIDGE
FOR ONE MONTH ONLY

(OR AS LONG AS STOCKS LAST)

GIGANTIC

('IIr:.tit.1N('h:

S]e1111 ?It

This is an A.C. mains operated bridge designed to
give quick and accurate measurements of capacity
or resistance at mains frequencies, and covers all
practical requirements

-

Eight Capacity Ranges

`aGERS

0

- 1.2- - - -- - - - -0.00012 -0.0012 -0.012 -0.12

12

1.200/,F.

120

Eight Resistance Ranges
0

pM1ii.
IpQE

Accuracy

C
FOR

ONE

opportanity
815AÁ

h,r

MONTH

ue

:.1

stork.

a

ONLY

(OR

a

f

ofirrit'o

:

n ,

,

Garrard .tnlorhm,:,,.r

alai

37.10.0

A'nrFngrrs
(original ll/ f!;tU.O,
£13.t0.0
!'leserp

R-spre,t

other

well -kuowu

352/364,

t

LOWER ADDISCOMBE

ROAD.

,

I

YOUR BARGAIN

LTD.,

CROYDON,: SURREY.

ADDi,rornbe 6051 -5062.

®

is

0

1

,200

1.2

1

12

2,000

120,003

120

megohms.

within 2% to 4% depending on

Catalogue

f14.10.0
or

£2.3.6 deposit and
monthly payments
of £l.7.9. From your
usual supplier.
10

The

complete range

of Taylor
Measuring

,

ELECTRICAL

Telephone:

an,

estn:nlon speakers of all ty:,.
toter, ,oto
rnanee n.: .I
de,
nstrntion T t seta eta.
Tni, i. a' n,'nnn,e net. Once
line, rno,,t I,,' repeate,t

SEND FOR LISTS AND CONE EARLY TO SECURE

CLASSIC

and

Write for

AS

lifetnr,, far h:::,...

laahearnn's.nn,lreco,::uti neaP,lis
t,- new lire. at real ku,.rk-,n,t p,; ,
All erlittanent Snara ntee:l i
1., ,:..,
w ,rklnu oiler.
Iteury lurind, to
,

/', u,o

120

12

scale and range.

LONG AS STOCKS LAST).!Heue
rain

ohms

SPEttEQMENj

No.

105

Test and

Equipment can be seen at Stand
at the Earls Court Radio Show.

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENTS LTD.
Montrose Ave., Slough, Bucks. Slough 21331

500
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VALVE V.H.F. SUPERHET

RECEIVER. Ex -W.D. (R.1124),
but brand new condition. 30.540 Mc //s, I.F. 7 Mc /s.

6- channel

switching. Covers T V. sound,
ConFire, Amateurs, etc.
vertible to mains (A.C. or
A.C. /D.C.). Components include
30 ceramic trimmers, 30 small
condensers, 30 resistances, 6
valve -holden, cans and covers, 2
transformers, 3 coils, etc. Our
price 716, post 2/6. Also supplied complete with valves at 17/6.
Drawings available at 1/..
EXTENSION SPEAKERS. Brand new 6)in. P.M. speaker
(low impedance). Mounted on polished and veneered baffle stand,
with gold sprayed metal fret. 5ft. lead ready connected. ONLY
Post 1/9.
19/9

RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS. Latest

1953 mode!s, all brand new.
Six waveband (illustrated) at FIFTEEN GUINEAS, and three
Escutcheons available at
TWELVE
GUINEAS.
waveband at
4/9. Chassis measurements 11!1in. x 7in. x 8i in. Also additional
three -wave model at LIO I7s. 6d., including FREE SPEAKER.
Gram switch and pick -up sockets, negative feed -beck, etc.
Carr. 4/6. Terms available.

LO UD HAILER. Very power-

ful P.A. system, working off
12 or 24 volts. Brand new. No
valve to break or damage.
Independent of electricity
failures. Weatherproof. Consists of microphone and combined amplifier /speaker. Toral
weight 201b. Our price, £8117/6,
carriage 5/6.

RADIO TELEPHONES. American walkie- talkie type transceivers. 53 -75 me /s. Complete in canvas carrying case, and
packed in heavy wooden transit case. E9 I7s. 6d. each. Operated
from set of internal batteries, or a vibrator unit from 12 volts.
SPECIAL OFFER of £21 per pair,
Vibrators 27/6 each.
including vibrators. Carr. 10,!

,

ACCUMULATORS.

Brand
new, 2 volt, 14 a /H, lead acid,
Bargain,
x
61in.
x
2)in.
2)in.
4/6, post / -.
MICRO SWITCHES. Latest
American midgets. 250 volt,
3 A., )in. x Sin. x I1in., 3/6.

TUNING CONDENSERS.

BARGAIN OFFER, three for 7/-.
FIXED CONDENSERS. Various values, .005 mfd., 350 VDC,

standard size. 2/9. post 6d.

1

to .25 mfd., 350 VDC. In mixed parcels of 20 for S / -, 45 for
100 for El. FIXED RESISTORS, same prices.

Store' soiled, tested. Match all
normal O.P. valves to 2 -5 ohm speech coil. CLEARANCE
OFFER, 1/9, post 6d."--

O.P. TRANSFORMERS.

New and wrapped, Sin. wide, '.lb.
Our price, 1/6.

To

FREE
This

621,

O( CO.
.r
DUKE &

C.W.O.
OR
C.O.D.

144 -page

Book

ROMFORD ROAD,

LONDON,

AMBITIOUS
ENGINEERS!

Have you sent for your copy ?
' ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES ' WHICH IS
YOUR PET
is a highly informative
guide to the best -paid
Engineering posts.
It
tells you how you can
quickly prepare at home
on " NO PASS -NO
FEE" terms for a
recognised engineering

qualification,outlines the

widest range of modern
Home -Study Courses in
all branches ofEngineering and explains the
benefits of our EmployIf' you're
ment Dept.
earning less than £I5 a
week you cannot afford
to miss reading this
unique book. Send for
your copy to -dayFREE.
FREE COUPON'
Please send me your FREE 144.page
OPPORTUNITIES

" ENGINEERING

"

:NAME
=ADDRESS

!Subject or Exam.
that interests ma

10/ -,

or

-INSULATING TAPE.
rolls, list price 3/6.

.0005 mfd.

Store soiled, tested.

¡British latälrte of Engineering Technology
40lß, Shakupeare Howe,
17119, Stratford Place, London, W.1

SUBJECT?

Mechanical Eng.
Electrical Eng.
Civil Engineering
Radio Engineering
Automobile Eng.
Aeronautical Eng.
Production Eng.

Building, Plastics,
Draughtsmanship
Television, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS
AFTER YOUR

NAME!

A.M.I.Mech.E.
A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.P.E.
A.M.I.M.I.
L.I.O.B.
A.F.R.Ae.S.
B.Sc.

A.M.Bri t.l. R.E.
CITY & GUILDS
GEN. CERT.
OF EDUCATION
etc., etc.

BIET

STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

E.12.GEA.t6».

This Month'

G2AK

G2AK

MULTI -METER BASIC UNIT. -400 Microamp.

F.S.D.;
scaled 8 ranges A.C. /D.C. volts, 1-11 and LO ohms, complete
with rectifier made by Triplett U.S.A. Only 32/6 Post Free.
SHADED POLE MOTORS for tape recorders or gram.
units. With voltage tapping plate 200/250 volts, 3 -hole fixing.
Our price 12,!6 ea. or 21/- pair. Post and pkg.. on either 1/6.

SPECIAL TRANSFORMER OFFER. -Pri.

115, 210, 24Cv.

Secs. 260/260 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 3 A. and 6.3 v.

Universal mounting.

rectifier.

I

Limited quantity.

A. for 6X5
17/6 ea.,

post free.

Special Offer. T.V. Un. Coaxial Cable, I Id. yd. or 9/6 per
doz. yds., or 9d. per yd. in 100 -yd. coils. P. & P., 1/6.
Special Valve Offer. Kit of 4 midget valves 1.4 v., I each
ISS, IRS, IT4 and 154, 30/- or 8/6 ea. separately. 807's 12/6
ea. or 4 for 45/-.
Speakers. W.B. 2 }in., 1816. Phillips 3in., 15/ -. Elac Sin.
17/6. Celestion loin., 27/6. P. & P. /
and
L.T. Transformers. 230 v. Primaries. 12 v. 15 A., 12/6 ;
v.
tapped
at 4 v. 1.5 A., 8/- ; 6.3 v. 2.5 A., 12/6 ; 6.3 v.
6.3
6 A. and 5 v. 4 A., 25/-.
Twin Feeder, 300 ohm ISO watt rating, 6d. yd. Minimum
quantity, post free, 20 yards ; otherwise, P. & P. 1/6.
Morse Practice Sets, with double action buzzer, output for
phones, excellent key, require only 4) v. battery. As new,
7/6 ea. P. & P. If-.
Germanium Diodes, B.T.H., 2/- ; G.E.C., 246 ea.
Potentiometers. Carbon, 50 K., ICO K., and Meg. Spindle
Type, 1/6 ea. ; 25 K. and A Meg., Pre-Set Type, I/- ea. ;
Wire Wound 20 K. Spindle type, 2/-,; 20 K. and 50 K. Pre -set,
1

,

1

1/6 ea.

Postage free on all orders over LI except where

stated. PLEASE PRINT
All callers
110

specifically

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

C. H. YOUNG, G2AK
Mail Orders

Dale End,

Birmingham (CEN.

www.americanradiohistory.com

1635)

:

102, Holloway Head,
Birmingham (MID 3254)
1

September, 1933
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WHAINDA

GARLAND BROS. LTD
arriage.
iaced

tamp.

Details of the unit and of assoamplifier available on receipt of

BRENETTE MICROPHONES.

-

Large
microphones have
enabled us to make substantial reductions
in the prices. The following range is available
Type 9ND, Multi -directional ball type, in black and chrome E2.2.0. Post 2/ -.
sales of these popular

in.

:

;

frequency- response microphone, in brown
cast case with chrome grill, £5.5.0. Post 2/6.
Type 13U, A highly sensitive studio
microphone with outstanding frequency
characteristics. Flexible mounting enables
it to be used directionally or not as required.
Black and chrome finish, E6.6.0. Post 3;6.

VARLEY MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

-

TRI

25/73
in
L'F,36.

2

r,-

El, '.

6/3
FASS
VR91
L;8C33

ELM

2,'-

5'716

+.

EP,C33.

ECC32
5U4G

IT4

GSH7
12A7

4'9

HL2K

6Q7
SG215

12
9 6
2 6

3D6

8-

MU2

SP61

VRll6

76

5-

2'6
4'4'8

F

S13n

6Sti7
6K7

1290A
U22
SP41
VU133

ET89

Ent
955

8-

612'6
72 6

56

6.-

2 6
2 6

KT66

PT15

Pen220
Pen46
VU503
ER34

V0111
EF'8
EC54

VII30

6 -

ISS
12SJ7

5 -

G

5'

GENERAL

-

6in, clear, 19/6 ; 9in. clear or filter, 59/- ;
12in., clear or filter, 70/ -.
Please state
which and add 5/- for carriage and packing.

I L YDESDALEBargains in Ex- Services Radio and Electronic Equipment

4i6

ML4
6V6

6'7'-

45'6
76
37;-

VR2L
T41

DI

VU129

EL32
TT11
9001

U10
3S4
GA8

10 8:-

4'8
7'6

A 3 -range 10 -5.5 Mc /s. 5.5 -3 Mc /s., 500 -200 kc /s., 4 -valve 2/PT15,
Transmitter Unit, in metal case. Dim.
14 x 165 x 85ín.
Power requirements (external) H T. 1,200 v. D.C. 200 m /s. L.T.

6/3

61,641 T
61,7

2 /ML6.
5 -

2/10

-

9 6

2746^g
5 6
598`

76
126

CV73
6AC7
21D2

VINER'S (Middlesbrough)
\,I

TRIODES.

TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENSES.

6.3 v. 4 a. 6 v. 2

5 a.

/1.19.6

ASK FOR
No. P /E5

7/6

with

5 switched bands, 18 -7.5 Mc /s, 7.5 -3 Mc /s, 1,500 -600 kc /s,
500-200 kc /s, 200 -75 kc,s. 7 valves : VR99, 3/VRI00, 2, /VRI01,
V 103, ME in black metal case 161 x 9 x 910.
APPEARANCE AS NEW, £9.19.6. Carriage Paid.
ASK FORNo. P /E6.
APPEARANCE GOOD. £8.18.6. Carriage Paid
ASK FOR No. P /H916.
APPEARANCE
ROUGH. E5.19.6. Carriage 7/6.
ASK FOR No P1H893.
1

TYPE

I.

CATOR

Ref.

-

VISUAL

10Q/2.
Section.
Dual
reading.

For

:

RI155

INDID.F.

Left Right D.F.
meter, 2 in. scale. Dim. : 3) a
2 1in. overall, 4 -hole fixing, 2/ x
2.',in. between centres. In used
condition.
ASK FOR
POST
No. P/H862A
Each PAID
Illustrated Catalogue No. 8D. Price
1/6. (Credited on first purchase of
10/- or over.)
,

.

'12/6

Order direct from

:

cLYD

Electrical

STREET, 511DUEESBROV(iIt
'F'I. : (MID) 3118.

Carriage

THE RI155 AS A COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

,

Radio

PURPOSE

Type 2C/22 (7193), 6.3 v. heater, int. octal
base. Similar to 6)5G, but anode and grid
brought out to top caps. Price 11/6 per
half -doz., post paid (minimum quantity).

TRANSMITTER UNIT T.11543

5FWI50010- 6X5G
ISI
8- 6I.1G 12 6
86
Itesiutor. Er e. rte.. 1. I. 1 2 II". £1 pet 100.
TRANSMIT"' ER CONDENSER.-Polar type, 34 p1/, 3 -.
34 +34 pf, 4'6. 100 pr. 3 6. 68 pr. 3 -. All Ceramic.
1:LI;CTROLI"TIl'. -8 mid.. 2 6. 6+8 mid.. 3 9. 16 +16 mrd.,
4'6. All 450 volt. working. 16 mid. Dubilier Drylitic,
500 volt working. 39.
TR9 RECEIVERS.-Complete with Valves. 15'- each.
L.F. 41101111E.-50 Henry, 65 mA., 4'9 each.
l'RANSI'ORMEIIS. -26 volt 10 amp.. £1. 6.3 v. 9 amp. +
6.3 volt 9 amp.. £l'2 8 each. Inputs 230 -250 A.C.
All Transformers in stock for T. 1131 TX, Coaxial Cable.
lin. dia.m., 80 ohm. 104I. per yard.
Metal Rectifiers. 250 volt 50 m.4..4 6 each. 35'1 volt 100 mA..
8'- each. 300 volt'120 mA.. 8'- each.
Thermoslals,- 203 -250 volt A.C.. 40-83 deg. F. Totally
enclosed Regulates Auto -On -Off.. £1 each.
RF38
EC52

Price 12/6 plus 2/- post.

valves

12'6

9.54

8-

Shunt wound.

ROTARY
TRANSFORMERS. P.M.
field. IIv. input, 480 v., 40 mA. output.

I

:K32.

SIAM

v. D.C.
Price 7/6 plus 1/3 post.

1

I.F.

12SH7

MOTORS. -24

All POST ORDERS to Dept P.W. at our DEPTFORD
BRANCH. Post & Pkg. extra. Minimum Charge 3d.

27/6

9'6
8'49

2/6 post.

METAL RECTIFIERS.-RMI, 125 v. at
80 mA., 3/11. RM2, 125 v. at 100 mA., 4/3.
14D/972, 250 v. at 25 mA., 6/6. 12 v., f A.,
6/ -. 6 v. I A.. 4/6. 12 v. 2 A., 12/6. 12 v.
2' A., 16/6. 12 v. 4 A., 21 /-.

EF50 Red

GSK7

IR5

1

;

mum 9d.

BARGAiN
PRICE
VALVE BARGAIN

7'6'10'-

ECC31
574

IQ

v., 80 mA. ; 046.3 v., 3 amps. ; 045 v.,
(2) 350-0 -350 v., 80 mA. ; 046.3 v.,
2 amps.
045 v., 2 amps. ; (3) 0-30 v.,
3 amps. ;
tapped to give 3 v., 4 v.. 5 v., 6 v., 8 v., 9 v.,
10 v.,
12 v., 15 v., 18 v., 20 v., 24 v.
All
at 2 amps. Price in each case, 19/6 plus

RADAR REFLECTORS. -Type MXI37a:

1

TRANSFORM RS.- Tapped

primary, universal mouncin`.. (I) 250 -0 -250

Post 9d.

iondltion. complete with

,

,r
I

MAINS

These consist of 6 -2ft. x ,',in. dura)
tubes covered with fine wire mesh. The
whole assembly can be used as an omnidirectional aerial, and the mesh has many
horticultural applications. Price 3/9 each.

RECEIVER

196
465

RADAR REFLECTORS. -Type MX138'-

-8

Primary 10 -0-200 -220 -240 volts. Secondary
300 -0-300 volts at 150 mA., 5 volt at 3 amps.,
6.3 volt at 4 amps., 6.3 volt at amp. Open
type construction. Price 45' -. Post 2/6.
1

Post 3d.

;

Voltage ranges, 100/110 v., 200/220 v. and
230/250 v. Price 16/9.
"The iron that
makes soldering a pleasure." Post 9d.

alternative

tough steel copper-plated, are 12in. long,
and fit into each other to make any length.
Many hundreds of thousands sold to T/V
aerial manufacturers and to the public.
Price 3/6 per doz or E1 per 100, post paid.
paid U.K.
E10 per box of 1,800 carri

I

weight 40 watt irons with easily interchangeable elements and 3 /l6in. diameter bits.

3

AERIAL RODS. -These popular rods, of

similar to above, buc also include a telescopic aerial rod, extending from I lin to
3fc. 6in. approx. Price 4,/9 each. Post 9d.
HIGH STABILITY RESISTORS.
I<.,
watt, 2 %, I / - ; IOk., i watt. 1°,,,, 1/3; 13h..
watt,
I/2%,
25
k.,
!,
watt,
%,
1/3
;
z
250 k., .l watt, 2 ",,, II- ; I M Q, I watt,
%, 1/6 ; 1.8 M ii,
watt, 5 %, I/- ; 11.5
M 11, 2 watt, 5 %, l'3. Post extra, mini-

TYANA SOLDERING IRONS.- Light-

diam., with

heads and triple screw adjustment. These are brand new
and boxed, and the original
price was 15/- each. Our Price
5/- each. Post paid.

letters and words for marking electronic
equipment. Price 4/9 per book, The new
Decals book for the amateur now available.
29 words per page, 4 pages radio and audio,
4 pages T/V and Scope, 2 pages misc. incl.
Tx. and Tape Recording, 3/6 per book.
A.

Type 7D, Directional type, for instrumental or vocal use
black and chrome.
E3.15.0.
Post 2/6.
Type I IA, A wide -

AND

CABLE STRIPPERS, to take

all size flexes and cables up to

CHESHAM HOUSE, DEPTFORD BROADWAY, S.E.8. TEL.: T.DEWAY 4412/3
5 OBELISK HOUSE, LEWISHAM, S.E.13.
TEL
LEE GREEN 4038
.TRUVOX TAPE UNIT.-We are at DECALS. -500 ,{ie, high white transfer
last able to give early delivery on this
long -awaited unit. Price E23.2.0, plus 10 /-

WIRE

'L

A'srr4

Bridge St., Glasgow, C.S.
'Phone
Visit our Branches in Scotland, England
2,

;;'LTD
:

SOUTH 2706/9
and N. Ireland.
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-if you look for BIG RESULTS
Its blooming marvellous-the rise in efficiency that results
from the use of OSMOR " Q " Range Coils. No wonder
our customers are enthusiastic ! They tell us these " mighty
marvels in miniature " are super-selective and sensitive to

4/_

degree they never dreamed possible. And we guarantee
them -they're the outcome of parlient scientific research plus
the highest technical ability. Noce these " plus " points that
spell superior performance :
a

LAGHI

Packed in damp* proof
containers.

Only lin. high.
* Variable
iron dust cores.
* Low
loss Polystyrene
*
formers.

* Fitted tags
connection.

for

easy

is
COILPACKS. -Now at new lower prices ! A full range
available for Superhet and T.R.F. Mains or Battery. Size only I ¡in.
of
reliable
construction
for
the
Ideal
high x 3;tin. wide x 2.¿in.
new sets, also for conversion of the 21 RECEIVER, TRI196,
Aligned and tested,
TYPE IB, WARTIME UTILITY and others.
with full circuits, etc. Fully descriptive leaflets available.

Lines- you're on the right lines

e1-ith
spotlight on just one of the

A

range of Osmor

"

Q

"

Type A GLASS
DIAL ASSEMBLY (as illus.),

Frequency coverage 150 kc /s to 20
m /c. Iron dust core and single -screw

measuring 7in. x
7in. (9`in. x 94in.
overall) mounts in
any position on or
above the chassis

Prototype

fixing

tested and approved
by M. G. Scroggie,
B.Sc., M.I.E.E. Ideal
anode load in
as
T.R.F. receivers for
decoupling and general purposes.
Price 4/-

3- colour

required,

works

and

with

The NEW
CHASSIS CUTTER
of entirely new design. Cuts two sizes
of holes with any one reversible punch
and die ; and can be operated with a
Blanks easily
spanner or tommy bar.
removed.
Prov.
Pat.

Type Hole Sizes Price
lin. x ¡in. 19/6
I

& P.,

P.

ÿin. x Rin. 22/6
4
I;!in. x tin. 27/3
Post and Packing If- (any type).

1,6.

Overall size 5¡in. sq.,
Cream

MI,

background,

as

illustrated.

3- colour

Type

waves.
M2, L. & M.
waves. M3, M. & 2/S. waves.
Price
3/6 each. Pointer, 1/6.
Drum, Drive, Spring and Cord for use
with both types of dials, 3/2.
L.M.S.

1/3 each.

"JIFFY

PUNCH

" PRACTICAL

s.w.g.

Length 24in., enamelled olive green.
(as illustrated) for screwing
under a shelf, 5/9 each, holds 6 jars.
Length 18in., enamelled green.
Post and packing, I/- (either type).
(Trade supplied)

Type 2

WIRELESS

"

Autogram ; Modern I- Valver ;
A.C. Band -pass 3 ; RI 155 Converter ;
Attache Case Portable ; Modern High
Beginners' Super Power Amplifier 2 ;
3 -Speed

2-Valve Receiver ; Television
(Special coils in cans available.)

You

IR

coilpacks and
components.

radio

won't

believe

it-

the first

time you hear
Have fun
your own voice
and find endless pleasure in
!

using an inexpensive TAPE
RECORDER you can build

Converter.

"

Both types of cutters are of hardened
steel and are for use on steel up to
Brass and Dural up to 16
18 s.w.g.
s.w.g. Aluminium and copper up to
14

easily obtained.)

We keep stocks of many radio components
for use in published circuits, including :

Dear Reader,
We can't mention all our products here
For cutting smaller holes neatly and but shall be glad to receive your enquiries
Tuning
Condensers,
Chassis,
quickly with one blow of a light hammer. for
Switches, Volume Controls, and all
other Radio Components. If it's top
and
a
speedy,
Pros. quality
components
Pat. courteous service you are looking for-try
Type Hole Size Price
Osmor. We really shall do our best for you.
6/6
Send Sd. (stamps) for
7/6
(in.
2
FREE CIRCUITS
Fn.
8/9
3
and full list of coils,

The OSMOR

a

buy one or two for your wife's larder,
too-she will appreciate somewhere to
store her preserves.) Holds any I lb.
jam jars with or without lids. Easily
removed, cannot fall out. Just the
thing for the tidy " HAM " or Radio
Dealer.
Type I for wall -fixing, 6/9 each, holds
8 jars. (Jars are not supplied but are

"WIRELESS WORLD"
No Compromise T.R.F. Tuner
Midget Mains Receiver. Sensitive

18/9

3

Tommy Bars

extra.

"JAR- RACK"
0511071
generous husband you'll
(If you're

het.

1

)in.x li(in.

-GI

METAL DIALS

!

osmoiR

of drive.

scales
1/9

those small components- resistors, condensers, etc., neatly stored and
yet visible by using an
Keep

Choice of two
(L.M.S.) or G2
(M.S.S.). Price complete, 24/6. Pulley
assembly for
right-angle drive if
any type

TWO for the Price of ONE

2

DIALS

coils.

H.F. CHOKE Type Q.C.1.

yourself. We can supply all
the parts to make a really efficient one,
utilising your gramophone turntable
(which can still be used for its normal
purpose). Send 2/6 for easy -to- follow

blueprints and instructions, or

ask

I.F.s.

I

IIpair.
I

Permeability- tuned,

465 kc.

Standard size I
flying leads.
ein. x Twin. x 3 /in. For use with
OSMOR coilpacks and others, 14/6

with

PREALIGNED,

1/6

extra.

Osmor Radio Products Ltd.

Tel
(Dept. P39) BRIDGE VIEW WORKS, BOROUGH HILL, CROYDON, SURREY.

verrarvws

for

details.

..l

Croydon 5148/g

.,oov,rfs
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21st YEAR
OF ISSUE
By THE EDITOR

MONTH -Greatly

Enlarged 21st BlrIhdn
and Radio Show Number

Free 3s. 6d. Blueprint of F. J. Camm's Coronet Four in Every Issue

1.

WITH next month's greatly -enlarged issue The CORONET FOUR will be the receiver of
we celebrate the 21st year of continuous
1953. Look out for it on our stand at the
publication.
The coming of age of a Radio Show.
successful periodical is an event worthy of
The whole of the issue will he included
celebration. It is a time when we reflect upon within a special two- colour cover printed on art
the past, but mainly we regard it as an augury paper. In every way it will be a souvenir
for the future. It is, of course, pleasant to reflect issue which readers, I am sure, will preserve.
upon the achievements of the past, but it should We are, of course, printing many thousands of
not be an occasion when one should relax and extra copies, but trade orders at the moment
rely upon past victories. The past is over. of going to press are so high that it would be
It may enrich the memory, but it will not provide unwise to rely upon the chance copy being
the motivating force which is necessary to propel available at your newsagent. It is necessary to
and to navigate a successful periodical through order next month's issue now.
the stormy waters of the publishing ocean.
" P.W." AT THE RADIO SHOW
The attainment of our 21st birthday will
inspire us to even greater efforts to encourage THE Radio Show takes place from September
2nd to the 12th and next month's issue
the fascinating hobby of radio.
Next month there will be features in plenty will, of course, contain a full report of the exhibits.
to remind readers of the past 21 years and of Readers are cordially invited to visit our stand
the achievements which stand to the credit of No. 87 on the ground floor, where they will
this journal. It is a source of great satisfaction be able to examine our full range of technical
to us to know that we still carry with us thousands books, periodicals and blueprints and examine
of readers who can claim to have read every issue the latest 16in. television receiver sponsored
from the first, which first saw the light of day on by our companion journal Practical Television
September 24th, 1932. Our thanks to the under working conditions. Our staff will be in
many hundreds of them who have written wishing attendance throughout the show to answer
technical questions.
us many happy returns of the right sort !
Apart from those features there will be a SMALL FIRMS AND THE SHOW
complete report of the Radio Show, our usual ALTHOUGH, as we stated last month, the
articles and regular features. The size of the
R.I.C. have made special arrangements to
issue has been greatly enlarged to accommodate let stands at a specially reduced price to firms
them.
catering for constructors and experimenters,
and which cannnot afford the higher prices
FREE BLUEPRINT
which large firms have to pay to exhibit at
WITH every issue there will also be included Earls Court, and we have offered assistance
to
A FREE 3s. 6d. BLUEPRINT of the first them, at the moment of going to press the
receiver I have sponsored since the war -the response has been disappointing.
CORONET FOUR. I launch.it with confidence.
It has been designed to incorporate the latest INDEXES FOR VOL. 28
circuitry, for quality and for cheapness of
REMINDER to readers that indexes for
construction. It incorporates components of
Vol. 28 are now available and can be
the lastest type, readily available. It is my obtained from our Publishing Department for
belief that it will be built in its thousands. Is. Id. each. Those readers who wish to have
Readers do not need to be reminded that this their copies bound will be glad to know that
receiver is designed round a P.W. circuit we have made special arrangements with a bookguaranteed to perform in the manner claimed. binding firm for this to be done.
J. C.

A

-F.
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ROUN
British Radio in Photographs

BRITISH

Radio

Leads

.
the

World is the title of a booklet which has been sent overseas
by the Radio Industry Council
(of Great Britain), enclosing an
invitation to the National Radio
Show at Earls Court, London, from
September 1st (special invitation
day) to 12th. The booklet consists
almost entirely of photographs,
62 in all, telling the story of British
achievements in every branch of
radio, television and electronics.
The captions are in English, French
and Spanish. A gay front cover
design consists of a union flag
lying against a background of sea
and sky. The booklet is not on sale
to the public.
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stration yacht Electra Il in the
Channel were broadcast in a special
feature programme in the French
service of the BBC on July 13th.
During the two -way crossing,
Monsieur Jean Bacon, of the BBC,
who devised the programme, described the various items of marine
radio equipment on board the
Elettra II, and the mobile recording
unit recorded radio -telephone conversations with Boulogne Radio
and the French fishing vessel,
Saints Pierre et Paul. Thick fog
on the return journey, with visibility down to 30yds., gave
Monsieur Bacon an opportunity of
seeing for himself how radar helps
the navigator under such weather
conditions.

Evening Classes
in two radio subjects
CLASSES
will be held at Brentford

Evening Institute next winter.
One is radio servicing, with some
practical work, covering the theory
of receiver operation from first
principles before dealing with
fault - finding and repairs. The
other is preparation for the radio
amateur's examination of the City
and Guilds Institute. The course
includes all necessary theory from
first principles.
The two series of lectures will
be given by Mr. J. R. Hamilton,
Assoc.Brit.I.R.E. The servicing
course will be held on Tuesday
evenings from 7 to 9, commencing
September 22nd. The amateur's
course will be on Wednesday
evenings, commencing September
Broadcast to Feature " Elettra II " New British Standard
week is
Enrolment
:
23rd.
RECORDINGS made by the THE recently published B.S.1988
1953 (" Memorandum on the September 14th to 18th inclusive.
BBC on board the Marconi
marine radio research and demon- Measurement of Frequency Variation in Sound Help on Everest
Recording a n d
of the Everest expeReproduction "), MEMBERS
dition paid tribute to British
draws attention to radio batteries when they returned
the lack of uni- to London in July.
formity, in t h i s
Interviewed at London Airport,
country and else- Mr. George Band said, " The
where, in t h e radio batteries supplied to us by
practice of and the Vidor company performed
t h e terminology even better than I had dreamed
associated with the possible. Trouble at very high
measurement o f altitudes would have been underundesired fre- standable, but even at 24,000ft.
quency variation they gave excellent results."
in sound recording
Col. Hunt, leader of the expediand reproduction. tion, said that it had never been
The memorandum intended to take the radio equipgives . recom- ment to the summit. The main
mended terms and role of radio was to facilitate
definitions, a n d the building up of stores and in
general recom- this role it proved invaluable.
mendations a r e
made upon the Radio Telephone Network
criteria to be
order to improve and extend
taken in measuring IN their communications system
undesired fre- the Posts and Telegraphs Departquency variation ment of Nigeria has ordered
in sound recording
for a large network of
and reproduction. equipment
wireless
multichannel
V.H.F.
Copies may be stations. This network will link
obtained from the the telephone systems of many
Joy Nichols, radio star of " Take It From Here,"
British Standards towns and will provide more
Peterson,
Wally
Canadian
her
husband,
with
together
Institution, Sales channels on existing overhead
home
her
Hendon
left
Roberta,
daughter,
and their
Branch, 24. Vic- wire routes. The order has been
whom
she
in
Sydney,
mother
her
visit
to
recently
Agents
Street, placed, through Crown
toria
ago.
seven
years
England
to
coming
since
seen
not
has
for the Colonies, with Marconi's
hopes to return to British radio next year. London, S.W.],
She
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Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.,
who have already installed part

of

the scheme.

It

will

be possible,

when the

scheme is completed, to telephone
from Lagos to many places which
have never had t e l e p h o n e

communication

with the coast
before. Surveys are still in progress
in Nigeria by Marconi engineers
in order to ensure that the development of the telecommunication
system of the Nigerian communication network will provide the
maximum facilities and flexibility
for traffic handling in the future.
Broadcast Receiving. Licences
statement shows
THEthefollowing
approxinaáte number of
sound receiving licences issued during the year ended May, 1953.
The grand total of sound and
television licences was 12,945,828.
Region
Number
London Postal
1,728,457
Home Counties
1,461,820
Midland
...
.,.
1,319,044
North -eastern
1,734,433
North- western
1,348,767
South -western
1.034.778
Wales and Border
671.332

Total

England

Robot Announcer
AMERICAN radio station KEAR
at San Mateo, California,
plans to go on the air without an
announcer from 6 p.m. to midnight. Instead, KEAR will use a
new long -playing tape playback
device
developed
by
Ampex
Electric Corporation of Redwood
City, California. Spot announcements and commercials are recorded on one tape, music on
another. The announcements are

505
Marine Appointment
is announced
THEof appointment
Mr. W. A. Penkman as
manager of the Service Division of
The Marconi International Marine
Communication Co., Ltd.
Like the majority of executive
officials of the company, Mr.
Penkman has served at sea on the
operating staff, having gained the
Postmaster- General's First Class
Certificate shortly after joining the
Liverpool depot staff in 1918. He
remained on the seagoing radio
staff, serving with the Marine Co.
and the Radio Communication
Co. until 1926, when he returned
to shore ditties.

and

Wales

9,298,631
1;1 15,353
- 215,244

Scotland

Northern Ireland
Grand Total ...

claimed that listeners to the transmissions with ordinary F. M.
receivers
were
unaware
that
" multiplex " was being used.

...

10,629,228

Prize for Inventor

TOUTE LA

RADIO,"

the

French radio and television
magazine, has given 50,000 francs
to Siegfried Klein, inventor of the
lonophone, as first Grand Prize

for Invention.
The Ionophone, an inertialess

loudspeaker, is to be made in
factories all over Europe.

Mr.

V. Pringle, /ourth ,front right, of the Mollard Valve Servir
Department, shows representatives from the Scottish radio industry
round the new valve service depot and explains test procedure. From
left to right : Mr. D. Hunter, President, S.R.R.A. ; Mr. I'. Pringle :
Mr. R. W. Cresswell, President, R.I.C., Scotland ; Mr. J. Robertson,
National Chairman, R. W.F. ;
Mr. t4'. Mitchell, Vice- President,
R.I.C., Scotland.

New System of F. M.

IT

is announced that Dr. Edwin
H. Armstrong, the pioneer of
frequency modulation has perfected a new system which permits
of up to three programmes being
broadcast on a single carrier. It is
stated that the cost of modifying
an existing F. M. transmitter for
" multiplexing," as it is called, is
trifling, but special receivers would
be needed although the number of
ex'ra components required would
not be excessive.
Experimental
transmissions have been carried
out for over 12 months from the
experimental Armstrong station
KE2XCC on 93.1 Mies.
It is

cut in automatically, thus permitIn 1951, he was appointed
ting KEAR to operate with only deputy manager of the Service
an engineer on duty.
Division and now assumes full
The KEAR plan is to pre- control of the Division's activities.
record all of its night musical
selections during the daytime while North Greenland Expedition
other programming goes out in EVER READY have supplied a
regular fashion. All introductions
quantity of their standard
to the music, station breaks and rubber torches, bulbs and a store
commercial announcement will be of U.2 lighting batteries to the
recorded in the daytime by two North
Greenland
Exploration
announcers.
The Ampex system expedition, also 144 flag cell
through a sub -audible tone then batteries to operate some of the
controls the stopping of the music scientific equipment the party have
playback and the starting of the taken with them. Rubber torches
voice
recordings
as
required are essential in Greenland through
through the evening.
the dark winters.
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A SIMPLE INTERVAL TIMER
A

USEFUL

ACCESSORY WITH MANY
By

E.

APPLICATIONS

Booth, B.Sc.(Eng.)

THE necessity often arises, in the home and

workshop, for a process to be timed with a
fair degree of accuracy. This is often achieved
by clockwork-actuated mechanisms, but these are
expensive if purchased ready -made, and are difficult
to construct with the facilities normally available to
the amateur. However, timing can quite easily be
carried out electronically, and this article describes
such a device which is cheap and easy to construct
and with which, provided care is taken with the
construction, an accuracy of plus or minus 5 per cent.
is easily obtained with times of up to 30 minutes'
duration.
Two applications of the circuit have been tried with
complete success, but, of course, many others are
possible. The first need was for a timer for use in the
kitchen. This had four switched positions, giving
times of three, five, seven and IO minutes, these being
the durations needed for timing a pressure cooker.
The relay contacts were arranged to sound a bell
and simultaneously light a pilot lamp on the front of
the cabinet housing the timing device-this being
mounted on the kitchen wall in a convenient position.
This meant that, once the timing switch had been
closed, other matters could be attended to until the
specified time had elapsed, and the bell rang to
attract attention. Any desired method of giving the
alarm may be used since, when the timer has operated,
a pair of relay contacts close and these may equally
well operate a bell, buzzer, lamp or other device to
suit the constructor's own particular needs.
Secondly, some method was needed in the darkroom for accurately timing photographic processes.
There the durations of times needed were shorter, of
the order of seconds rather than minutes. Break,
instead of make, contacts were fitted to the relay, and
these directly operated the lamp in either the enlarger
or printing box, making the process automatic after it
had once been started. This facilitated batch production of prints, and ensured constancy in the results
obtained. A potentiometer will be found more suitable as a means of varying the timing resistor than
will a switched arrangement of fixed resistors for this
short- duration timer : a scale can be marked on the
front of the chassis, and can easily be calibrated by
experiment. Also, the value of the potentiometer will
depend upon the maximum duration needed.
The Circuit
It will be seen that the circuit used is extremely
simple, its cheapness lying in the fact that no mains
smoothed H.T.
transformer or rectifier is needed
line is not necessary and a series condenser is used for
the heater supply to the single valve. Thus, A.C.
mains may be connected across the input terminals
and the device will function. The valve can be almost
the latter
any indirectly -heated triode or pentode
is used it should be triode connected as shown, with
suppressor taken to cathode and screen to anode.
C, and C2 must be paper condensers, but C, can be
an electrolytic. It should be noted, however, that the
latter must be of a reasonably high voltage working

(say, 250 v.) in spite of its being in the cathode circuit
of the valve. With regard to the relay, this can be a
standard P.O. type but must have a high impedance :
10KQ is shown in the circuit, and one of even higher
resistance could be used. However, difficulty will be
experienced if a lower value is tried, as the pull -in
current will be so high. 5 mA should operate the relay
if reliable results are to be obtained.
Earthing, both to chassis and mains earth, should
be carried out only at the point shown (i.e., the
cathode of the valve) to minimise leakage effects. All

other points should be left float¿tng and not brought
to chassis. The high- impedance point at the junction
of R, C, and the 100KQ resistor should receive special
attention from the point of view of leakage to earth,
especially if long time intervals are contemplated.
For this reason, if R is to be switched to vary the
time interval, the resistors should be wired to the tags
of a rotary wave -change switch which should be of the
ceramic wafer type, and not made of paxolin or
similar substance. C, should be a paper condenser
in good condition, i.e., it must not have an appreciable
leakage resistance either between its terminals or to
earth.
Calculations

Calculation of the values of C, and R for a given
time interval tends to be involved, since other
variables such as the mutual conductance of the valve
have to be taken into account. To minimise the effect
of leakage it is better to make C, as large as possible,
thus keeping R down to at least several megohms for
even the longest time interval. It is suggested that C,
be made equal to 4 µF and that experimental values of
however,
R be tried to obtain the desired result.
may be calculated quite easily. Since the resistive
drop across the valve heater is small in comparison
with the voltage to be dropped across the condenser,
the former may be ignored and the calculation reduces
itself to deciding a value of condenser to pass a certain
current at the mains voltage to be used.
(Concluded on page 508)
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Crystal Diode Tuning Unit

A

A " QUALITY "

R.F.

UNIT FOR USE WITH A HI -FI AMPLIFIER
By

R.

THE article entitled " Crystal Diode Reception "
in the September, 1951, issue

of

PRACTICAL

WIRELESS induced the writer to design the
receiver here described.' Unlike the set in the former
article, the function of this set is solely to provide
quality reception of broadcast programmes for subsequent amplification in a Hi -Fi amplifier.
Advantage was taken of the experience obtained
front the aforementioned article, and the diode
circuit is designed to be of low impedance and provides
for the application of a bias voltage from a 1-volt
battery to satisfy the working characteristics of the
permanent crystal in use, whether of silicon or

H.

Moore
(e)

Tuning

Tuning

is effected by tappings on the aerial and
secondary coils in conjunction with a .0005itF
condenser used as a trimmer. The tapping points
are quite critical for maximum signal strength, and
experimenting with these is worth while ; the condenser being set at half-capacity during the testing.
The tappings are brouht out by short leads to

1

germanium.
As in the previous case, it was found that selectivity,
without loss of signal strength or quality, was the
fundamental problem and, with the indifferent
aerial available in suburban London conditions, it
was therefore essential to obtain maximum magnification in the coil and tuning arrangements. This
was procured in the following manner :

Fig. 1.-Theoretical circuit.
(a) Coil Former

The number of components being relatively few
and, therefore, space not being a material factor, the
idea of a small- diameter coil -former was discarded
in favour of a 2ins.- diameter paxo!in former.
(b) Resistance and Self-capacity
These were kept to a minimum by using Litz wire

" sawn off "

sockets on the face of the panel and
is mad by inserting plugs.

programme choice

Circuit
The essential circuit is shown in Fig.
method of tapping the coil in Fig. 2.

1

and the

Coil Construction
Details of the coil construction are as follows :
50 turns of Litz wire were wound on the former
and anchored at either end, to form the aerial coil :
the turns were spaced at approximately one diameter
of the wire, and tappings taken at 10, 20 and 30 turns
from the aerial end. Depending on the aerial in use
and other local conditions, the number of turns may

probably

Fig.

3.

-Coil

be reduced to 45.

construction details.

and spacing the turns ; by dispensing with a long -wave coil
involving wave- change switching ;
by separation of aerial and earth
sockets ; and by shortening all leads
and sockets. For the same reason,
close screening of the coil was
avoided -an aluminium case for
the whole receiver being sufficient
to obviate interference from the

amplifier.

The finished tuner.
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Spacers consisting of I tin. lengths of matchwood
pipe spills were affixed over the primary with acetate,
and the secondary, consisting of 30 turns, similarly
anchored and space- wound. This was tapped at
5, 10 and 20 turns from the top end.
The ends of the coils and the tapping loops were
soldered to short lengths of flex, the latter being
knotted before being passed through strips of thin
ebonite affixed by spacers along the length of the
coil, which is placed as close to the panel as possible
so that leads may be kept short. The making of this
coil may seem laborious and needful
of care, but this is well repaid in
securing the higher " Q " factor
that is necessary where H.F. amplification is not employed.

may be found that adequate selectivity is obtained
without the use of the pre -set condenser in the
aerial lead. By careful choice of tappings, interference by the Home Service was quite eliminated
from Light Programme reception, while adequate
spread of the tuning was preserved.
Signal strength of the medium-wave stations is
clear and of adequate volume for feeding to the
amplifier and providing the latter is of good design,
quite high quality reception is possible. If the
amplifier does not provide for an input transformer,

Performance
It

will probably be found that
0005pF

i0 turns
20
30
50

-

.0005

-

kF

-

-

".<:;i%i?'«..s.'``.`',:".:

2.-Tuning

Fig.

A

arrangements.

is 20
the best tapping point for the diode crystal
turns " down " to obtain maximum signal strength
diode
without unbalancing the impedance of the Home
circuit. The crystal may overload on the
means
Service, but reduction of the bias voltage by
of the potentiometer should provide sufficient
Again, depending on locality, it
volume control.

A

SIMPLE INTERVAL TIMER

(Continued from page 506)
For example, suppose the valve has a heater rated
is 230 v.,
at 6.3 v., 0.3 A. and the mains supply
50 c /s.

Then, since

Xe=
But

,

:

then

if C

is expressed

n' of

the tuner.

one may be incorporated across the output of the
crystal set to provide a low- impedance match for the

rectified current.
From audible results of the more high- powered
foreigners, it is not doubted that BBC programme
reception will be satisfactory in all favourably situated
parts of this country.

D.C. voltage will then gradually start to build up
across C,, the current through the relay will increase,
and eventually its contacts will close, operating
whatever external circuits have been connected
To reset, close the " time " switch and the device is
ready for use again.
Construction

X,= ö0(2 =766fì

X. -2z

plan in

in microfarads

Constructional details may, of course, be adapted
to suit individual needs, but some ideas are given
here for guidance. In the kitchen (and in the darkroom, too) table space is usually at a premium, and
a flat chassis fixed to the wall is preferable to the
normal horizontal type. The relay and valve,
however, are better mounted vertically, and for that
reason these two items are fitted on the shelf partway
up the box. The overall size may have to be varied
to accommodate the paper condensers as these tend
to be physically bulky. It should also be noted that
the " time " switch is apparently turned round in
the opposite sense to that in which the front panel is
marked, i.e., when at " off " as marked, the switch
is actually closed. In the original the chassis was
cut from tinplate, finished externally with black
lacquer, the characters on the front being painted
in white with a small brush afterwards. The two
flanges at the top and bottom were bent outwards
and drilled as shown, wood screws being put through
these into a wooden board previously fixed to the wall.
.

i.e., C

106

_

106

=4.16 pF.

2z fXe 2:r ;< 50 z 766
Since 4.15 pF would be plenty accurate enough,
the
especially allowing for the wide tolerance on
this
condensers which would normally be used,
pF
could be built up from 4 iiF, 0.1 pF and 0.05

wired in parallel. They should be of sufficient
working voltage to cope with the mains voltage
present.

Operation
The operation is as follows : shortly before the
timer is needed, the mains are switched on to allow
it to warm up, the " time " switch being closed.
When it is wished to start timing, switch R to the
one
appropriate range (or adjust the potentiometer if The
is being used) and open the " time " switch.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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UNIT
AN ACIDC VERSION OF THE UNIT
DESCRIBED IN

IN

many parts of the country there are D.C.
mains, and in these areas it is desirable to have
a radio feeder unit that can be used on either
A.C. or D.C. mains. It was with this in mind that a
modified version of the radio feeder unit was
made. The main change in the types of valves was
quite a simple matter : the Mollard types UCH42
and UAF42 are identical in electronic characteristics, but differ in the point of heater supplies.
Whereas the " E " series of radio valves operate
at a constant voltage of 6.3, the " U " series operate
at a constant current of 100 mA. and are used in
series. For further details on these Mullard types
we would refer the readers to their very excellent
publication for the radio amateur, The Amateur's
Guide to Valve Selection.
There is one change in valve type, and that is
the rectifier. Whereas in the A.C. version a double diode rectifier valve was used, a single diode is
used here, instead of the EZ40 or EZ4I, the type

UY4I.

Container
It is also not advisable to use a steel case for the
instrument as there is a very great danger of shock.
It is better to use a wooden one, with the unit mounted
in such a way that no live parts can be touched.
In this latter respect it is impossible to use the normal
type of direct or capacity output, as under certain
conditions the hum level was found to be excessive,
intolerable in fact. With this point in mind a considerable amount of experimenting was carried out,
and the best type of output was found to be a cathode
follower feeding a parafeed transformer. This is a
little extra expense, but it is worth it, as complete
isolation is given to the output and there is no chance
of a dangerous shock. There are many valves that
can be strapped as a triode and used, and a table
has been drawn up for the reader to make the choice.
The one found to be the best in the laboratory was the
type UL4I, but as this draws a rather large current it
is advisable to modify the smoothing to handle a
higher current. On the other hand, the UF42 is very
good, but it gives a slightly higher output impedance.
The fact that it is a variable -mu type is of little
consequence, as the valve when operated as a cathode

OUR JUNE ISSUE

follower operates with 100 per cent. negative feedback.
The extra circuit is shown in Fig. I.
The power supply to the heaters has to be worked
out, and with the " U " series of valves is very simple.
One just adds up the heater voltages of all the valves
to be used ; subtracts this from the mains voltage ;
multiplies the answer by 10, and that is the value of
resistance required. Several firms make a suitable
dropper of the vitreous type. These resistors can be
obtained to an accuracy of about 5 per cent. and
can be obtained in very high power ratings. They
should be mounted in a position where there is plenty
of ventilation so that the other components in the
unit are not damaged by the excess heat.
Heater Wiring
The order of wiring the valves is quite important ;
the detector valve, the UAF42, should be at the
chassis end of the chain, as this ensures that the
hune modulation is kept to a minimum in the detector
stage. The next in the chain is the UCH42, with the
cathode follower valve third up from the chassis ;
the rectifier comes next, and the dropper comes last
between the mains positive.
(See Fig. 2 for the
connections.) It will also be seen in this circuit that
there is a resistor of 150 ohms between the cathode
of the rectifier valve and the reservoir condenser ;

UY4i

3

CFvolvv

UCH4?
uAF4J

Fig.

1

(left). -The new output stage, and Fig.
arrangement of the heater circuit.

2

(right)
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this is to prevent the current surge from the mains
reaching an excessive value. There have been many
good valves ruined in universal circuits by omitting
the use of one of these surge limiting resistors, as the
valves used for universal rectification are of a so
very low impedance it is quite possible for them to
blow if there is no extra resistance to limit the charging
surge into the reservoir condenser.

Output Transformer
The output transformer can be almost any type at
a ratio of one to one ; a step -up one can be used,
and by far the best type available will be found
on the ex -W.D. market in the form of line transformers. These quite often have eight tags, and the
can be earthed separately.
are simple-join the centre tags
case

The connections

of both sides so

that two pairs of winding are joined in series, and
then treat as if it were a normal transformer. Some
of the larger types have an exceptional frequency
coverage of from about 15 cycles to over 20 kc /s
and can often be bought for a shilling or two. Care
must be taken to obtain the correct ratio transformer.

TABLE
RI

Rk

UF4I
UF42
UAF42
UBF80
UBC4I
U BL2I
UL4I

I

.

10K.
10K.
IOK,
10K.
10K.

330
750
310
300
1,000
140

50
25
50
50
20
100
100

1,400
1,500

150

C

CLUB
CHESTER
Hon.
23,

la
10
12

Vh

Zn

12.6
12.6

600
120
500

17
14

400
700

55
45

120
100

21

6.5
6.5
1.5
55
55

NEWS

DISTRICT AMATEUR
RADIO SOCIETY
&

Sec.: N. Richardson, BBS19678,
St. Mary's Road, Doyleston, Nr.

Chester.

welcome to Tuesday's meeting
is alwa) s on.

faces
NEWwhen
something of interest

DERBY

AND DISTRICT AMATEUR
RADIO SOCIETY

Hon. Sec. : F. C. Ward(G2CVV), 5, Uplands
Avenue, Littleover, Derby.
-Term meeting of the society will
THEbeMid
on August 26th in Room No. 4,119.
Green Lane. Derby, commencing at 7.15,
when Mr. T. Darn (G3FGY) will demonstrate
his home- constructe4 tape recorder. The
weekly meetings will commence with the
re- opening of the college on September
23rd, 1953.

BIRMINGHAM &

DISTRICT

SHORT

WAVE SOCIETY

Hon. Sec.: F. C. Cook, 67, Regent Road,

Handsworth, Birmingham. 21.
activities continue at a high
the next month's meeting will
include a mock auction.
hand include talks
Further
programmes
Society busily by members and also a in
forum.
All visitors will be cordially welcomed at
the Society's meeting place, "The Colrhore
Inn," Church Street, Birmingham, the second Monday in each
month.
club's
THElevel,
and

Members of the Derby and District Amateur Radio
employed printing their session magazine.
LIVERPOOL & DISTRICT SHORT WAVE CLUB
Hon. Sec.: Arthur D. H. Looney, 81. Alstonfield Road, Knotty
Ash, Liverpool,

14.

paid a visit to the Holme Moss Television
the kind permission of the BBC, tribute
must be paid to the two engineers who gave up their time to conround
and
in the very excellent way that the
duct the party
details of this great undertaking were explained. All who paid
very
time and it will be remembered as
visit
had
a
enjoyable
this
one of the club's outstanding visits. A number of teams took
winner
being G3CK assisted by Mr.
D.F.
Contest,
the
in
a
part
L. Roberts of the Wirral Club, using a converted 18 set. Second
team home was G31Q0, assisted by Mr. S. Cotter. G31411 one
of the club members who has just left for B.A.O.R. in the R.A.F.,
has been given the Call DL2US, would appreciate any reports
from G Land. A welcome is extended to any service personnel
stationed in the Merseyside area to come along on club nights
Tuesday at 8 p.m., St. Barnabas Hall, Penny Lane, Liverpool, 15.

club recently
THETransmitter,
with

-

NOTTINGHAM SHORT WAVE CLUB

Hon. Sec.: N. D. Littlewood, 129, Standhill Road, Nottingham.
June 8th, at a general meeting, the officers for the coming
ON year
were elected A series of technical lectures by GSQZ
leading up to and above the Radio Amateur's Examination
about one hour every Monday at 7.15. There is
occupy
standard,
also half an hour's morse practice every Thursday, run by G3IQM.
As the community centre has extensive grounds, it is hoped to
be able to experiment with various types of aerials in alldirections.
Visits to places of interest, are to be arranged, possibly in conjunction with other local bodies.

THE WEST LANCASHIRE RADIO :SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.

:

T. Searle,

above club
THEagain
:-

I

I, Sefton Drive, Thornton, Liverpool. 23.

is now meeting at its

original headquarters

Above Gordon's Sweet Shop,
St. John's Road,
Waterloo, Liverpool, 22.
Commencing September, there will he a monthly series of
films and film strips, lectures, etc., and morse and technical
classes, Meetings weekly, Tuesday evenings at 8 p.m.

RAVENSBOURNE AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Hon. Sec. : Mr. W. Wilshaw, 4. Station Road. Bromley. Kent.
meets every Wednesday evening at 8 p.m., at Durham
THEHillclubSchool,
The club transmitter G3HEV
Downham.
has now QSO'd 125 stations on four bands Al /3 in 12 countries.
6V6-CO -6V6
Morse practice is given. Equipment includes
PA ; Edystone 640RX, Denco RX,
PA ; 6AC7-6AC7 -TTI
class D wavemeter and 200ft. marconi aerial.
New members welcomed. It is also proposed to visit places of
interest in the radio sphere.
:
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The Fifth in a Series of Articles for Thrse

New to Radio.
of

This Month the Purposes

Decoupling

and

Explained

Tons
By

Control
F.

are

!. CAMM

THE

relationship of voltage, current and to prevent oscillation and distortion. Decoupling
resistance forms the basis of Ohm's Law is carried out by means of resistances, chokes and
which is dealt with more fully later.
In condensers. Sometimes the term stopper is employed,
the meantime due to this difference across the as in connection with the resistance inserted in the
resistance, it will be seen from the position of the grid lead of a detector valve to reduce high -frequency
two resistances in Fig. 23 given last month that at potentials on the grid of the valve and the consequent
the lower end (nearest the L.T.- connection) the build-up of parasitic (unwanted) oscillations. The
voltage will be more positive than at the upper end resistance-capacity combination for decoupling anode
where it joins H.T.
Therefore, the point to which or grid supply circuits so as to obviate oscillation in
the first grid circuit is connected (the L.F. transformer amplifying valves is a well -known decoupling arrangesecondary) is at a lower negative voltage than the ment.
point to which the end of the volume control is
In Fig. 25 the components and wiring necessary
connected. With the current flowing from the to decouple and add tone control to our three -valve
valves in question the top end (H.T.- end) of the receiver are shown solid and the circuit before detwo resistances will be about 7.5 volts negative and coupling by dotted lines. The actual components.are
the junction about 3 volts negative.
shown in perspective in Fig. 26.
It will be seen
Last month I mentioned the terni decoupling and that the first two stages have been decoupled.
it is necessary now to explain what the term means
In a straight three -valve set, the H.T. sides of each
and why it is necessary to employ decoupling between of the components in the anode circuit are joined
the input and output circuits of a source of stage
together either directly or through the intencning
gain, such as is provided by a thermionic valve. cells of the H.T. battery. with the result that the major
In brief it can be said that decoupling is employed part of the battery voltage is between the anode

-.
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Fig. 25. -The three -valve circuit

shown by Fig. 20 (August issue)
condensers and tone control added.

with

decoupling

resistances

and
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leads and earth. This portion of the high -tension
battery may have a considerable high- frequency
resistance which, being common to all three valves,
redistributes such stray currents as are flowing
in each anode circuit to the other anode circuits,
thus causing instability, motor- boating or violent
oscillation.
In order to stop this trouble, it is necessary to give
other than battery current a direct path to H.T.
and to separate the anodes from each other by a
resistance, or choke and a condenser. In general
practice the choke is seldom used, as it is useful only
when a very heavy high- tension current is passing.
It is, however, generally used in the output stage to
choke -feed the loudspeaker and direct the speech
current through the loudspeaker winding to earth.
in all sets the decoupling of the detector valve is
probably the most important. Here, it is necessary
to make certain that the values are adequate. Unfortunately, if too high a resistance is used, the H.T.
value will be lowered, which is undesirable below a
certain point. In order to ensure that decoupling
is efficient, the resistance in ohms when multiplied
by the capacity of the condenser in microfarads
should not be less than 40,000. It would appear
that the simpler way would be to use 40,000 ohms
but such a value of resistance may reduce
with
the high- tension voltage. The amount of voltage lost
over the resistance is simple to calculate, it merely
being necessary to multiply the resistance by the
number of milliamps. passing and take off three
noughts. For example, if the anode resistance were
only 30,000 ohms and the current 3 milliamps.,
multiply these two together and the result is 90,000 ;
take off three noughts and it will be seen that the
loss of voltage would be 90. (See Ohm's Law, on a
later page.) Decide first of all what voltage it is
desired to apply to the detector stage and subtract
this from the H.T. battery voltage, which will
leave the amount that may be sacrificed in the interests
of decoupling. If 80 volts is required on the detector
and the battery voltage is 120, then 40 volts can be
spared. Now, reference to the valve curve or the use
of a milliammeter will show what current the valve
is taking. Suppose it is taking 3 milliamps. ; it is
now desired to find what resistance will drop 40 volts
when 3 milliamps. is flowing. This is arrived at by
dividing the milliamps. into the voltage, when the
answer will be the number of thousands of ohms
required. Divide the 3 milliamps. into the 40 volts ;
this goes approximately 13 times and as the answer
is in thousands of ohms the resistance will be 13,000
ohms. The nearest value obtainable will be 15,000
ohms, which will have to be associated with a 4 F.
condenser in order to reach the 40,000 indicated.
In a first L.F. stage the valve can usually be lowered
to 30,000.
The values chosen for the circuit shown by Fig. 25
are suitable for most practical purposes, however.

-,

1

Adding Tone Control
The receiver is now at a stage where it

NEXT MONTH

!
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enough for ordinary purposes ; it will make a
satisfactory domestic receiver.
Those, however,
with an ear for quality may care to add the refinement of tone control. It is not absolutely necessary,
of course, in a receiver of this type, although with
mains receivers and others capable of high output
it becomes desirable In this receiver a variable
resistor, similar to that used for part 17 (volume
control) is used, but it has a lower value and it is
used together with a fixed condenser. These two
parts are Nos. 26 and 27 in Fig. 25 and they are shown
in perspective in Fig. 26. Some of the modern
output valves give over-emphasis to the higher notes
or frequencies so that the tone sounds too shrill.
As a result we need tone control to provide a high
note cut -off to balance the reproduction. But as
certain types of broadcast music need more cut -off,
for example, than speech, the control is made variable
so that it may be adjusted according to the item
being received.
Many modern receivers are provided with a tone
control across the first L.F. stage. This usually
takes the form of a condenser and resistance arrangement, joined between the anode of the L.F. valve
and earth. Suitable values will depend upon the
valve and the R.C. components and, again, up to
.05 µF and up to 100,000 ohms are generally suitable.
In the main, this form of tone control affects
only the high notes (brilliance) ; but in commercial
receivers provision is made for control of the lower
frequencies, or bass notes, the high notes and, in
addition, a fixed tone corrector is employed. The
bass control consists of a fixed condenser and a
condenser in series between the anode of the last.
stage but one and earth, and shunted across these
two components is a variable resistor. The brilliance
of the reproduction is effected by a fixed condenser
and resistor across the grid circuit of the output
valve and it is, of course, variable.
The fixed tone corrector is a fixed condenser and
resistor coupled between the grid and anode of the
output valve. In addition to these arrangements
chokes and other components are sometimes
employed in special circuits.
That is as far as we can take the present circuit
and, if correctly built and adjusted, it should give as
a simple receiver very good results.

Ohm's Law
The reader, up to this stage, has been engaged
on the' practical application of the principles of
radio. It is necessary, now that he has apparatus
with which to check theory, to deal with first
principles. The very basis of all radio design is
Ohm's Law.
Ohm's Law is named after Dr. G. S. Ohm (17871854) who discovered the relationship existing in
all circuits between resistance, voltage and current.
Symbols are used to designate these three terms.
Throughout the world 1 is used to designate current,
E for voltage and R for resistance. He discovered that
is good the relationship could he reduced to a very simple

GREATLY ENLARGED 21st BIRTHDAY NUMBER
FREE 3/6 BLUEPRINT OF F. J. CAMM'S

" CORONET FOUR" MAINS RECEIVER
This issue

w:11

WITH

also include a full report of the Radio Show and many other special features.
Order your copy NOW !
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formula from which, knowing two of the values,
such as current and resistance, it is possible to
estimate the voltage.
The formula

is I

=

(I)

R
This really means that current is always equal to
voltage divided by resistance. From this formula we
can evolve two others by simple algebraic evaluation.
Obviously :
E
x R
(2)
or expressed in words, voltage equals current multiplied by resistance. Similarly :

=I

R =

i

(3)

or, expressed in words, resistance equals voltage
over current.
In making calculations employing this formula,
it is necessary that the three terms shall be in the
units of their respective measurements, namely, I
in amperes, E in volts, and R in ohms. The formula
as given only applies, however, to direct current.
It does not apply to circuits employing alternating
current.
The latter is a current whose direction
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microamperes (one -millionth
of an ampere).
The volt is the unit of electromotive force (EMF)
or pressure, or potential. It is that pressure which
produces a current of one ampere when applied to
a conductor the resistance of which is I ohm.
Smaller units are the millivolt (one -thousandth of
a volt) and the kilovolt (KV) which equals onethousand volts.
For measuring the amount of current flowing in a
circuit an instrument known as an ammeter is used,
for measuring voltage a voltmeter and for resistance an
ohmmeter. Later on I shall show how to take current
and voltage readings throughout the circuit to make
sure that the set is functioning as designed. It is most
important to ensure that the correct anode and
filament voltages are applied to the valve and that the
correct current is passing.
In the meantime, the reader should familiarise
himself with the application of Ohm's Law by studying
the following examples.
If there is a resistance of 125 ohms between two
points in a circuit, the voltage being 250, what current
is passing?
Applying formula (1) :
1

(current)

=125

or

2

amps.

There is a resistance of 125 ohms when a current
of 2 amperes is passing. What is the voltage?

Applying formula (2)

:

(voltage) =2 125 =250 volts.
When a current of 2 amperes is passing under a
pressure of 250 volts, what is the resistance?
Here 1 = -2 and E =250 and, substituting these
figures in formula (3)
E

:

R= -50 or
A

HT*

2

26. -The variable resistor and condenser
necessary for adding tone control.

surges first in one direction and then in another at

-

a regular frequency. Thus, we refer to alternating
current as being at so many cycles per second
usually 50 c.p.s. This means that there are 50 alter -

nations per second and a circuit employing such
current means that impedance must be taken into
consideration. The sign employed for impedance is
Z.
For the moment, however, we will confine our
attention to the simple Ohm's Law. Now the unit of
resistance is the ohm, the unit of current is the
ampere, and the unit of pressure is the colt. The
ohm is the resistance offered by a column of mercury
at the temperature of melting ice, 14.452 grammes
in mass and of uniform cross -section and with a
length of 106.3 ems. When an electrical pressure
of one volt is required to force a current of one
ampere through a circuit, the circuit is said to have
a resistance of one ohm.
For very small resistance measurements the
microhm (one -millionth of an ohm) is used.
The ampere (originated by André Marie Ampere,
1775 -1836) is the current which will flow through a
resistance of
ohm under a pressure of
volt.
With small currents, such as that taken from a
H.T. battery in wireless circuits, the milliampere is
the unit used. This is equal to one -thousandth of
an ampere. Even smaller currents are measured in
1

1

125 ohms.

10 -volt

battery has an internal resistance of
ohms, and it is connected to a resistance of 3 ohms.

Find the current flowing. Here R will equal
5 ohms, and applying formula (I) :

1=

If two

IO
5

3+2=

=2 amperes.

or more resistances are joined in series, that
is to say one after the other, the .total resistance will
be equal to the sum of the individual resistances. If
they are joined in parallel, that is to say if all the
left -hand connections are joined together and all the
right -hand connections are similarly joined, the total
resistance will be such that R _
1
.. etc.,
-R R, R_ R ;,
according to the number of resistances. In complicated circuits resistances are sometimes connected in
series-parallel and calculations in such a case are very
complicated and are governed by Kirchhoff's Laws,
which will be dealt with much later in this series.
Thus, if resistances of 5 ohms, 3 ohms and 2 ohms
are connected in series, the total resistance will be
10 ohms.
If they were joined up in parallel, the resulting
total resistance R would be :
1
t
R 5 +3 +2
'

11

_6- 10+15_31
30
zl

i.e., R -31

30

30

of an ohm.

(To be continued)
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HUM IN A.C.ID.C. RECEIVERS
CAUSES

AND CURES OF A COMMON TROUBLE
By W. Nimmons

THE question of hum in A.C. /D.C. receivers
is fraught with all kinds of practical difficulties.

Common practice is to be generous with
smoothing arrangements, and 32 pF is not too much
for the smoothing condensers. Even so, there crop
up cases where the amount of hum is objectionable.
There are certain standard remedies for hum, and
it is not proposed to enter into them here. But there
is one cause which is seldom mentioned, and which
is particularly objectionable because it increases
when a station is tuned in. The hum seems to come

other

is

negative with respect to the earthed central

wire. It is easy to see that the positive outer wire
will, in some cases, go to supply the anodes of the
valves ; it is less easy to understand that the
earthed central wire, which is negative in this case,
can also be the positive (supplying the anodes of the
valves) when the outer negative wire is used. But
if we imagine two accumulators connected together
in series, it is easy to see that the centre terminals
can be either positive or negative with respect to
either of the outer terminals. It is when the central
wire is positive that the trouble with a leaky aerial

condenser is possible.
As is well known, when this is the case the
chassis of the receiver. cannot be earthed. Any
attempt to do so will blow the fuses, because the
chassis, being connected to the negative main; 'will
cause a dead short across the mains if it is connected
to -earth (the positive main also being earthed).
It is this combination of circumstances which,
as we will see in a moment, is responsible for the
hum.
The aerial, by reason of the leaky aerial condenser, is in direct contact with the chassis via the
coils. If the insulation of the aerial was perfect
this would not matter, but since there is a leak
Illustrating the effect of aerial leakage.
Fig.
to earth through the aerial itself this means that
the aerial is in effect acting as a pick -up, transparticularly from D.C. mains, and is made up of ferring the ripple to the grid of the first valve.
commutator ripple at the generators.
Fig. I is an attempt to show how this happens.
The cause referred to is very simple. It is nothing It will be seen that the aerial is in contact with the
more or less than a leaky aerial condenser. With positive pole of the supply. Incidentally, any
this class of circuit, however, such a simple cause sparks seen, however minute, when connecting up
the aerial to the receiver, should be treated with the
can have far- reaching complications.
Not that the faulty aerial condenser can cause utmost suspicion. A voltmeter connected between
trouble in every case., This tends to make the the aerial and the aerial terminal of the receiver
trouble more mysterious. It is quite possible will also give a reading in certain circumstances.
In practice there is a continual hum in the
for the receiver to function perfectly in a neighbour's
house, and to go back to the hum when in our receiver, which increases when a signal is tuned in.
This is particularly annoying as in bad cases it may
own -or, of course, vice versa.
It all depends upon which pole of the mains is completely drown a weak station. The cure is to
earthed. Even then, the trouble will not be apparent replace the leaky condenser with a sound one ; but
unless the insulation of the aerial itself is below par. a temporary cure may be made by simply conTo make matters worse, the hum may come and necting a .001 pF mica condenser in series with
go, depending upon the weather conditions, for the aerial. The aerial insulation should also be
rain naturally causes a lowering of the insulation seen to as soon as possible.
resistance of the aerial in certain circumstances.
An indoor aerial naturally is not affected by this.
If the mains in the user's premises happen to
be so connected that the negative pole is earthed,
IN
then the trouble will not be apparent. But if
the positive pole is earthed then the fault is liable
Fourth Edition
to make itself apparent if the other conditions
By F. J. CAMM
have been fulfilled.
.

.

.

l.-

REFRESHER COURSE

MATHEMATICS
8/6, by post 8 /IO

An Analogy

It is not easy to explain why this should be so.
But the mains make use of the 3 -wire system of
distribution, in which the centre wire is always
earthed ; one of the outers is positive and the

FROM
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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A dependably accurate instrument for testing
and fault location is indispensable to the
amateur who builds or services his own set.
D.C. Voltage

0-75 millivolts
0

-5

0.-25

0
0

volts

A.C. Voltage
volts

-5

-25

0-100
0-250
0-500

0 -100

0-250
0-500

:

Resistance'

0- 20,000 ohms
0- 100,000
0- 500,000
0 -2 megohms

D.C. Current

0-2.5 milliamps

0-5

0-10

GUARANTEE:

The registered
Trade Mark " Avis " is in itself a
guarantee of high accuracy and superiority of design and craftsmanship.
Every new AvoMinor is guaranteed by
the Manufacturers against the remote
possibility of defective materials or
workmanship.

THE

Price :

,

0-25
0-100
0-500

AVOMINOR

UNIVERSAL

The

illustrated) is a highly accurate moving -coil instrument,
conveniently compact, lits measuring A.C. and D.C. voltage,
D.t'. current, and also resistance 22 ranges of readings on a
Total resistance 200,00) ohms.
3 -inch scale.
Complete with leads, inter Size : 4tins..v 3;in,'- x I hns.
changeable prods and crocoNett weight : 18 oes.
dile clips, and instruction
(as

E10

10 : O

:

D.C.

The
is a 2} -inch moving

book.

AVOMINOR

14 ranges of readings
and resistance up to 600 volts. 120
Total resistance
megohms respectively.

coil meter providing

of D.C. voltage, current
milliamps, and

3

100.000 ohms.
Size : 4dfns..u- 3win.s. x I tins.
Nett weight : 2 ozc.
1

Sole Proprietors and. Manufacturers

Complete at above
Prier : E5 : 5 :

:-

& ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
'Phone : VICtoria 34049
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I.

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER

"TELE-VIEWER'
5 CHANNEL TELEVISOR

A Design of a Complete I2in. or gin.
SUPERHET T.V. RECEIVER FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
This rece: ver has been devebped after most careful research and affords a high
standard of Television entertainment by producing a picture of really outstanding

quality.
We confidently believe that not only have we achieved a T.V. Receiver that
surpasses in efficiency any other designed for the home constructor, but that
successful construction, even by the most inexperienced is assured by the step
by step wiring detail and diagrams provided, and at about half the cost of the
nearest comparable commercial receiver.
Here are some of the features which combine to make this such a fine receiver
The Superhet circuit easily tuned to any of the five channels, i.e.,
LONDON, SUTTON COLDFIELD, HOLME MOSS, WENVOE and
KIRK- O- SHOTTS. (The extreme ease of tuning is accomplished by the
provision of pre -aligned I.F.T's.)
This como A lifelike, almost stereoscopic, picture quality made possible by the
plete TELEVISOR,
following factors :
Valves
can be
including all
(a) Excellent band width o` I.F. circuits. (b) A really efficient video
built for only
amplifier. (c) C.R.T. Grid modulated from low impedance source.
(d) High E.H.T. voltage (approx. 10 kV.)
(pfvsracla,C.R.T.)
The picture brilliance is also much above the average and enables
We are able to supply a New Mullard I2in. C.R.T.
comfortable viewing with normal room lighting or daylight.
12 1A,Ls
to purchasers of this T.V. at the
FIRM picture " HOLD " circuits (Frame -Line) ensure a steady picture,
specially reduced price of ód 1L 1sT ßf1
free from bounce or flicker even under the most adverse conditions met
with in "fringe " areas and excellent " interlace " ensures the absence
Complete set of ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS is now
of " liney effect."
available, price 5/- (refunded against first order). The
Negative feedback is used in the audio frequency circuits which provide instructions include really detailed PRACTICAL LAY2/3 watts of High Quality Sound.
OUTS, WIRING DATA AND COMPONENT PRICE
Entire receiver built on two chassis units, each measuring 14:4ìn. x LIST.
6 }in. x 3!:in.
ALL COMPONENTS ARE AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL
Rigid C.R.T. mounting enables entire receiver to be safely handled with PURCHASE. A CABINET WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE.
tube in position.
All pre -set controls are mounted on side of chassis enabling all adjustments to be carried out whilst facing the C.R. Tube.
As no hire purchase terms are available the receiver can be bought
109
115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
in five separate stages (practical diagram: and circuits are provided for
Tel
CENTRAL 5812 -3-4
each stage) thus enabling hire purchase interest rates to be avoided.
:

E28.16.4

RADIO LTD.
STERN
&
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EXCEPTIONAL VALVE OFFER
Ten EF50 (Ex. Brand New Units), 6/- each
...
61(86, 61{7G, 6Q7G, 5Z4G 6V6G (or KT6I)
...
1R5, 155, 1T4, 1S4 or (3S9 or 3V4) ...
...
...
TP25, HLZ3: DD, VP23, PEN25 (or QP25) ...
6K8G, 61(70. 6Q7G, 25A6G, 2525 or 25Z6G...

...

Ry,5
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" Weymouth Super bet 3-Was e Band Coil Packs."
Short, Med. and,Long with Gram. Switch.
Brand New MiniiRRture type complete with circuit.
19 /6d.
P.P. 116 absolute bargain.

... 55/- Set
... 42,6 ..

... 32,6
... 27!6

September, 1953

..

;

.,

...
... 42'6 ..
12K8GT, 12K7G'r, 12SQ7GT, 35Z4GT, 35L6GT, or 50L6GT 42/6 ..
12SA7GT. 12SK7GT, 12SQ7GT, 35Z4GT, 35L6GT. or
...
50L6GT ...
...
...
...
...
...4216
Complete set 01 specified valves for " P.W." Personal TV.
5 6AM6, 2 6AK5. 1 6J6, 1 6C4, 1 EA50, and 3BP1 CH. Tube with
base, 25112/6.
PX25, KT33C, KT66, GU50. 12/6 each (PX25's Matched Pairs
25/- pair). CK510AX sub-min. valve, 7/6. Brand new.

NDICATOR ('NIT TYPE 182A. This unit contains VCR517
Cathode Ray 6ín. Tube, complete with Mu -Metal screen, 3 EF50
SP61 and 1 5U4G valves, 9 wire-wound volume controls and quanity of Resistors and Condensers. Suitable either for basis of
Television (lull picture guaranteed) or Oscilloscope. Offered
BRAND NEW (less relay) in original packin7 case at 79/6d. Plus
7/6

CATHODE RAY TUBES
VCR97. Guaranteed full picture. 40/ -, care. 2/ -.
VCR517. Guaranteed lull picture with mu -metal screen, 40/-.

care.

25.73 TR1196 RECEIVER
This unit is complete with 6 valves, 2 EF36, 2 EF39, 1 EK32,
Circuit and
1 EBC33 and 465 kc,B i.f.t's, in new condition.
conversion data supplied. 39'8,

Carr. 27 -.

3BP1. Suitable for 'scopes and Tel. 25' -, carr.
MU -METAL SCREEN for VCR97 or 517. 10 -.

31 -.

6 -WATT

-

Brown bakelite with glass and mask for 9in.
Tube. 716 complete.
Clearex Enlarging Lens for VCR97 or 517C, 17/6, P.P. 1,6.
9in. Escutcheon.

PYE 45 Me /s STRIP. TYPE 3583.
Unite. Size 15in. x Mn. x tin. Complete with 45 mc's. Pye
Strip, 12 valves, 10 EF50, 1 EB34 and I EA50. volume controls
and hosts of Resistors and Condensers. Sound and vision
can be incorporated on this chassis with minimum space.
Price £5.
New condition. Modification data supplied.

carriage paid.

AMPLIFIER (ex- Admiralty)

By Parmeko and Sound Sales. PX25, 2 AC,HL, MU14, A.C.
£12/10/0.
100250v. Complete in steel grey amplifier case
Call for demonstration.

VCR 5170 Blue and White 61 in. Tube.
This Tube replaces the VCR97 and VCR517 without alteration
and gives a lull Blue and White picture.
Brand new in original crates, 45;, plus 2/- care.
V'CR11,/A 'AC //l,,.
P. I'. 1tì.

2.in.

C.I1.

Tine, /,rand new and bused.

35, -. I

SEND POSTAGE FOR NEW 1953 COMPREHENSIVE 2'-PAGE CATALOGUE ; OVER 20,000 B.V.A. and EX. GOVT. VALVES IN STOCX.
Open Mon. -Sat. 9-6.0. Thurs. 1 p.m.

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.1.

5,

TEL

:

PADDINGTON 1008/9,

0401.

LEARN THE

JPRACTICALWAY
Instruction and Equipment
Here at last is the only real way of making home study really
successful. Specially prepared equipment, which remains your
property, is supplied thus combining theory and practice
in the correct educational sequence. Whether your need be for
career, hobby or general interest, here is the most efficient

method for acquiring knowledge.
POST

THIS

COUPON

---I

TODAY

Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses.

To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 32X
43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick, W.4.
NAME
ADDRESS

We

will not worry

you with personal visits.

Practical courses
in many other
subjects including:
Draughtsmanship.
Carpentry. Chemistry.
Photography.
Commercial Art.

EMI

INSTITUTES

the only Postal College
which is part of a world -wide

Industrial Organisation.
IC10
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Some Aspects of D.C. Amplifiers
AN ARTICLE DEALING WITH
COUPLED -AMPLIFIER.

THE D.C.

TYPICAL CIRCUITS ARE GIVEN

By James

T

has been quite an amount of
comment on the subject of D.C. amplifiers.
direct current " or
Whether D.C. means
" direct coupled " do not know, as there are many
people who will argue that it is either, but as far
as this article is concerned it will be taken as meaning
an amplifier which will amplify from zero frequency
by the incorporation of direct coupling between

i

ATELY there

"

1

valves.

First, what are the points of this type of circuit ?
The obvious is that as there are no condensers phase
shift is reduced to zero, therefore, anything that is
fed in is amplified and fed out with exactly the same
phase relationship, but amplified. This sounds ideal,
but what may it be used for? Amplifiers for audio
work require a transformer to match the speaker so
that trouble starts here. Then again, who can hear
the very low notes, say below 30 cycles ? Here, there
are many who will say " Why not use a capacitor
speaker as it can be fed from a resistance capacity
circuit ? " The answer is that the capacity upsets the
phase position of the highs notes !
Secondly, it is claimed that the cutting out of the
coupling condensers reduces the cost of the amplifier.
This is, in many cases, a- fallacy, as in order to stop
the amplifier " hunting " (a slow form of motor-boating) the power supply has to be stabilised. The writer
several years ago made an amplifier to amplify in the
range
to 10 cycles per second, and the amplifier
had one double valve and the power unit had three
besides the rectifier. This unit was guarded against
the effect of any mains variation, which is another
headache with the D.C. amplifier.
Since the frequency range is so good in the lower
region, it is the ideal circuit for low- frequency work
with a 'scope. A circuit was published a few years
ago in these pages which used two double valves
(6SL7GT) to obtain a voltage gain of 3,000 with a
push -pull output. The output swing was only 150
volts, whilst the H.T. voltage required was 450, and
a stabiliser valve had to be used to read the first
valve. This circuit was Attie expensive as regards
valves.

It

used one section

of

a

6SL7GT

AND THE RESISTANCE- CAPACITY

S.

Kendall

anode load, and an EF50 as a voltage stabiliser in
a halving circuit.
Otherwise, it was simple and free
from condensers. The point, however, was that,
although mains fluctuation had been reduced in
effect by the use of a valve as an anode load, the
extra capacity introduced by so doing reduced the
high- frequency response so that it was little use above
20,000 cycles per second.
The introduction of
another stage of amplification would have greatly
increased the complexity of the circuit and lowered
still further the top frequency response.
Examples

With high- frequency amplification the impedance

of any condensers in the circuits

is so very small
that it can be neglected, as can the minute amount of
phase shift that is introduced. For instance, the
Mullard ECC8I can be used in a resistance -capacity
circuit to give a band width of from 15 cycles to
15 Me /s at a voltage gain of about 20, or a band
width of from 30 cycles to 7.5 Mc/s at a gain of 400
for two valves. Such a response is impossible with
The circuit is to a very large
a D.C. amplifier.
amount dependent on very short leads for its high frequency response. The circuit is given in Fig. I.
One section of the valve is used as a cathode follower
.

amplifier, whilst the second is used as a grounded
grid amplifier. The first section acts as an impedance
matching device, whilst the second acts as an
amplifier in which the -Miller effect is reduced to a
minimum. One stage of this circuit can be used as
a D.C. amplifier provided that the output is taken
direct to the deflector plate of the cathode -ray tube.
The proviso is that the ,voltage on each of the two
deflector plates is the same, and this can be done
simply by the use of a resistance network between
H.T. and chassis. The capacity of the plates of the
tube reduces the frequency response at the top end

HT*

450.tI

as an

IN

Fig. I.

-A

nor_l circuit with a grounded grid section.

Fig.

2.

-.4

single -ended output- stage.

For instance, the capacity of the
Mullard DG7 /5 is so high that it will reduce the
response to just under 4 Mc /s. If the circuit were
resistance capacity coupled to a cathode follower
circuit the lower register would be reduced and the

of the scale.

Fig. 3.

-A push-pull stage

is used here.

top increased to just under 15 Mc/s. That is, I think,
a point for resistance capacity.
Specimen Circuits
For those who would like to try one of these D.C.

Condenser Checking
DETAILS OF A SIMPLE METHOD OF TESTING
PAPER,

CERAMIC
FOR

AND

WHEN

MICA CAPACITORS

THE USUAL FAULTS

By C. H.

Banthorpe

audio amplifiers Figs. 2 and 3 give two circuits that
have been developed in Kendall and Mousley's
laboratory. The valves used were Mullard, and the
transformers made by Elstone, as these have a good
low- frequency response.
The circuit in Fig. 2 is a single -ended unit, the
power output being fairly low as the voltage on the
anode of the output valve is only 210 volts with a
H.T. line voltage of 450. The cathode voltage of
the output valve is about 240 volts above chassis,
and this should be remembered when the cathode
electrolytic is being chosen. A 32 t'F condenser or
higher should be used, and the working voltage
should be at least 250. The wattage rating of the
cathode resistor must also be high enough to handle
the power of 40 mA. at 240 volts -one of 15 W.
rating would be suitable.
The other circuit is a push -pull version and requires
twice the drive voltage. It is based on the well -known
" Schultz " phase split circuit. These circuits both
use the same valves, the first one EBC41 and one
EL41, whilst the second uses an extra EL41. The
output transformer recommended for both is the
Elstone MR7, so that the first circuit can be tried,
and if found satisfactory a push -pull version can be
built at a later date at a little extra cost. Perhaps,
if these circuits were tried against the conventional
type of amplifier, the difference could be noted. We
have demonstrated the circuits before students who
have claimed to have had a good musical ear and
no one has so far been able to detect any difference
above 250 cycles, but at low frequencies there is
certainly a noticeable difference.
The method has the added advantage that leaks are
detected under H.T. conditions, which is not so if a
usual bridge is used for the purpose. To check for an
open circuit the suspected capacitor should be
connected across a circuit where, if normal, it will
have a marked effect, such as between grid, or anode,
and earth of the sound output valve, when the top
frequencies will be reduced quite noticeably (Fig. 3).
The effect is still more apparent between grid or
anode and earth of a video stage of a television
receiver, the picture becoming very smeared, or
unrecognisable. R.F. or I.F, circuits may also be used
for the purpose when checking capacitors of up to
50'íF. With a little practice it is possible to check a
suspected capacitor very quickly and, in particular,
the test for very high -resistance leaks has been found
very useful in field and bench testing.

a capacitor becomes faulty it will be either
short-circuited, leaky, open- circuited, or its
capacity has changed. These faults may be intermittent.
The writer has found that when testing a radio or
television receiver it is easy to check for the first
these faults using only a voltH.T.t three ofand
the receiver itself. To
meter
check for a short -circuit the capacitor should be connected in series
with the voltmeter between H.T. +
and H.T.- (Fig. 1). If there is
any deflection on the meter after
the initial surge the capacitor is
short -circuited or very leaky.
Really small leaks may be detected
by connecting the voltmeter to the
cathode of the D.D.T. or output
Fig. 1.- valve of the sound receiver and
Checking joining the capacitor between grid
for short- and H.T.- (Fig. 2). If the
circuit.
meter reading is higher while the
capacitor is connected, then the capacitor is leaky.
Leaks of 1,000 M-2 are quite clearly indicated
by this means. Very small teaks between windings of Fig.
transformers, squegging, intervalve, etc., and between Fig.
tags on tag strips can be detected in the same way.

x
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H.T.t-

((eft).- Another

2
3

of

checking a condenser.
which
positions at
condensers may be checked.
way

(right). -Alternative
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A SUMMARY OF SOME OF THE MORE POPULAR MUSICAL INTERVAL AND
A SPECIAL
IDENTIFICATION SIGNALS USED BY FOREIGN TRANSMITTERS.
ARTICLE FOR THE LONG- DISTANCE LISTENER
(Continued front page 486 August issue)
ALSO from Greece may be heard the main motif
from the march " Greece Never Dies " played
on trumpets at a very slow tempo. This
interval signal is relayed from the Central Forces
Radio Station at Athens and will probably best be
heard in England on 80.36 metres. The following is
'
approximately the air :
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Greenland
From the Godthaab Radio station strains from a
Greenland melody " Sonja Kaligpok " which sounds
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like this may be heard. It might be painted out at
this stage, however, that the interval signals which
are given in these notes are those which are listed
and not necessarily those which are heard in this
country.
As with all medium and short -wave
stations, no definite guarantee as to range or audibility
can be given. It may, for instance, be possible to
receive loud and clear signals from a I kW station
situated two or three hundred miles away, whilst
a few hours later a 50 kW station less than 100 miles
away may be inaudible.
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Holland
From Holland there are two interval signals, the
first
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nesian, and on all frequencies part of an old Dutch
folk -song (" Merk toch hoe sterck ") will be heard
played on a carillon or celeste.
It goes like this :

Hungary
There is only one melody likely to be heard from
Hungary, and although broadcasts are made in a
number of languages identification is rendered simpler
as an English announcement is made front time to
time. The interval signal which may be heard is
as

follows

:
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Iceland
On the short -wave broadcasts from Reykjavik the
fallowing melody is usually heard as the commencement of broadcasts, although it appears to be repeated
at odd times
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Some criticisms have been made concerning the
notation used in some of these musical examples
and it should be explained that they may not in
every case agree with the standard English form.
They are, of course, intended as a guide for those
who are musically inclined and are, in fact, only of
use to those who can translate the written music
into melody or play it on some instrument so as to
be able to recognise it. In the above example, for
instance, musicians will readily observe that as it is
in common time the second bar would in English
notation be written with the first two minims on
the same upright and the B and E of the next two
groups would also be in the form of two -note chords,
thus giving the correct four beats to the bar.

Luxembourg
The home service broadcast by Luxembourg is
radiated on several wavelengths and in several
languages a Luxembourg popular song played on
The
a piano being its main identifying feature.

air

is as

follows

a part of the tune " O Nederland, let up u
saeck, de tigt en stont is daer." This will be heard

which is

Radio Nederland
on the Hilversum frequency.
Wereldomroep radiates on many frequencies in
many languages, including Afrikaans. Arabic, Indo-
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Monaco

From the small state of Monaco an extract from
"L'Hymne Monegasque " is heard before and after
every transmission. This is the air-

p
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simmrr Zf 1r.
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Norway
There are numerous broadcasts from Norway on
medium and short waves and usually these are fairly
easily identified by the constant repetition of the word
" Norsk " or " Norga " in the announcements. A
very simple interval signal is employed as .follows :
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Poland
Broadcasts in German, Russian, French, Spanish
and several other languages are given on various
frequencies from Warsaw, and relay stations are
heard in many languages. There should be little
difficulty in identifying any Polish station when the
interval signal is located, as it consists of the first
movement of the famous Chopin Polonaise in A
flat major, which goes like this :

a= i

tti

iiIt1riOrri

At the beginning and end of these programmes a
choir will be heard singing Norwegian music. There
should he little doubt, therefore, when receiving
these Norwegian transmissions.

MItINP+CrlrrtititiMIN WI

Services to foreign countries are given also on many
different frequencies and all those which are directed
to Norwegians living outside of Norway are introduced by a little Norwegian folk melody which
goes like this :

r
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This signal is radiated by what is known as Warsaw
No. 2 station, Warsaw No. 1 using the following
melody :
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(To be continued.)

G.P.O. Interference Analysis
A RESUME OF THE YEAR'S TROUBLES FROM THE SOUND RADIO POINT OF
THE G.P.O. recently issued a detailed analysis of Unknown ; not observed by P.O. staff
...
the radio and television complaints received Inefficient aerial /earth systems
and investigated in the 12 months ended January Radiation from T/V receiver time-base
...
ccts. ...
16th, 1953. The following is the table which will
most interest the readers of this magazine as it Faulty receivers
deals only with sound radio. It will be noted that Faulty wiring of buildings
one item is " Unknown ; not observed by P.O. Sewing machine motors
...
This refers to those complaints in which Fluorescent tubes
Staff."
...
either the interference was so transitory that it had Refrigerators ...
...
...
...
ceased before the P.O. engineer arrived to investigate, Drills
or it was so intermittent that it was not possible Motors miscellaneous
...
...
for a visit by the P.O. to coincide with the inter- Bedwarmers
...
ference ; no useful steps could therefore be taken by Vacuum cleaners
Overhead power lines...
the authorities.
The G.P.O. point out that, apart -from the Radio transmitters
...
causes usually under the contrpl of the listener, Hair- dryers
...
...
such as inefficient aerial /earth systems, faulty Smoothing irons
equipment and faulty electric wiring, the most Neon sign tubes
prominent cause of complaint on the sound side External cross modulation ...
was radiation from time -base circuits of tele- Sodium lamps, street lighting
...
...
...
vision receivers of the flyback E.H.T. type-a Fan motors
...
matter which is receiving the attention of the radio Calculating machines ...
,

indtìsty.

The most frequent causes of interference to reception
of sound broadcasting expressed numerically and as a
percentage of cases closed.

...
Generators
Dental motors ,..
Lamp flashers ...
Washing machines
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Pictorial Service
MY paragraph inviting readers to state whether
they would prefer pictorial wiring diagrams
as well as circuits has brought a most interesting crop of letters from readers who still are unable to
follow the usual theoretical circuit diagram. Some
of these readers state that there are articles that are
too technical and welcome the new series for the
beginner written by the Editor.
The volume of
letters asking for pictorial diagrams has been so
great that I have passed them along to the appropriate
quarter with my own recommendation that, in future,
articles which lend themselves to this form of illustration should have that style of diagram.
Personally, I have always found such diagrams
more difficult to follow than the circuit. As far as
the usual wiring diagram is concerned I use it only
as a templet for the location of the components,
preferring to complete the wiring from the theoretical
diagram. But then, I have been building sets almost
from the commencement of the hobby and it is
probable, therefore, that I have presumed that
readers' skill has progressed with mine. It is a common
error. One can forget that every year newcomers
enter the field who are anxious to learn. On the other
hand, I do know that some readers have criticised
P.W. because its articles are not sufficiently technical.
1 have heard this criticism at the end of my lectures.
It is part of my duty to report these comments back
to headquarters where they are always given sympathetic consideration.
Mr. S. R. Davies, of Colindale, N.W.9, is quite
forthright about the matter. In a lengthy letter in
which he proceeds to eviscerate me, he backs up the
comments of Mr. White, of Swindon, whose letter I
recently quoted. He disagrees with my statement
that we do cater for the amateur. He says that he
will defy any novice to understand any of our articles !
If that was strictly true this journal would rapidly
go out of existence. He bases his statement on the
fact that " he knows because he has tried." Well, we
must admit failure in his case if, after his seven years
of readership, he still cannot understand a circuit
diagram, and he threatens to give up the hobby !
therefore invite further correspondence from
beginners on this subject. This journal exists to serve
and to give the majority of readers what they require.
Its ever-growing circulation has never caused
us on the staff to lapse into complacency. Judging
from the number of letters received, the new series
for the beginner should help readers like Mr. Davies
and Mr. White. As in a school there must always, I
suppose, be scholars who are good at history but are
clots at mathematics and vice versa. We all tend to
underestimate the fellow who is not up to our
standard in a particular subject, unmindful of the
fact that we might be equally dumb in a subject in
which he excels. I readily admit that. You may
rest assured that if beginners exist in large enough
quantities a proportion of the pages of this journal in
ratio to the circulation would be devoted to their
1
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special interests. One can only judge by letters from
readers as to the quality of technical knowledge they
possess, and design articles up to that standard. It is,
in spite of all this, reasonable to assume that the
average beginner taking up radio for the first time
understands more about radio when he starts than
his counterpart of thirty years ago. The knowledge of
a regular reader should increase issue by issue, but
the new readers must not be neglected. If you are
one of these will you write to me and express your
views, addressing the envelope to nie with the word
" Beginner " in the top left -hand corner of the
envelope ? I want to analyse a cross section of this
part of our readership.

Sponsored Programmes
THE very ample report of the Beveridge Committee
on broadcasting, in which it expresses a recommendation that the BBC monopoly on sound broadcasting should continue, but that its monopoly on
TV should be broken, seems to me to have been a
three years' waste of time. The Government, having
committed i;r:elf to sponsored TV programmes to the
extent of publishing a White Paper on the subject, is
apparently having second thoughts on the matter
and does not propose to make a statement on the
subject until the autumn. It is scandalous that after
a very thorough investigation into the pros and cons
of Government- sponsored monopolies by the.
Beveridge Committee, the Government should now
listen to the bleatings of the Church, all of whose
views were adequately presented before it and
rejected. Dr. Garbett, Archbishop of York, who
admits that he has never watched a television programme, adopts an Inge -like attitude on the matter.
He thinks that sponsored programmes will exert an
evil influence. It has not done so in America. It
is my belief that there is no sincerity behind this
Church opposition. The Church is more concerned
with the declining church -going population than it is
with the ethics of TV advertising.
I should have thought the Church would have
welcomed the advent of this new method of spreading
the Gospel in the quickest possible manner to the
largest possible congregation
congregation which
could not be housed in any one church.
Much
has
been
pointed
as
out
elsewhere, for one
better,
man to preach to the vast TV congregation than for
thousands of parsons up and down the country to
preach in the churches to those already converted.
At least there would be unanimity of views in TV
services instead of the diversity of interpretation
under the present system of preaching the Gospel.
The biblical exhortation is " go ye forth into all the
world and preach the Gospel." What better method
than by means of the all- pervading ether? The
Church opposed radio in its early days for the same
reason, but now gladly takes advantage of it for its
Sunday radio services. If sponsored TV is not permitted here sooner or later it will be provided for us
from the continent. Much better to keep the money
in the country.
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Portable Test Masts
in Aluminium
FINDING SITES FOR RELAY STATIONS

An aluminium test mast erected to half its full
height of 200 ft. At the head of the mast the
light -alloy erection pole can be seen.

THE system of wireless transmission at " very

high " and " super high " frequencies is now
being used on an increasing scale for television
As the short waves are
and telephone links.
effectively interrupted by physical obstacles such as
hills, or the curvature of the earth, the system
requires a series of receiving and retransmitting
stations within " visual " range of each other and
hence at relatively frequent intervals along the
line of transmission.
Establishment of a new line has to be preceded by
tests to discover the best site for each relay station
and the height of mast that will be needed, and for
this work pairs of temporary test masts, carrrying
transmitting and receiving equipment, are employed.
Structurally, these test masts must be easily transportable to the sites over all types of country and
capable of being quickly erected and dismantled by
a small crew. A further essential is that the height
of the directional transmitting and receiving aerials
and reflectors on the masts should be readily
adjustable.
A pair of 200ft. high test masts to meet these
requirements has recently been built for Standard
Telecommunication Laboratories, Ltd., by Painter
Brothers, Ltd., Hereford, to the design of British
Insulated Callender's Construction Company, Ltd.
It will be seen from the illustration above
that each mast is of lattice construction, triangular in
cross -section, and is built up from a number of short,
easily-handled lengths. It is guyed at several points.
The material chosen for the structure was the
aluminium alloy Nora! 51SWP, supplied by Northern
Aluminium Company, Ltd. This alloy, which meets
B.S. 1476 HEIO, is of the aluminium -silicon-

magnesium type now widely used for structural work,
having a typical tensile proof stress of 18 tons/sq. in.
and sufficient durability to enable it generally to be
used without painting. In this case, the lightness
of aluminium alloy was obviously attractive. The
possibility of welded steel construction was investigated
but ruled out on grounds of weight alone ; it is
generally safe to say that aluminium, with a density
one-third that of steel, will in practice yield a structure
of about half the weight of a steel one. Transportation to the site is simplified, and erection and
dismantling greatly speeded up. Each length of
mast, 8ft. 4in. long, weighs only l IOIb. and is easily
handled by two men aloft with the aid of a light -alloy
erection pole.
Bolted construction was chosen for the mast, so
as to enable the individual lengths to be further
broken down to any degree necessary for shipment
over long distances, for instance by sea. In general
the bolts are of Nora! 51SWP alloy like the members,
but high- tensile steel is used for the bolts that connect
each length to the next. Mild steel is used for various
details at the butt joints and at guying points. All
steel parts are galvanised to prevent atmospheric
corrosion and to avoid any possibility of galvanic
interaction with the aluminium.
A special section was designed for the main leg
members, which assist in guiding the test equipment
up and down the mast. The readiness with which
complex, multi -purpose sections can be produced by
extrusion is, of course, one of the advantages of
aluminium as a structural material. A central
Coburn track is also provided on one face of the mast.
All diagonal bracing members are 1 #in. by 1¢in. by
tin. equal angle, and short horizontal pieces are fitted
as steps.
At the butt joints between the lengths of mast, the
connections are made through welded steel fittings
on each leg. The fittings embody sin. steel plates,
one shaped to fit inside the leg section and one
outside. The aluminium web is thus trapped between
them and held by six iin. diameter light alloy bolts.
To the edges of the steel plates is welded a lug drilled
to take two 4in. diameter H.T.S. assembly bolts.
Six bolts in all therefore have to be inserted and
tightened for each length of mast. Guys are attached
to welded steel lugs fastened to the outside of the
legs by two lin. diameter M.S. bolts. The bolts
pass through a steel reinforcing plate shaped to fit
inside the leg section.
One 200ft. mast, complete with steel head and base
plates, wire ropes and fittings but excluding anchorage
pickets, weighs just over one-and -a -half tons. With
all materials on site and the pickets driven in, the
whole structure can be erected by six men in an eight hour day ; where the full height is not required,
erection time is reduced. The first two masts have
proved themselves satisfactory in service and a further
six are being built, though development work is still
proceeding and may show the possibility of further
improvement.
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EARLS COURT

Make a bee -line

for

STAN D

234

and see for yourself:

FIRST FLOOR

series of pick-ups

First of the

cartridges

r
A

brand new range of inexpensive microphones
s
Acs crystal

are protected by parents
and patent applications in Great Britain and
other countries.
devices

COSMOCORD LIMITED

ENFIELD MIDDLESEX

1.
-b-

"Hi-g" Pick -ups are the first
commercially available pick -ups that will
track the highest modulation levels capable
of being engraved on either standard or
long playing records. They thus add an
important advance in pick -up design to the
already outstanding reproduction qualities
associated with Acos crystal products.
Acos

...
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Set Manufacturer's surplus
BUILD A PROFESSIONAL LOOKING -Famous
ELECTRIC GRAM UNITS
RADIO SET AT LESS THAN HALF
Two
-speed.
3:31 and 70 r.p.m.
For playing
TO -DAY'S PRICE
Standard and L.P. recordings. Complete with
We can supply all the parte to help you.

Turntable. For use on 215-2313 v. A.C. mains.
Each milt is in Ito original manufacturers
carton and in telly guarantecsl. Limited

('lin.

Drum

dlam.)
1'8
Driving head

only
,unntity
available at approx. half list
price.

1!8

Double pointer
41.
32.
Cor
Nylon Cord

card)

f4.2.6

64.

Dial Front

Pius

Plats
2/8
Engraved (lists Dial. 180 -530 ami 000 -2,200 m
With station ruchez, i
wavebands
metres. pair
T.R.F. Coils, 180 -5.90. NnOt' °

pkg.,

2//8

6,8
3/9

Punched chassis. 3 -valve plus rectifier T. R.F.

SPECIAL

OFFER

" CHANCERY "
FIDELITY MICROCELL

THE FAMOUS

Cabinet. Bakelite, in Wainer or volt' o,
Wooden in Walnut finish
...
171
...
Packing oral Insurance
..
2/8
SEND 11 FOR EASY TO FOLLOW POINT -TOPOINT DIAGRAMS AND Clttt'('IT DIAGRAM.
I

HIGH

PICK-UP TYPE 'GPX for Standard
and Long Playing

.airs
are tapped for 200-230.2511 v
All L'Ps
.411 primaries are screened.

are centre tapped.

SP175B, 175 -0 -175, 50 mA., 4;v.
SP250B, 2/10.0.250, d0 mA.,
,'

SP300B.:;nu d-:;00 00111A.

coverage is for
the
m di ion

long

bauds. Choice
3 Cahinets
Bakelite
in

o rya o r
o o d e n

(Walnut finish)

AMPLIFIER KIT

complete kit of parts for the construction of
the latest version of this fammust amplifier,
complete with valves, output and satins
transformers.
A

including

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER
TRANSFORMERS (To specification)

The Output Transformer :i.11 ohms see., £4 4 The Mains Transformer, PREMIER SP425A,
8.

I:

iilk

R.:t

v-.

i;

3.5 .a.

pMICROPHONE

a.

with ease.

Houee.l in strong black
Dimensions
211,. wide
high, ills. deep.
Phis I l post and
pa.kiuhf.

closed,

matching transformer for

All

be

Govt. Surplus Ex.

W.D. STEEL AERIALS

-d

L L BRAND .V R IV
Also ideal for fishing eado
11ít. 3 Oft. sections of copper-plated steel highly
flexible tapering tin te yin. !;nand new in container.
Screw -in type, 7/9. Pa.eking
Plug-in type 69.
and carriage IPI. Insulated Base. 3 -. Wehhing
waterylronf carrying case with shoulder sling. 28.

ACCUMULATORS

By world- famous maker.

2

v.0t pi amp.

28 /-

2

1

a.

I

0r':

ì0

_i

i

lsa
m.A..

C..

v.

5

v.

35'a.

l?3 a.

2-:3 a.

in A.,

4

-.,

5

13.3

(t

v.

55 /-

4 v.

47ia.

.-

2-3 a.

50/-

171

ureter, slow- motion drive, R.F. and L.F. Gain
It F. amp. frequency
Circuit
Control, etc.
ohanger, oscillator, nwd stall., 3 -1.F. amps, B.F.O.
Wt., First audio ail ,mtpnt. Brand New w;th
rtnit diagram.
PRICE 59/6 piss 7/8 pkg., caer.. ins.
:

Outside

C.R. TUBES

VCR 516
ein. Blur picture,
Volts 4, Anode 4

£5,19,6

unit

,mplete with head for L.P. mad
£8.8.0
..
Stab lard reeOrdillg.1
l',n ua and earring. on sash of the (shore trails, 2/8.
e

,

Realer

K v.,

tn.

PRICE E3/19/6

Pins 5/- pkg., ears., ius

VCR 5I7C

ALL
BRAND
NEW
a replacement for the

filin. pleture. '!'his tube le
VCR517 .aced Vt'Rfil 7. Guaranteed tel! sire picture.
PRICE 35; -, Phis 2,tí pkg., carr.. ins.

STOP PRESS
i

DAYL

GGHHTE

SVIEWING

SUPERHET T.V. ALL
ANGLE
CHANNELS WITH NO COIL OR CORE
CHANGING. COMPLETELY ISOLATED FROM
THE MAINS, SUITABLE FOR 17', 14 ", or
12', TUBE. NEW TIME BASE MAY BE USED
TO CONVERT EXISTING PREMIER T.V.
USE WITH THE LATEST TYPE
FOR
PICTURE TUBE. WRITE Fug U/i T.II L,.
WIDE

TERMS OF BUSINESS : CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O D. OVER LI.
Please add I/- for Post Orders under 10/ -, 1/6 under 40/ -, unies otherwise stated.
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UNITS

calve Suuperh_t receiver. covering 1011 to 121
Mc /s, using four V R3:3, two VR50. and VRIiI V 1317,
VS70, VR5-1 and VR5T valves. Fitted with Toning

GARRARD Type 75. latest :3 -speed Autuhange
!'nit complete with 2 A.w High Fidelity (LPL!'
Pick -up Heed:. 1 L -P. and 1

COLLARD Ibspee)I single grant.

1132A RECEIVER

ll

o

GARRARD Rim Drive 74 r.p.m.. complete with magnetic pick -up an'

ohms

-

n

er.mdart.

3

PLESSEY.-Sin. lias., Mains Energised
3 ohms bolted. a00 ohms field) with
... 22.8
...
Peut ode Transformer ...
PLESSEY. --iin. dia., Mains Energised
19.e
:3 ohms impel. pion ohms field)
PLESSEY. Win. din., Moving Coil
... 2:3,8
ohms untied . ...
...
...
GOODMAN9. -11in. dia., Moving Cull.
...
... £8
...
...
15 ohms
Plus 5a.
5i. packing and carriage.
VITAVOX. -K 12/211 12in. dim, Moving
Coi!, 15 ohms imped. ..
...
.., £11;11
Plus 5/- packing and carriage.
ALL 19ín. SPEAKERS TAX FREE.

wooden

1n

Moving Coll,

2::6
E.M.L -dins Elliptical. 15 ohms impel.
PLESSEY. -Sint. dia., Moving Coil. it chins

GRAMOPHONE UNITS

an

2

)

v.

ELAC. Sin. ,ha.,

£7.19.6

volts to charge
output of 12(1 volts at 21)
an accumulator. Uses metal rectifier, £2.
InA. and

25,-

a.

2-1- a.

5 v

25/-

PLESSEY. -31n. dia., Moving Coil, 3 ohms
...
...
...
...
impel . ...
ELAC.- :I3in. dia., Moving Coil, 3 ohms

special offer for a limited period only the
above Gramophone Unit. Pick -up and Cabinet
which wig assemble into a complete Portable
Electric Gramophone ready to plug-in to your
Radio or Amplifer,
can be supplied at
Pins 5/- Pkg. Carr. ,G Ins,
As

19/6

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND
TRICKLE CHARGER KIT
parts to corotact :m eliminator lc Bise

..

FLAC. -'Sin. dia., Moving Coil 15 ohms

I

high irilpe.lance can
supplied at 81 extra.

.5

SP510A, 500-0-30íi,

dimenviona: Height (when closed), 5}fn -;
Clearance
Depth, 131i n.
Length, 141 :
Clearance
motor board,
space
h
lid when
to inside
i
motor
space

-

uswitch

droite case.

-I

'- 3

C

SP501, 5011-1500. Ian !ILA., 4 v. (5 2./i',,
a. 4 v. 6L [ a
2-:4 a. 4 v
-

motor board :Arendt.
cut to take a
Gramophone
Unit: Almost
any make of
Rim Drive Unit
an be accommodated

15 Gns.
pkg., .at, and ins.

7

4 v.

.

GRAMOPHONE CABINETS- Portable
A
fortunate purchase of a manufacturer's
snrpins stock enables as to offer this first
mule Portable Cabinet male by a famous
manufacturer at the ridiculously Ion prime
Pin. 26
of 29/O.
Pkg. out care.
CPECIFICATION.Substantial Wooden
Case, Reline Covered.

Walnut or

£3

C:..,

I.

SP352, 350-0-330, 150 ntA.- 5 v. ()i-3 a. 0.:3 v. n 2-:3 a.
v.
SP375A, 370-0-:373, 250 inA.. 6.3 v.

al £111118 each.

of

-- MOVING COIL

v.

.

-u.

Waveband

716

25/4

LOUDSPEAKERS

.

Phu

v. @

4

251-

4 V.

SP301B, son-0-:100. 110 mA.,
4 v.
0 2-3 a., 4 v. , i) :i .3 a.
SP350A,2.50-d-350, 100 niA.

The Chancery Light Weight CPS Pick -up
mhodfes certain 0nhpie eatnes achieving
standard of performance r not possible with
normal magnetic or crystal pick ps
The
of the high standard of performance
isBret
tin the use of the special mlcrocell t vstal
cartridge assembly which has an unusually
wide frequency response.
The sapphire
stylus is precision ground anal
ri perlnanent. With two cartridges I L.P.oand I
Standard. Price 52/8. Additional L.P. or
Olandard Caririleea can be supplied porn stork

at 11191, plus 2/0 packing awl arroge
Each Kit is complete in every detail, nothing has to
he made or lmpeavlee,l. Easy to follow point-tot/01M diagrams are supplied. making e nstrmetion
very pimple. The Dial Is illuminated, and the
Receiver housed in its Cabinet ei.e la-1u. s .iin.
presents an attractive appearance. The v. live line -up
VIII l6- Detector.
Is: 717A -H.F.
l'am.Me.
APT4-Output, and Metal Rectifier.

WILLIAMSON

o.

SP300A, 31)11-0-500 80 uuA., 0.3 v. C 1.+ a.,

THE COMPLETE KIT

(t'

1

@

v. @ L't /.

4

3.-i a.

SP425Ai" 1

To construct a 3 -valve pins rectiller T.11.F. Receiver
for use na 2001..250 v. A.C. nains eau he supplied

v
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All primaries
40 -100 cycles.

which shows how VW) can build the Receiver
illustrated above.
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of disc

Recording
INTERESTING DETAILS AND CIRCUITS
By

J.

B.

and

AMEANS of recording sound in permanent
form has existed for more than fifty years,
but through this half- century three different
processes have been developed. Improvements have
been so rapid that the extremely high quality of the
sound recordings now available necessitates extreme
care in the manufacture and arrangement of the

reproducing apparatus if faithful reproduction is to
be obtained.
The three recording systems are styled mechanographic, magnetic and photographic. Each has certain
advantages, so it cannot be said that one will eventually replace the others ; the systems are really comFor the
plementary rather than interchangeable.
reproduction of music in the home the disc forni
of the mechanographic system has come into general
use, mainly because a recording of this description
is permanent -an essential consideration if recordings
are to be sold and performing rights therefore
involved. It is this form of recording that is to be
considered.
The Reproducing Chain
(I) The Disc and the Groove
Until quite recently, all discs were made of some
form of shellac ; each manufacturer claimed that
his patent recipe was superior to that of his competitors. The development of plastics has, however,
given him a superior material, so modern discs are
made of some variant of vinylite or lacquer.
Early discs varied in speed between about 65
and 85 revolutions a minute, but gradual!), 78
became accepted as standard, and references to
" standard discs " will henceforth mean those which
were recorded at that speed.

Standard " and " Microgroove "
The microgroove recording plays at 78, 45 or
331 r.p.m., and as there are two and a half times as
many grooves to the inch playing times of 25 minutes
are possible from a twelve -inch disc, compared with
five minutes from a standard recording. The new
record is superior to its predecessor in that the noise
level is lower (around -50 db. compared with the
signal as against -20 db.). In addition, the disc
itself is " unbreakable." The new materials are,
though, rather softer than shellac, and although
higher frequencies can be recorded great care must
be taken in the design of the reproducing needle
and the pick -up head, or the higher frequencies
will be obliterated after a few playings ; for when
the needle is tracking a note of frequency in the
region of 12 kc /s the accelerations involved are very
high and considerable force is exerted on the walls
of the delicate groove. In passing, it is worthy of
mention that a vinyl disc will not stand a sharp
dig with a finger -nail when being withdrawn from
its cover.
The greater proximity of one groove to another

"

GRAMOPHONE ENTHUSIAST
Gregory

FOR THE
R.

E.

on a microgroove record results in a lower recording
level, necessitating greater amplification when reproducing. Considerable difficulty may be experienced
in obtaining sufficient output to load the average
commercial wireless unless a crystal pick -up is
employed, though the high sound quality possible
from the new long- players causes them to deserve
a better fate than mere " plugging in the back."

The Old and the New
Experiments with acoustic standard recordings
and even electric recordings which were made before
about 1935, led to the following conclusions. Modern
apparatus in the shape of light -weight pick -ups
and sapphire needles is of little practical value in
trying to get the best out of these older recordings.
Groove widths and depths were far too variable
for the precision ground stylus to trace smoothly,
particularly at the low downward pressures that are
now normal. Since the higher frequencies are not on
the record anyway, the best results are obtained
(without any question) from a medium -weight
moving -iron or crystal fitted with fibre needles.
These needles will adapt their shape with amazing
rapidity to suit the groove ; thus their very weakness
for high- fidelity work is their strength when tackling
old favourites. The pick -up must, however, be of free
movement, or the needle tip will tend to shatter
altogether and will not then trace the groove at all.
Having said that, consideration will be confined
henceforth to quality work (where reproduction
can justifiably be compared with the original performance) ; it will be assumed that recordings
themselves are of recent origin.
(2) The Pick -up

The duty of

to follow the groove by
and to convert the waveform represented by the vibrations of the groove
into an exactly similar electrical one, introducing
no distortion in the process. At the same time it must
be sufficiently light and free of movement to produce
a minimum of wear both on the record and on its
own stylus. In addition, the frequency of resonance
should be outside the audible spectrum, which
means above a frequency of 18 kc /s. Since transient
vibration is likely to occur in degrees of freedom
other than that required to trace the waveform
of the groove, a certain amount of damping will be
necessary to remove these vibrations.
Thus the factors concerned in the design of the
ideal pick -up (against which any given type may be
compared) are :
(i) The effective mass of the moving element must
be small in order to reduce wear and to obtain a high
resonant frequency.
(ii) The compliance of the needle or armature suspension must be adjusted in relation to the effective
mass to ensure the correct frequency of resonance.
means

of

a pick -up is
a needle (or stylus)
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(iii) Sufficient damping must be applied to eliminate
any spurious vibrations in degrees of freedom other
than the degree required.
(iv) A high degree of stiffness is required between
the stylus and the E.M.F. generating element, to
avoid frequency distortion due to the stylus and this
generating element not vibrating in an exactly
similar manner.
As has been said, these properties would exist in
the ideal pick -up head, but this ideal cannot be
obtained in practice, for elements of extremely small
mass and high stiffness cannot be obtained, and mass production sets a limit of practicability on the
accuracy of manufacture. Distortion in one form

or another will therefore occur, and methods of
dealing with such distortion must be examined.

Distortion
(i) Attenuation Distortion
Such distortion is due to variation in gain with
frequency. The usual effect is a loss of gain at frequencies above about 7 kc /s and below about 200 c /s.
The characteristic is very nearly flat between these
two frequencies, falling, usually quite rapidly, outside
them. When music is being reproduced this means
poor quality in the stringed instruments owing to
the loss of harmonics ; extremely poor quality in (or
even complete absence of) the higher -frequency percussion instruments such as triangles ; and, in the
lower frequency range, bad quality in, for example,
organ music where the frequency range may extend
down to 50 c /s. To correct this distortion, the circuit
must contain a component which offers a greater
impedance at certain frequencies than at others.
In some badly designed pick -ups, the resonant
frequency may occur within the audible range, causing
a high peak in the characteristic curve. This may be
overcome by the introduction into the circuit of an
inductance tuned so as to produce an opposite effect
and so cancel out the peak.

(ii). Harmonic Distortion
This appears with the production of harmonics in
the output which are not present on the record ; it is
caused by a non -linearity in the reproducing system.
The effect may be produced by the stylus (particularly when it is fairly long and not very stiff) moving
in a secondary mode of vibrations, so producing a
harmonic of the note that is being tracked. Or, if the
moving element is not accurately centred, movement
to one side will produce a greater E.M.F. than
movement to the other ; the effect is similar to that
caused where, in a push -pull amplifier, one of the
valves has a low emission so that both odd and even
harmonics are generated.
This distortion is not unduly important provided
the amplitude of the harmonic generated is small
compared with the fundamental, as is usually the case.
The effect is more important in the amplifier, where
non -linearity in the valve characteristics may give
rise to harmonics of considerable amplitude.

(iii) Intermodulation Distortion
This is almost certain to occur whenever harmonic
distortion is set up, for both effects are produced in a
somewhat similar manner.
Intermodulation distortion consists in the production of combination
frequency tones in the output by the non -linearity of
network, when two or more tones are applied at the
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input. For example, if frequencies f, and f2 are
applied at the input, there may arise frequencies
(f, ±f2) or 2(f, +f,) at the output.
Quite often these combination tones are not
harmonically related to any of the inputs, and so they
produce 'a very discordant noise.
When, as is
frequently the case, the combination tones are either
too quiet to hear or fall outside the audible range of
frequencies, the effect may be disregarded ; however,
when a full orchestra is playing, a great many of these
tones may be produced, and they appear as an
indefinable background noise, which clears as soon
as the sound becomes less complex or when the
sound level falls off.
(iv) Amplitude Distortion
This arises when there is a lack of consistency in the
ratio between the output and input voltages for
different amplitude values of input. This effect may
occur when the method of suspending the stylus is not
perfect. It is not serious as the only result is a loss of

volume, which is usually not very noticeable.

(v) Other Distortion Effects
There are a few other effects which should strictly
be dealt with under the previous distortion headings,
but which can be best investigated separately in view
of the manner in which they arise.

The Pinch Effect
This rather picturesque (though apt) title is given
to an effect arising from the difference in shape
between the recording and reproducing styli. That
used for recording is more or less flat with pointed
ends ; this is to obtain a clean cut and smooth
grooves. The stylus used for reproduction, however,
This is shown pictorially in
is circular in section.
Fig. 1.
It will be seen that if the reproducing stylus fits the
groove during the straight portions of the modulation,
it will be too small to trace accurately the peaks of the
groove ; indeed, in order to touch the groove at all
it will have to move further down the triangular
section of the groove. As the note is traced a vertical
stylus movement will occur. True, this movement
will be small ; but as it is at twice the signal frequency,
considerable accelerations and forces will be involved.
Thus it may be seen that the stylus must have a low
mechanical impedance to vertical as well as to horizontal movement. Since this up- and -down movement
must not be transformed into sound, a pick -up must
be devised wherein vertical movement of the stylus
does not result in an induced E.M.F. It is claimed
(with some justification) that the tongue -like protuberance on which the stylus of a modern crystal is
mounted helps to overcome this pinch effect by
permitting vertical movement of the stylus without
Reproducing
stylus

Recording
stylus

Fig.

1.

\\\

-The pinch
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the necessity
and arm.

'

4

of raising the entire pick -up

head

Radius Compensation
As the pick -up head moves toward the centre of
the record the velocity with which the record passes
under the stylus decreases, and as the recorded wavelength decreases it is increasingly difficult for the
reproducing stylus to follow the groove. In addition
the output of the reproducing head falls. This tends
to produce a characteristic which falls as the frequency
increases. The only method of curing this fault is to
increase the recording level at high frequencies as the
centre of the disc is approached. This, however,
makes the curvature of the waveform more acute,
thus increasing the distortion. A compromise must
therefore be effected between frequency response and
distortion ; the aim must be the minimisation of the
listener's objection. Nothing practicable can be done
in reproduction to overcome this difficulty.

Pick -ups in Practice
Various types of pick -up have been designed, all
seeking to fulfil, as nearly as possible, the requirements of the ideal previously described. Most of them
are magnetic in operation, although the crystal
pick -up, whose principle of operation is electrostatic,
is very popular. The relative performance of each
type is not the only consideration
manufacturing
costs are important where the commodity is to be
marketed.
:

Types of Pick-up

(i) Moving Coil
This type of pick -up consists of

a plastic former
upon which is wound a coil of fine wire, usually of
some
turns
in
order
to
reduce
the
moving mass.
but
50
A stylus is fixed into the former, which is so pivoted
that it may rock about its axis, as shown in Fig. 2.
A small but powerful magnetic circuit is placed
round the coil so as to produce a horizontal field ;
thus when the stylus is moved an E.M.F. is generated
in the coil. Damping is provided either by rubber or
by plastic on the pivoting mechanism ; alternatively,
the whole coil may be immersed in petroleum jelly.

(ii) Moving Iron

This comprises a piece of iron carrying the stylus
fixed at one end to a block of rubber ; the iron moves
between a coil and the poles of a magnet. The coil is
circular in shape, the armature passing first through
its central hole and then through the gap between
the magnetic poles. The change in flux in the
armature as it vibrates sets up an alternating E.M.F.
in the coil. As the coil is not required to move, it
can have many turns, so giving a greater output
than is possible with the moving coil. Damping
is provided by the rubber suspension block.
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The familiar XMS pick -up provides a clear example
of this type of pick -up in its simplest form.

(iii) Crystal
This type is fundamentally different from the
other two types in that its method of operation is
electrostatic instead of magnetic.
When a mechanical force is applied to certain
crystals it is found that they generate a potential
in a direction perpendicular to that in which the
force was applied. This potential is directly proportional to the applied force, and so the charge is
proportional to the displacement. It will be seen
that with suitable mounting the resultant E.M.F. will
be proportional to the stylus displacement.
The arrangement is used in the ACOS Microcell,
which is represented diagramatically in Fig. 4. The
Rubber block

k

N

Tr

A

/ron armature

Stylus

k+
Fig.

3.-Moving iron pick -up.

crystal clement is mounted in a plastic gel, which
The stylus is
provides the necessary damping.
mounted on the end of a cantilever " tongue " ; as
has been said, it is claimed that the vertical compliance
so gained reduces wear and pinch effect.
Comparison of the Pick -up Types
if efficiency is defined as the ratio between electrical
output and mechanical input, the crystal is, beyond
question, the most efficient, for the efficiency of the
magnetic units is around 5 : 100, while that of the
Of the magnetic
crystal is greater than 60 : 100.
types, the moving iron has the higher output, its
final limitation being the amount of flux the armature
can carry. This cannot be raised beyond a certain
point without introducing a risk of the armature
clinging to one of the pole -pieces. The moving
coil has no such limitation, and in theory its output
could be increased by increasing the strength of the
magnet ; however, no magnetic material is known
which could raise the efficiency to a level comparable
to that of the crystal.
The moving coil results in the least distortion,
principally because the magnetic field does not alter
the restoring force provided by the suspension, as it
does in the moving iron. To overcome this defect
in the latter case a wide air gap must be used, but
this reduces the output.
(To be continued.)

Fig.

-Moving coil pick -up.
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4.- Crustal pick-

Note cantilever
mounting of stylus,
which gives vertical
compliance and thereJure reduces pinch
effect.
up.

Fig. 2.
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FOR most radio men, professional or amateur,

battery receivers have much to recommend
them and particularly so if they have one or
two short -wave bands. Even for those of us who
have been using mains operated receivers for years
there is a feeling that we should like to get back to
battery operated. The reason for this feeling is
not hard to find and lies principally in the low
noise level and generally quieter background of
the battery receiver as compared to that of an A.C.
operated instrument. Switch on a communication
receiver, swing the tuning off signal and the gains up,
and you will get an idea of what I mean !
Unfortunately, battery receivers have two great
drawbacks : (a) the necessity to have batteries always
on hand and, in the case of accumulators, always
charged, and (b) the fact that they are not particularly
easy to service.
To the enthusiast who has no mains supply and
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flC4 Supplies for
DETAILS

OF A SIMPLE

BATTER'
By T.

The eliminator is built on a chassis 8in. x 6in. x
2 ¡in. deep of 16 gauge aluminium and the mains
transformer, smoothing chokes and condensers
are mounted on the top as shown in Fig. 2. All
other components- principally resistors and rectifiers -are mounted beneath the chassis, and the -two
variable controls are brought out on one of the long
sides of the chassis, close to the insulated supply
leads with which they are associated. Fig. 3 gives a
below chassis view showing the layout. of these
components.
L.T. Output
/0Of2
/5-20 Hy
2 wort
The only difficulty encountered in
Anode HTt
áÖÒ
/20-/30v
designing the unit was in determining
the output voltage for the L.T. side,
/20-/SO
Screen HT,'
having regard at the same time for
45-90v
o vA C
/OK12
/6//T
20v
32 FT
what components are readily available.
250 vw zso wll
Many personal receivers, both British
H7and American, have series filaments
operating off a 7.5 or 9 volt battery
Smooth/no
and, obviously, therefore if the elim3r29
inator is likely to be used on such
LT-1.
0
receivers it must have a similar
output voltage. On the other hand,
thousands of British battery sets have
paralleled filaments supplied from a
Lr
2 volt accumulator with a dropping
resistor where 1.4 volt valves are
Fig.
Theoretical circuit of the eliminator.
The
used, as in modern types.
is entirely dependent on batteries little can be done
unit must, then, go down to this voltage too.
to remedy the situation except, perhaps, to install For these reasons the output has been made variable
a wind- driven dynamotor, such as those used on
between these limits
American command receivers, which will certainly by means of the
free him from the bogies of H.T. battery replacement control provided.
To frontformvr
and accumulator charging, for a very moderate
A similar situation
I!l!l!!!
outlay. But for the man who has mains supplies obtains with t h e
available and uses a battery receiver from preference H.T. to some
or occasionally services one for friends the position extent, for while the
is very different and his difficulties can be overcome
supply to the valve
quite easily by constructing a battery eliminator to anodes can be the
replace both L.T. and H.T. batteries. Such a full output of the
unit (Fig. I), is not difficult to construct and, provided unit, which is bethe smoothing on the L.T. side is adequate, a receiver tween 120 and 130
built specifically for short-wave reception or one volts, some ,control
of the many ex-Service battery receivers available, is advisable on the
operated from the unit, will give a much superior screen grid supply,
performance to that of the average A.C. receiver in which may call for
actual signal -getting qualities and at the same time anything between 45
the unit will always be available for testing any other and 90 volts, acreceiver which may come along, such as those of cording to the particular make or type
friends.
The unit to be described, which fulfils this purpose of receiver being
Moreover,
admirably, utilises the minimum of components and tested.
A"/oins
many of these will be found in the junk box or unless steps are
On-o//
switch
L7
can be obtained very cheaply from surplus dealers taken to e n s u r e
advertising in P.W. This particularly applies to some stability,
the rectifiers and high capacity smoothing condensers variation of t he
Fig. 3.- Wiring diagram q
for which, normally, there is not a very great demand. screen voltage will
>

l.-

.

lE.,.

C

ii

rt.11.

...1.1.1.1,N1
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' ELIMINATOR FOR H.T. AND L.T.
V. Dresser

also cause a variation in the anode supply.
The
variable screen voltage control incorporated in this
unit will have negligible effect upon the anode supply
and yet will control the screen voltage within the
limits indicated.
As the power taken from the transformer is very
small it need not be of massive dimensions and,
indeed, many amateurs may already have one around
which is suitable. All that is asked is that it is
capable of supplying 120 volts -the figure is not a
set one and 125, 130 or even 150 volts will serve equally
well if such a transformer is on hand, and provided
a fixed resistor is placed in the anode feed lead to
reduce it to the required figure -at a maximum
of perhaps 30 mA and 12 volts at one ampere.
In regard to the L.T. it is unusual to find a transformer with a 12 volt winding, but this difficulty
can be overcome quite easily by connecting two
6.3 volt windings in series or even, if nothing else is
available, two 5, a 6.3 and a 5, or a 4 and a 5 volt
winding. But in doing so care should be taken to
see that the windings are truly in series and are not
opposed, i.e., that the output voltage from the combined windings is 12.6, 11.3, 10 or 9 as the case may
be. It is extremely easy to connect them in such
a way that the output voltage is 6.3- 6.3 =0, and soon,
and this would result in a badly overheated winding
if not a ruined transformer. As the voltage from
the rectifier may not be more than 9 or 10 volts,
and at the maximum 12.6, and we require 9 at the
output terminals, the smoothing choke must be of
very low resistance.
The writer wound
400 turns of 20
s.w.g.
enamelled
wire on an old
transformer core
which had a centre

limb of lin. x lin. x

1.5in. and the completed choke had a
resistance a little
less than 3 ohms.
A suitable alternative would be the
type of choke used
in car radios which
has an even lower
resistance.
The' remainder of
t h e
components
require little des-

cription.

the underside

HT Control

of the unit.
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,81_,r-,.....141.,o

Battery eceivers

overt?/

WIRELESS

The

variable control on
the L.T. supply must
be a
wire -wound
item
capable
of
carrying at least

44,!'aw"'- k

1_,1.1, lit

WI

.1. AMP*

five watts without overheating. This also applies i
to the load resistor, inserted to prevent an undue
rise in voltage when the receiver load is removed.
When the various L.T. voltages required have
been found by varying the control potentiometer
some method of quickly identifying them should be
used in order to prevent accidentally applying a
higher voltage than that required and thereby burning f

out a set of valves. Spots of paint of different
colours will do or a marked paper dial.
The rectifiers used are standard selenium assemblies rated at approximately 12 volts .1 ampere and
purchased at a surplus store, and the H.T. smoothing
choke is a standard 15 Henry component obtainable
at any dealer's. The inductance is not critical and
10 or 20 Henry will serve equally well.
Positive and

Vor ob /v

Vor/ob/v
LT contro/

HTcontro/

2.

Fig.

Plan

new of unii.

negative connections for both supplies are brought
out in insulated flexible wire because differences
in receivers are such that H.T. and L.T. negatives
may not always be
commoned."
wo spade
terminals are used to terminate the connections,
black and red respectively, and the leads are about
2ft. long to save moving the unit about the bench
too much.
In conclusion, a final reminder may not he out
of place. Do check the L.T. output voltage before
connecting the unit to a receiver. A little time
spent that way is better than a ruined set of valves.
°

°NEXT MONTH

Greatly Enlarged 21st Birthday and
Radio Show Issue

With Free

3/6

Blueprint of

" Coronet

:#,t,.111.110M NM. MINN .1,4=0HIMI,11.41.14 1.41.10.1/4,NMPPI NM. PINE. 141,11.11,41
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1

Problem

of Fid_elity

SOME INTERESTING DETAILS FOR THE QUALITY ENTHUSIAST
By

R.

Hindle
For true fidelity audio frequencies must

THE maker of musical instruments has as his
aim the production of an instrument that,
apart from covering the range of audio
frequencies considered proper for the particular
kind of instrument, is capable of giving, when in the
hands of a talented performer, a satisfying quality
of tone by the addition of overtones and formative

minimum.

-a tonal

reproduction.

tones to the fundamental frequency that it is producing. The instrument has to be given an individuality

quality that distinguishes it from all others.
The designer of electronic reproducers, on the other
hand, is anxious to prevent any showing of
individuality and to subordinate completely the
personality of his equipment to that of the matter
that it is to reproduce. To allow it to superimpose
anything of its own making is to cause distortion.
The purpose of the reproducer is not merely to
produce a pleasing noise_ but rather to produce an
exact replica of the original, pleasant or otherwise.
In the various branches of electronics there are
many different kinds of signal requiring faithful
reproduction and the principles applied are similar
in all cases. Fundamentally, the intelligence is
translated into eléctrical fluctuations which have to be
amplified and reconverted into readable form, according to its purpose. A picture of the electrical fluctuations can he drawn in the form of a graph, which is
then said to indicate the waveform, and these can
take on an infinite variety of shapes, but fortunately
all these shapes can be shown to be combinations,of
waves all of one simple form, the sine wave form, of
varying frequency, amplitude and phase, and it is
practicable, therefore, to approach the problems of
fidelity from the point of view of the reproduction
of sine waves of various dimensions. When a single
frequency is spoken of a sine wave of that frequency
is indicated ; if it were anything else but a sine wave
it would no longer be a single frequency but would,
in fact, be a combination of a number of frequencies.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS has as its special concern the
reproduction of sound and it is from this point of
view that the problem is approached. Sound is a
mechanical vibration conveyed in the form of
waves of pressure through the air, and convertible
into equivalent electrical waveforms by means of
microphones. Sound waves can vary in three respects ;
in frequency or pitch, in intensity or loudness
(equivalent to amplitude in the resultant electrical
waveform), or in phase, a variation in phase arising
by delaying the sine wave without altering in any
way its waveform. The range of frequencies involved
in speech is between the extremes of 100 c/s and
10.000 c /s. Musical instruments extend over a
wider range, an orchestra requiring reproduction
from 40 c/s to 15,000 c/s ; there are some difference
tones even below this range. The sound intensities
encountered in speech vary over a wide range, the
loudest being some 500,000 times that of a faint
whisper, whilst the maximum sound from an
orchestra may be 10,000,000 times as great as its

be reproduced even though they may be above the
audible perceptibility of the listener. This may seem
absurd at first glance, but the reason is that the

frequencies above audibility interact with lower
frequencies, the ear itself being to a degree non -linear
and acts as a detector, to produce interfering
frequencies within the audible range that the ear
requires to form the illusion of perfect quality of

Binaural Effect
Another factor affecting the quality of sound is the
binaural effect, i.e., the effect of listening with two
ears. Sound travels through the air at the relatively
low speed of approximately 1,130 ft. per second.
Supposing that the sound emanates from one side
of the listener. The wave strikes the near-side ear
first, but takes a little longer to travel to the other
ear : in other words, the message to the second ear
is slightly delayed and the signals in the two ears
are a little out of phase. The brain can detect these
phase differences and from them can estimate the
direction from which the sound comes. Some such
phase difference will occur when the sound arrives
from any direction except from immediately in front
or behind. So the binaural effect gives the sense of
direction to the function of hearing and also the
effect of size of the sound origin, i.e., the effective
spread of an orchestra compared with the compact
source of a single instrumentalist.
It should be noted that the true effect of binaural
listening can be conveyed electronically only by two
entirely separate channels, two microphones in the
relative positions in the auditorium feeding entirely
separate transmitting chains (though possibly carried
by the same carrier) which are accepted by entirely
separate receivers, each of which feeds its signal to
only one ear of the listener. It is quite useless, from
this point of view, to split up the signal receiver over a
single transmitting channel in an attempt to feed
binaural signals to the listener, and it is equally absurd
to use a twin- or multi -speaker system from a single
channel, splitting the signal on a frequency basis by
means of cross -over networks, and to separate the
speakers appreciably in the hope of simulating the
effect of binaural listening. if only one transmitting
channel is to be used its limitations have to be
accepted and the listener must resign himself to what
is in effect monaural listening with the resultant loss
of directivity. Under these circumstances, which are
normal in present -day methods of reproduction, all
the sound should preferably come from a single point
and ideally a single, wide range speaker would be
1f, for practical
best, other things being equal.

a greater overall range of frequencies is
obtainable, or if other forms of distortion can be
reduced. by using a multi -speaker installation, then
the various units should be as close together as
possible so that the sound source is as near as practic-

purposes,
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THIS year at Earls Court the Mullard stand is of especial interest to the
Home Constructor. There you will find an information centre where you

can discuss your problems with representatives of the Mullard Technical Service
Department. You can inspect a selection of radio and television receiver and
sound amplifier chassis by well-known designers. And, of course, there is the
comprehensive range of Mullard receiving valves and " Long- life " picture tubes.
We look forward to seeing you.

Mullard
STAND

91

THE NATIONAL RADIO SHOW, EARLS COURT, 1953
MULLARD LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2
MVM 236
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COPPER

TINNED

ENAMELLED
SWG
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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2

Inch
.064
.056
.048
.040
.036
.032
.028
.024
.022
.020

2 ozs.
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

2/2/1

I/S
1/6
1/7

I/7
1/8
1/8
1/9
1/9
1/10

.018

2/1

-

2/2
2/3
2/4
2/5
2/6
2/7
2/8
2/9
2/10

1/5

2/-

-

2/2

2 ozs.
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/5

I/5
I/5

2/4
2/5
2/6
2/7
2/8
2/9
2/10

I/S
1/6
1/6
1/7
1/7
I/O
1/8
1/9
1/9
1/10
/11

1/6
1/7

I/7
1/8
1/9

4 ozs.

2/-

"ALL GAUGES STOCKED"

2/2
2/3
2/4
2/5
2/6
2/7
2/8
2/9

G.E.C. & B.T.H.

2/-

114

2/I

1/4
1/4
1/6
1/7
1/8
1/9
1/10

2/I

I

3,/2

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL DIODES

2/2
2/5
2/8
2/10

G.E.C. GLASS TYPE 5 /16in. x 3/16in.
B.T.H. LATEST TYPE MOULDED IN
THERMO-SETTING PLASTIC
Both Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.
4.6 each, postage 2_d.

3/3/2

/l0

3/4
2/-3/6
3/8
1/11

2/II

B.T.H. SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE
3:6 each, postage 2(d.

2/1
3/1
1/10
2/11
2/11
.0164
3/10
3/2
1/10
3/2/2
3/.0148
2/3
3/4
I /II
3/1
3/1
.0136
4/2
2/4
3/6
2/3/5
3/2
1/10
30
.0124
4/4
2/5
3/7
2/I
3/6
2/3/3
1/11
.0116
31
4/8
2/7
3/9
3/8
2/1
2/1
3/4
/11
32 .0108
5/2
2/10
3/11
2/3
3 /10
2/2
3/5
2/33
.010
5/4
2/11
4/2
4/2/4
2/3
3/6
2/.0092
34
5/9
3/I
4/5
2/6
4/2
2/4
3/7
2/1
.0084
35
6/0
3/3
4/8
2/7
4/5
2/6
3/8
2/1
36 .0076
.
6/4
3/5
5/6
3/4/8
2/7
3/10
2/2
.0063
37
3/7
6/2
3/4
4/11
2/9
4/2/3
.006
38
7'2
3/10
5.2
2/10
4/2
2/4
.0052
39
718
4:1
8/2
4/7
5/6
3/4/4
2/5
40
.0048
oz.
per
2'3
per
oz.
1/9
1/6 per oz.
41
.0044
1/9
42
.004
.,
L/3
2/6
,.
3', ,
43
.0038
4/- ,
3/44 .0032
5/6
4/45
.0028
7/6
5/5/- ,
46 .0024
47 and 49 swg Enam. and 47 swg E.S.S.C. wires in stock. State needs.
All above postage extra. POST ORDERS ONLY PLEASE. Send stamp for comprehensive lists.

Fixing Brackets 3d. Extra.
a cheap. simple
but high quality Crystal Set included
with each Diode and Crystal Valve.

Wiring instructions for

1

CRYSTAL SET

1

INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Ad/ustable Iron Cored Coil.

-

-

Polished wood cabinet, 151 -, post lid.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET, NOT A TOY

TEL: CLISSOLO

speakers NOW TAX

1211

CRYSTAL SET
Crystal

Audiom

60

& El monthly

(2.12.6

for

}

with order

months

7

£3.5.6

1

with order

/

FORMERS AND TUBES,
ALL DIAMETERS.

for Home Constructor Designs

W.B.
S 12135

143.0.0
with order

&

)

for

Cash Price

W

E1

7

monthly
months

14"

Frith Radiocraft, Ltd , Leicester

of next month.

L

Deposit and agree to pay
commencing on the first day

SIGNED (usual signature)

O

s

i

17"1-1
17
Cash Price

423.12.8

ADD

i
i

12/6

45.18.6

with order

monthly for
:

6

months

í6.9.3

36 -241 wich

& 42.10.0 monthly

Aluminised Types
C14 BM

for

order

6 months

46.15.0

with order

& 42.12.6 monthly for 6 months

2

Cash Price
422.4..10

with order

monthly or 6 months

MW 36 -22

420.10.0

16"

I

Standard Types

Cash Price

W.I2'CS,'AL
& LI monthly
7£5.10.0

EASY PAYMENT ORDER BLANK

Pease supply
:
for which I enclose L
further monthly payments of

& E2.5.6

E19.9.3

t for 7 months
with order i for 12 months
Cash Price LI6.0.0
Cash Price 49.5.0
Descriptive leaflets of any of above units free on request.

:

-

£5.13.8

-74

6705A, 6706A, etc.

Cash Price

with order

To

1.

31

:

Aluminised Types

£17.14.6

DATE

-16

& 42,2.0

Cash Price

Cash Price L22.10.0

& LI monthly

31

etc.

416.13.8

months

WHARFEDALE

£3.5.0

MW

Cash Price

¡12inn. Dual Concentric
"1.8.9 mthly
with order ) for 12 months

E9.0.0

12

Standard Type;

0

12"

Cash Price £10.5.6

Cash Price 48.12.6

}

8

WASHERS

CATHODE RAY TUBES

Mark II
& II monthly
for

NUTS,

soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

4688 & 2021

FREE

150

SCREWS,

B.A.

Take your pick from these luxury units

GOO DMA NS
Axiom

but with
Germanium
Diode, 16-. Postage Ild,

above,

As

RADIO SUPPLIES

POST

GUARANTEED

RECEPTION

-

33 BOURNE GARDENS, LONDON, E.4

WIRES

RESISTANCE

COVERED
4 ou.
2 ois.

COVERED

4 ozs.

2 ozs.
1/4
1/4
1/4

ozs.

4

EUREKA & CONSTANTAN

1

English Electric
& 42.17.6

£7.4.11

with orde0r

monthly for

Mullard
MW 43-64

6

months

£7.12 8
with order

& E3.I.6 monthly for

6

months

tor crate and insurance to all
C.R.T. orders.
HONE

927

NAME IN FULL (CAPITALS)
ADDRESS
State if Householder

If over 21

Occupation
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able to a single point. 1f this is not done the component parts of a single sound will be torn apart so
that, for instance, the fundamental note played by an
instrument may emanate from the bass speaker, the
middle harmonics that should accompany it come
from the middle -range speaker and the higher
harmonics come from the tweeter. If these speakers
were widely spaced the sound of a single instrument
or a vocalist will appear to be smeared over a wide
area -instead of coming, as it should, from a single
point. The binaural property of the hearing mechanism will then create an absurd illusion.
The ear itself is far from being a perfect device from
a scientific point of view. Normally, frequencies down
to 20 c/s can be heard and noises below this frequency
are perceived by the sense of feeling rather than
hearing. At the other end of the range, few people
can detect frequencies higher than 20,000 c/s, the
upper limit tending to fall with age. Sensitivity of
normal hearing varies with frequency, weaker signals
being audible within the range 1,000 to 3,000 c/s
usually than at higher and lower frequencies. An
upper limit of volume is set by the " threshold of
feeling " above which sounds are painfully loud. The
threshold of feeling also varies according to frequency.
Intensities of sound are estimated by the ear on a
logarithmic basis. This means that the ratio of sound
intensities is involved, not the absolute intensities.
Thus, a 100 per cent. increase in intensity from, say,
1,000 to 2,000 pressure units is no greater in effect
than an increase from 10 to 20 units, also 100 per cent.
increase. The smallest perceptible change in sound
intensity is about 10 per cent.
The logarithmic scale also applies to pitch. A twofold increase in frequency is equivalent to one octave.
Thus, a note of 200 c/s is an octave above a note of
100 c /s, and there is precisely the same difference of
one octave between notes of 20,000 c/s and 10,000 c/s.

533

original and also, even more seriously, it acts as a
partial detector allowing interaction between component frequencies producing " sum " and " difference " frequencies. This is why non -linear devices
such as tone controls and cross -over networks are
themselves liable to introduce distortion. Often the
problem is not to avoid distortion so much as to
decide which of two forms of distortion, one of which
is inevitable, can be tolerated. Amplitude distortion
is the common result of overloading an amplifier stage.
(3) Phase distortion refers to the shifting in relative
phase of the various component frequencies of a
signal ; a phase shift of all the frequencies in the
signal by the same time interval is not distortion but
merely time delay. For instance, there is a change in
sign (positive to negative and vice -versa) from grid to
anode of the perfect valve that is equivalent to a phase
shift of 180 deg., but all frequencies are affected
similarly and so this is not distortion. The intervalve
couplings do cause phase shift depending on the
frequency of the signal and so do cause phase distortion. The ear is incapable in the ordinary way of
detecting phase distortion unless the phase shift is so
great as to introduce an appreciable time delay (more
than about 0.04 seconds). Phase distortion does,
however, noticeably upset the reproduction of
transients, i.e., sharp, sudden sounds such as the clash
of drums or handclaps. These require a sharp, steep
wavefront amounting practically to the leading edge
of a square wave. Such a waveform is, in fact,
equivalent to the presence of a fundamental with
harmonics up to infinity. Now, if the circuit phase
shifts the higher harmonics compared with the lower
fundamental, the sharp rise k lost and the transient
reproduction is spoilt.

Types of Distortion
The following types of distortion are likely to arise :
(1) Frequency distortion, i.e., the limitation of
frequency range. In a broadcast receiver or other
form of reproducer intended to handle music a
response of from 40 c/s to 15,000 c/s might be accepted
as reasonably distortionless. A cut of one octave from
the bass response (making the lower limit 80 c /s) is not
very noticeable on most kinds of music and the
illusion of adequate bass is helped, under these limited
conditions, by the ability of the hearing mechanism to
reconstruct a fundamental when harmonics are heard.
This effect has been turned to good account in at least
one practicable amplifier design in which the bass
reproduction was severely limited but the harmonics
of bass notes were-artificially accentuated to produce
the illusion of true bass. At the upper end of the audio
spectrum the clipping off of one octave (to a limit of
8,000 c /s) still allows quite good reproduction. Such
limitations will not be accepted tinder the title of
fidelity, however.
(2) Amplitude distortion is the introduction of
variation in the amplitudes of different frequencies
compared with the original. The effect of variation
in amplitude is not in itself very serious because
generally it can be corrected, though for highest
fidelity the amount of correction required should be
kept to a minimum. More serious trouble arises from
the non -linearity of the device or circuit causing the
amplitude distortion, because it gives rise to the An example of a special loudspeaker cabinet designed
production of harmonics that were not present in the
fitr high-fidelity reproduction.
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Phase distortion has taken on a serious aspect
with the development of modern high -quality ampliIn these circuits
fiers using negative feed-back.
an exact 180 deg. phaseshift per stage is assumed,
and sufficient stages are included (or a transformer
is enclosed within the feedback loop ; a transformer
gives, ideally, either l80 deg. or 0 deg. shift according
to the connections) for the amplifier to end with the
signal in opposite phase to the original and part of
this signal is fed back to the input. lf, however,
phase distortion is present, some frequencies will
be shifted in phase by some angle other than the
required 180 deg. and if the accumulated discrepancies
of the various parts of the circuits are sufficient
the output may have a component actually in phase
q with the input at some frequency instead of being
180 deg. out of phase and positive feedback results,
making the amplifier unstable.
(4) The relative sensitivity of the ear to different
frequencies varies according to the loudness of the
sounds. Thus, supposing a full orchestra is performing and the music is broadcast but the listener
in his home, with due respect for his neighbours
and the baby upstairs, turns down the volume of
reproduction to a low level. Now, even if the transmission is perfect, and even if the listener has achieved
perfect linearity in his reproducer, the results will
not be a perfect reproduction of what he would have
heard in the concert hall. At low levels the ear is
more sensitive to frequencies in the middle and
upper middle frequency ranges between 1,000 and
5,000 c/s ; it is much less sensitive to the lower
audio frequencies and to a lesser degree sensitivity
to the higher frequencies also falls off. Thus by
turning down the volume of even a perfect reproducer
the bass notes and the upper frequencies disappear.
This kind of distortion has been given the name
" scale distortion," and is obviously quite out of
the hands of the designer who, if he cannot persuade
the listener to operate the equipment at the sound
intensity of the original, is left no option but to
deliberately introduce distortion (normally given the

September, 1953

more genteel name of " tone correction " !) to
counteract the scale distortion.
(5) Room effects both at the transmitting and
receiving end have their effect on fidelity., When a
sound is made in a room it tends to persist for a while
after the cessation of the original noise for an interval
depending on the room size and the sound- absorbing
power of the wall surfaces and contents. This
reverberation is an essential part of the experience
of listening and without it sounds are dead and unpleasant. The binaural effect allows the ears to
detect the different source directions of original
and reverberation and the original stands out clearly.
The single microphone or transmitter channel is
unable to distinguish directions, however, and consequently the transmitted sounds cannot be completely faithful to the original. The effects of reverberation are transmitted, but the lack of directivity
results in more interference with the original sound.
At the receiving end the effect of listening room
acoustics, its own reverberation time and its echoes.
are superimposed on the reproduction. Obviously,
none of these were present in the original and so
must be looked upon as distortion.
(6) The introduction of noise bearing no relation
to the original by the reproducing equipment must
be looked upon as a distortion and would not be
tolerated in high- fidelity work. Hum and valve hiss
form a background that might easily mar the reproduction of soft passages and make it necessary to
deliberately introduce distortion by limiting the
range of sound intensities that are transmitted to
something less than the range of the original.
This list of possible distortions appears formidable
and, indeed, it seems surprising that in face of it the
production of tolerable results should prove possible,
but, in fact, the tolerance and the ability of the hearing
mechanism to reconstruct the original from what
is actually heard permits very lifelike results to be
achieved by careful designing of the equipment and
by intelligent placing within the room.

Middle East High -power Transmitter
A

NEW short -wave broadcasting transmitter which
has begun operation at Abu Zaabal, near
Cairo, is the most powerful of its kind in theallMiddle
Arab
East and is intended ag the " voice " of
speaking countries. The transmitter was designed,
manufactured and installed by Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd., who erected the first major
20
broadcasting transmitter in Egypt -more allthan
equipyears ago-and who have recently supplied
ment for the extension of broadcasting in Upper
Egypt.
The plan to build this 100- kilowatt short -wave
transmitter, and a 100-kilowatt medium -wave transmitter with aerial system, now under construction
drawn
by the company at the same site, was originally
up some years ago with the intention of giving worldwide and local coverage for the Arabs.
The Egyptian State Broadcasting authorities
transrequired that programmes from the short -wave
East, both
mitter should reach all Europe, the Far
Zealand
North and South America, Australia, New
and South Africa, and from the medium-wave (620
kilocycles) to the Middle East.
In both transmitters the valves are air -cooled. This

is being used in the Third Programme_
transmitters, installed for the BBC at Daventry, and is
far more efficient and economical than the water cooling method.
The short -wave transmitter operates on six frequencies, and is so designed that rapid selection of any
one frequency can be carried out in less than three
minutes.
Masts for the medium -wave aerial system are each
680ft. high- 200ft. higher than the Great Pyramid
base of each
-and each weighs about 70 tons. Thediameter
;
this
mast rests on a ball of only 7.5 cm.
acts as a pivot and allows the mast a certain amount of

sane technique

sway.

the first of its kind
Its range is such that
people from any part of the world will now be able to
listen to Egyptian programmes without any difficulty.

The short -wave transmitter

is

in the world to go into service.

WIRELESS COILS,CHOKES &TRANSFORMERS
8th Edition
6/- or 6/4 11N Post from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.. Tower House.
Street. Strand, London, W.C.2.
Southampton
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MODERNISE YOUR OLD RADIOGRAM

"ALL -WAVE " SUPERHET

2S;

CHASSES

FOR

A GENUINE

SPECIAL OFFER

!

A 3 -Speed Auto Change Unit
INCLUDING 10' P.M. SPEAKER.
a very famous mntr.c
Plus
C
and
Brand New in maker's cartons. dV
Rrand
N t) D E L 8.3.
complete
with mounting in5 - valve " waveband
structions.
(Normal Price is £16,10(-).
Superhet Receiver, for
operation on A.C.
These units will auto change on all three speeds, 7in., 101n.,
mains 100 -120 volts and
and 12ín.
200-250 volts. employThey play MIXED 7in.. IOin. and 12in records.
ing the very latest
They have separate sapphires for L.P. and 78 r. p.m. which are
miniature valves. It
moved into position by a simple switch.
is designed to the most v
Minimum base -board size required l3i in. a 12jir.. with height
modern specification,
above 51Mn. and height below baseboard 2J in.
great attention having
A bulk purchase enables unto offer these BRAND NEW UNITS
been given to the quality of reproducat this exceptional price.
Lion which gives excellent clarity of speech and
Please
include 716 packing, and insurance.
music on both Gram and Radio. making it the ideal replacement
Chassis for that' old Radiogram," etc.
Brief specifications : Model B.3. -Valve line up. 6BE6, 6BA6,
COMPLETE KIT FOR 12 -watt HIGH FIDELITY
6AT8, 6BW6, 6X4. Waveband coverage. Short. 16-50. Medium
" Push -Pull " AMPLIFIER
187-550. Long 900 -2.000 metres. Controls (1) Volume with on off
;
designed for A.C. mains 200 to
(2) Tuning (flywheel type) ; (3) Wave change and Gram ;
(4)
2:0 volts, employs 6.valves plu.i
Tone (3 position switch operative on Gram and Radio).
rectifier, with negative feed Negative Feedback is employed over the entire audio stages.
hack, and comprises a ma n
Chassis size, liin. x 71ín. x 8lln. high. Dial size. 91in. x 4!in.
amplifier chassis and a re
Price, complete and READY FOR USE, excluding speaker,
er
£12112' -. (Carr. and Pkg.. 7(6 extra.)
Pre- ampli -fler and Tone
TIIF. " MINI FOUR "-A 4 -valve Control Unit, inBattery Superhet Receiver. designed controls1i
by
Practical Wireless" to receive: treble, main
4 Pre -set Stations, no tuning being
or mix necessary. The complete Receiver volume
control, and
an he built for £94'- 'plus case 0. ing
a radio, gram.,
15 5). Send 8 for Assembly instruc
se('oas. Layouts and Component Price microphone
lector switch,

C11

-A

14

6

:
:

;

.mote

ass

i

-,
control unit
'IIIE "MINT TWO- TIIREE." -Com -; This
measures only
dote diagrams and layouts from which
7 x
x 21n.
The
Hi't.

4

ether a T.R.F. 2-valve set or a 2-valve

.t

(afterwards easily converted to.
or:
£4í3i6 respectively (plus case, 15'6).
Full Instructions, Layouts and CornPrice List, 2' -.
THE " MINI TWIN."-The ideal
set for the beginner A simple
1 valve
P
2 -stage Battery Set covering Long and:
Medium Wavebands. Can be built*
for 3716, plus 9'8 for attractive Plastic
Case and
h,.di, hones.
for su
Complete instructions, layouts and14;9
price li =t 1 î.
¡
'.hc 3- valve) can be made for £5!3(-

!

measured fre quency range 01
the amplifier
with this unit
shows an excellent response
sponse from 14,000 cycles down to 20 cycles.
the bass and treble controls allowing independent control of
at both ends of the frequency range from zero-to a gain
gain
of
50. It can be seen, therefore, that ample correction is provided
to suit any type of pick -up with any type of recording. Input
voltage for maximum output is 70 mV.
volts at 2 amps and
30 mA H.T. is provided for tuning unit, etc. Price of complete
kit, including drilled chassis and valves. £14. Completespecificatfon and layout. 21 -. We can also supply completely assembled
ready for use at £17.
THIS AMPLIFIER COMPARES WELL

A MAINS OR BATTERY PORTABLE KIT
WITH THE WILLIAMSON AND SIMILAR.
midget 4 -valve Superhet Portable Set covering
2 DESIGNS AT A FRACTION OF THE
medium and long wavebands.
COST,
Designed to operate on A C. mains 200 -240 volts or by
an " All -dry " battery. The set is so designed that
the mains section is supplied as a separate unit which
may be added at any time. The Kit therefore can be
" Personal Set " Battery Eliminator
supplied (a) as an
All -dry " Battery Superhet
A complete kit of parts to build a Midget
Personal Set which can be accommodated
in the
-dry " Battery Eliminator giving
"All
Attache Case as illustrated (size Olin. x 4i in. x Tin.).
approx. 69 volts and 1.4 volts. This ElimThis Is attractively finished
maroon. dark
inator is for use on A.0 mains and is suitable
green, or blue resine, (h) or inas lizard,
a Combined Mains(
for
any
4 -valve Superhet receiver requiring
Battery Superhet Portable Receiver. for which a
H.T. and L.T. voltage as above or approx.
polished Wood Cabinet is available to accommodate
to
60 volts. The kit is quite easily and
both Mains
and Batteries together.
quickly assembled and is housed in a light
Circuit incorporates Unit
delayed
and Pre -selective Audio
aluminium case, size 4,1in. a itin. x 31ín.
Feedback. Kit is complete in A.V.C.detail
and includes readyPrice of complete kit with easy-to-follow
wound Frame Aerials, fully aligned I.F. Transf. andevery
drilled chassis, etc. Overall
assembly instructions, 428. In addition
size of assembled chassis 81n. x 4in. x 29in. This receiver
as illustrated can be comwe can offer a similar COMPLETE KIT
pletely built for approx. £10 (plus Mains Unit if required).
Send
fully
for
the
to provide approx. 90 volts and 1.4 volts.
1'9
descriptive assembly Book which includes Practical Layouts and complete price
Size of assembled Unit Tin. x 21in. x l ;in.
list of Components.
Price 47(6.
A

'

:
:
;

A DUAL CHANNEL PRE -AMPLIFIER ani TONE
CONTROL UNIT
This comprehensive PRE- AMPLIFIER and TONE CONTROL
UNIT provides full control of Bass and Treble in conjunction
with a main Volume /Mixer Control. Can be used with any
Amplifier and any Pick -up, the range of frequency control pro-

vided by the unit affording ample compensation for all types of
Pick -up and all natures of recordings. i.e., English. American
and Long -Playing without recourse to Pick -up correction. The
extreme flexibility of the Bass and Treble Controls is such that
the level of Bass and Treble can he set to suit any conditions
Irrespective of the volume output of the Amplifier.
The Unit measures only 7in. x 4in. x lin., including self-contained
Power Supply, and can be accommodated either on or away from
the main Amplifier, i.e., in the front panel of a Cabinet or any
other position. Price including drilled chassis, valves (6SN7
and 6J5), 23461. Complete assembly data is
separately for 13. Completely assembled and readyavailable
for use, £5;51 -.

STERN RADIO

0000

i

LTD.

A QUALITY "PUSH- PULL" AMPLIFIER
A Kit of Parts to build a It -3 watt Pushr,
Pull Amplifier for operation on
A.C. mains 200 -250 volts. Moor porates a simple arrangement to
v
enable either a magnetic, crystal
or light- weight pick-up to be
used. A 10-watt Output
Transformer is designed to
match from 2 to 15 ohm
speakers. Tone control is
incorporated. The overall
size of the assembled
chassie is 101n. x Sin. x 7fin.
high. Price of kit complete in
every detail, including drilled chassis
and valves, £81716. Component layout is
supplied. Price of assembled chassis, supplied
ready for use, 58/1216. Instructions, layouts and price list 1( -.

109, &

115EPHONEEE NvSS

REET,
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*
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A
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FAMOUS

D

MAIL

FOR

EAL

MONEY BACK

GOODS

BUILD

"CHANCERY"
o Loong
Recrds.

.%

Playing

III'

000

The Chancery
G.P.S. Pick -up Light
Weight embodies certain unique features
achieving a standard of performance not
possible with normal magnetic or crystal
pick -ups. The secret of the high standard
of performance is in the use of the special

microcell crystal cartridge assembly
which has an unusually wide frequency
response. The sapphire stylus is precision
ground and semi -permanent and of the
dual purpose type suitable for 39/6
either L.P or Standard Recordings.
it required the pick-up can be supplied
with 2 separate cartridges, 1 for L.P. and
for Standard Recordings at 521.
Additional L.P. or Standard Cartridges
can be supplied from stock at 19'6 each.
1

LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS

A well made wooden
cabinet of modern
design. polished walwith
nut
metalfinish mesh
speaker fret. 2 sizes
to take
available
Olin. speaker, cabinet size 81ín. Le..
tin. H.. 17/6: to
take 8in. speaker,
cabinet size loin. Lg.. 101in. H., 22'6.
plus 1/6 pkg. rarr.
LOUDSPEAKERS (Suitable for above).
PLESSEY 61]n. dia. ohm= imped.. 12'6.
Plus 1/6 P. PLESSEY Bin. dia. 3 ohms
taped., 1316. Plus 16 P.
:

:

able to offer thicomplete Kit at a

greatly reduced

price. The valve
line no is 6K7
6V6
(Output). The
(Det.)
and
F.),
6J7
l-I
dial is illuminated and when assembled
the receiver presents a very attractive
appearance. Coverage is for the medium
and long wavebands. Operates on 200 250
volt A.C. Mains
Valves, 5in. moving
coil speaker, cab-

inet, punched chassis and everything
down to the last
_
nut and bolt is
supplied. The Kit
-is complete in
be
supplied
every detail. The Kit can
with a choice of any of three attractive
by Bin.
cabinets size 12ín. long, 5in. wide
high, as fellows :- Either Ivory or Brown
Bakelite. Wooden, finished in Walnut.
to
Complete and easy to follow pointsuppoint and circuit wiring diagramsse
plied. Circuit diagrams available
The
11
at
-.
required
if
ately
p/Ó
complete kit supplied at
plus packing. carriage and insurance. 2 6.

DESPATCH

DAY

LIMITED SUPPLIES ONLY
A BUILT T.R.F. RECEIVER

This is a Built and Guaranteed 3 Valve
plus metal rectifier T.R.F Receiver housed
in any of the cabinets described on the
melt. The radio is for operation on either
A.C. or D.C. Mains 200 250 volts. Valve
line up-9D2 (11.F.), 9D2 (Det.) and 12A6
Output). Waveband coverage medium
and long bands. The receiver will work
anywhere without external aerial, giving
good quality reception and ample volume.
Plus Packing, Carriage and
£6/19/6
Pr ice
Insurance 36.
I

/__

The Latest G A R R A R D Type 72A
3 -Speed RECORD Auto -Changer

,

L12/19/6
rtate

p.c. ins.
fortunate purchase
enables us to offer
this fine gram. unit
at a ridiculously low
-price. The unit is
designed for operation on A.C. mains
with dual puris
complete
supplied
and
pose high fidelity Crystal pick -up head
fitted with Sapphire Stylus for use on
either L.P. or Standard Recordings.
BRAND NEW in manufacturer's orig.
carton, Fully Guaranteed.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
6.3v. 11 amp. 5:11: 6.3v. 3 amp., 81.1 :
6.3v. with 4v. and 2v. tappings) 1l amp..
MAINS NOISE SUPRESSOR KIT 7 6. All plus 1- p.p.
chokes
Consisting of 2 specially designedeffective.
MINIATURE I.F. TRANSFORMERS
and 3 condensers. Extremely
cuts out all mains noire. Can be assembled -465 Kr s iron -cored, permeability tuned.
811 pair.
in existing receiver or separately 1as- desired. Complete with K /9 Pius
SEND 2 ;d. FOR FREE 28-PAGE LIST
p.r.
circuit diagram. /
LONDON - N.W.tt
dRIISE736
MONTPELIER
(Dept. P.W.) 34 -

BARTON'S (Rad io)
TERMS OF BUSINESS

SAME

O

OWN RADIO
Midget T.R.F.
KIT. We are no

YOUR

HIGH FIDELITY MICROCELL
PICK -UP TYPE GPX for Standard

*

SHOPPERS!

ORDER

GUARANTEE

CASH WITH ORDER

:

-

all orders for small items

totalln

g over E2 post

P.

free, unless otherwise stated.

tYoUR
dio and

T

V

THOSE who wish to supplement their existing know-

ledge with a sound technological background and, if
necessary, pass qualifying examinations, can do so by

means of I.C.S. Home Study Courses. These include
RADIO
ENGINEERING
SERVICE
RADIO
ENGINEERING T/V TECHNOLOGY ELEMENTADVANCED
RADAR
ARY ELECTRONICS
SHORT WAVE RADIO RADIO and training for the
CERTIFIP.M.G.
B.I.R.E.
following examinationsC. & G.
CATES FOR WIRELESS OPERATORS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS C. & G. RADIO SERRADIO
&
G.
C.
VICING CERT. (R.T.E.B.)
AMATEURS etc. etc.
Students are coached until successfid. Fees
are moderate and include all books required.

REDUCED TERMS TO H.M. FORCES
WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET describing
complete facilities for the successful study of Radio
and T/ V technology.

for every kind of

TAPE RECORDING

" Scotch Boy " Magnetic Recording Tape now
comes in six reel sizes, to provide an even wider
range of playing times for all private and profession
tape recordings.
" Scotch Boy " offers uniform sensitivity, fidelity
at low speeds, and high signal/noise ratio. Its
medium coercivity (250 Oersteds) makes for easy
erase. Distortion and transfer are negligible.
Its cellulose acetate base gives strength and smoother
operation in all makes of tape recorders.
300

2,400 ft.
2,250 ft.
3,000 ft. & 3,280 ft.

600 ft.
5,200 ft.

ft.

Another

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. 170B, International Bldgs., hingsway, London, W.C.2

BOY

Please send booklet on subject
Naine
(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)

Age

MAGNETIC CECORDING TAPE
TYPE MCI-ii)

Address

Product

""

B.B.C.
Write for further particulars
Used by the

to:

MINNESOTA MINING &
MANUFACTURING CO. LTD
167 STRAND, LONDON, WC2

Temple Bar 6363
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Russell (G3BHJ)

SOME readers have queried the information that
in order to obtain a linear dial calibration with a
VFO it is necessary to use a tuning capacity

having a straight-line frequency characteristic. However, this is a natural consequence of the fact that
an amateur band VFO must of necessity cover only
a limited frequency range, so that the desired amateur
band (or bands) are spread over the dial for convenience and accuracy of tuning. Fig. I shows
the type of tuned circuit with capacity padding
that might be employed in the usual ` High C "
type of oscillator circuit dealt with previously.
Similarly, Fig. 2 shows the circuit variously ascribed
to G. Gouriet and to Clapp, which applies the
" High L " condition. In both cases the tuning
capacitor is swamped by a fixed capacitor so that
the tuning is bandspread over the tuning range, thus
allowing easy tuning on crowded bands and ease of
setting to frequency. Further, 'of course, if any dial
calibration is attempted it is useless to try accurately
to calibrate an amateur band if this only occupies
a quarter of an inch or so of dial space.
Accordingly, it is good practice to arrange that
the VFO covers no more than the required frequency
range.
DX operators interested purely in CW
may even restrict the VFO to the CW portions of
the bands. The exact frequency span decided upon
will depend upon the individual tastes of the operator.
If 80 metres is only covered in part, then the 7, 14,
and 21 Mc/s bands will be spread more fully on the
dial. If complete coverage is required from 3.5 to
3.8 Mc/s on 80 metres, then the 7, 14, and 21 Mc /s
bands, together with the whole of the 28 Mc/s
band, will be covered, with overlap.
The fact that a straight -line capacity condenser
gives an almost exactly linear scale can now be
explained. As the expression for the frequency of a
tuned circuit is :
I

that

a

if we

if for

537

READING VFO CALIBRATION
By O. J.

F= 27t VLC =(27).

WIRELESS

(LC)-t, we can immediately

then F, the new (and LOWER) frequency
will be given by

of oscillation

:

-.

F, =2
(L) `, (Co+c)-. Expanding the last
term of this expression by the Binomial Thereom,
we have

:

F, =2;. (L) -' C -t

[1- 1(c /Co) +(U)2,)'12(c/Co)0 -etc.)

If

c is small compared with Co, we can see that the
CHANGE in frequency (F0 -F1) is directly proportional

to

-

(s- ),

powers

and hence proportional to c, as Co is a

is true if we neglect the higher order
of C , and fuller evaluation of the expansion

constant.

This

will show that for VFO conditions the departure
from linearity is SMALL. Unless a specially shaped
condenser designed specifically for the amount of

bandspread used were made, this is the most favourable state of affairs open to the amateur without the
use of complex compensating circuits. The use of
Log -midline or Straightline frequency shaped condenser vanes will result in the L.F. portions of the
bands being compressed, and the H.F. portions of
the bands being expanded.
This is undesirable,
especially for the keen C.W. man who would prefer
the L.F. band sections to be expanded on the dial.
Accordingly, the very nearly linear scale given by

see

one frequency Fo, Fo =2_. (LC0)-t, and

increase the tuning capacity by a small amount
c, so that the new tuning capacity value is (Co 1-c),

Fig. 1. -V.F O. circuit of
the " High C" type.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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-V F.O. circuit of

" Clapp"

circuit.
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the semi -circular straight -line capacity condenser is
the easiest solution, and the only one conveniently
available to the amateur.

Method of Calibration
The fact that a precisely linear frequency scale
is difficult to achieve, renders direct frequency
calibration of a VFO difficult, as each 100 Kc portion
of the dial will not be exactly the same as the others.
If a precise linear scale were achieved, calibration
would be a simple matter. Each 100 Kc calibration
point could be marked on the dial, and accurately
subdivided by mechanical means. A Vernier scale
of the usual type would then allow reading to a Kc.
inThis is not possible, however, with the slight
equalities between successive 100 Kc points. Thus,
if in the case of the 3.5 Mc/s band the 3.8 position
was marked, and the range 3.5 to 3.8 Mc /s divided
into three equal portions, and marked as the 100 Kc
portions, then errors
Dial edge
of some few kilo3.600
cycles would occur if 3.500
the scale was marked
this
on
out uniformly
basis.
1/1
an
Fortunately,
this
to
easy solution
111\11111111111M
1111111111111111111
difficulty c a n b e
11111111111111t11
final
the
found, and
111111 11111111 1111
l
a
d
i
of
accuracy
1111111111111111111
equivalent
is
reading
11 111111111111111111 11
so
scale,
-to a vernier
\\11[21111711111
be
can
VFO
the
that
considerable
with
set
accuracy.
It will be assumed
that reasonably accurate calibration
devices are available.
Thus, a BC221 wave meter or a Class D

loisauum
I

Ì\

ImIÌ1Ì\

the aid of compasses and an accurate ruler for
setting, 10 equally-spaced concentric circles are
drawn. The diagonal lines joining the intercepts
of each 10 Kc radial division are then added.
Fig. 4 shows how dial readings are taken by
means of a transparent Perspex cursor with a
Thus, the second circle
fine black hairline.
down is the one at which the black cursor hairline
intersects both the circle and the diagonal line. Thus,
the reading shows that the fractional part of the
reading is 2 Kc /s to be added to the dial reading.
Thus, the true dial reading is 3.532 Mc, /s, or 3,532 Kc/s.
This device enables the dial to be direct reading to
good accuracy, without any great difficulty. However, it is of course essential that the VFO itself be
constructed with solid rigid wiring, and with a high
grade tuning condenser in order that stability be
adequate. A useful refinement is a " trimming"
condenser of very low capacity which can be set so
that the calibration can be aligned from time to
time, so that the 100 Kc positions agree with a
master 100 Kc crystal frequency standard. This will
enable the accuracy to be maintained throughout its
use, and is in any case in compliance with official
regulations.
-

wavemeter will

permit individual dial
calibration points to
be marked every 10
If these
kilocycles.
accurate wavemeters
are not available, a
standard 100 Kc /s
crystal will enable,
first, the 100 Kc
points to be marked.
If one then zero
beats the VFO second
harmonic with the
100 Kc crystal harmonics, 50 FKcO
intermediate V
fundamental points
can be marked. Each
can
50 Kc point
then be sub- divided
into 10 Kc points.
Referring now to Fig.
3. radial lines are
Centre
of dial
drawn from each 10
Kc /s calibration point
to a concentric circle
lying beneath t h e Fig. 3.- Illustrating the method
of dividing the dial.
calibrations. With

3532
3

53

/n?

Chrsor

3.54

Fig. 4. -(Top) An enlarged view of part of the dial,
and (below) showing how readings to 2 Kc /s are taken.
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PERSPEX. 131 x lo1 x lin. CAR RADIO PLUG SUPNeutral shade. slightly marked. PRESSORS, 1/6 each.
4/11 per piece.

SMOOTHING CHOKES
3'11
311
40 mA. 10 H
4'3
100 mA. 10-20 H.
7'3
120 mA. 10 H
15'200 mA. 5 H. 50 ohms
12/6
20 mA. 40 H
40 mA. 8 H.

CONDENSERS
TEST PRODS. Fused, with
fully retractable points. Price All types available from stock.
4/11 per pair.
Electrolytic. miniature bias,
Mica and Tubular cardboard,
ANTENNA ROD SECTIONS
ceramic and silver mica.
Each rod Is steel heayily Send us your requirements,
TELEVISION SELENIUM
copper plated. Any number
RECTIFIERS
can be fitted together. 12ín. C.R.T. MASKS. Brand New
The very latest " Sentercell "
long, ; in. diameter.
LATEST ASPECT RATIO
S.T.C. range.
Price 2 -6 per dozen post free.
7'6
6 K3í90, 3.2 kV.
K3,45, 3.6 kV.
82
TWO -WAY TALKIE. Sound GRAM MOTORS. Rim drive.
n
1
For 200 -250 v. 50 c.p.s. Many 12in.
8/8
powered inter-corn units. Can uses.
fiat face
15
/- K3í50. 4.0 kV.
/300, 8.0 kV.
9/6 each.
14/8
be set up anywhere, and gives
14in. rectangular
21'- K3
K3160, 12.8 kV.
21.'6
effective communication up to TANNOY PRESSURE UNITS
a distance of 500 feet. Units 10 watts. 7.5 ohms impedance. 17in. rectangular
976
/6
can be purchased to give up LAST FEW ONLY,
59//8. SOILED OLD ASPECT RATIO S.T.C. METAL. RECTIFIERS
to 4 -way intercommunication. Carriage 3/6 extra.
gin
5 -- RM1
In metal case, brown crackle
3/6
76 RM2
finish. Size : Gin. x 5iin. x R.1132A
4/6
Corn- 12in. with fitted armour
RM4
Bin. Each complete with 5ín. piece withRECEIVERS.
18 /valves.
all
Brand
glass.
ratio.)
Cream
(New
11,6
P.M. speaker and two U2 new. 79'6. Store soiled. 50i -.
121n. with fitted armour
batteries.
Carriage 10- each extra.
glass. (New ratio.) Black 8 -6
AMPLIFIERS
PRICE :
4-Watt Model. Ex Government. Complete with 10 valves:
D NGHY AERIALS WITH
station selector switch 316
2 251,6
1 OHO
1 25Z6
6
Sub -Stations
276
REFLECTORS
6510. For operation on 110
Carriage 26 each.
As illustrated, wire mesh, complete volts A.C.'D.C.
and
with setting up instructions. Mast not push pull. High, Balance
medium
and
supplied.
GARRARD RECORD
low impedance inputs. A.G.C..
LASKY'S PRICE, 76. Post 16.
etc. LASKY'S PRICE £5/1916
PLAYERS
complete.
No
circuits
availFor 6 and 12 v. operation Comable. Carriage l0!- per unit
plete with magnetic pick -up.
4 VALVE AMPLIFIER
extra.
and volume control. In metal
cabinet size : 17ín. x 14in. x
BRAND NEW AND UNUSED
llin. Very limited quantity.
For operation from 110 -250 volts D.C.
CRYSTAL DIODES
Lasky's Price
Uses 4 valves type PEN383. Very easily Germanium.
Price 2/3 each.
Carriage 10%- extra.
adapted fer A.C.'D.C. working. In Post Free.
19 6
wood cabinet size
9 x 16 x Bins.
LASKY'S PRICE, Less Valves 10. -.
PLAYING DESK.
With
Carriage 5/- extra.
SUPERHET COILS
centre spindle drive Collaro
For 465 Ke /s. 10-30 metres.
motor, magnetic pick-up, and
Aerial and oscillator. 1/11
101n. turntable. For 200 -250v.
I.F.
TRANSFORMERS
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
50 c.p.s. mains.
per pair. With Circuit. Postage
011 9d. extra.
LASKY'S PRICE 79i6. BRAND 465 Kc's Iron dust cores in 40 mA. Multi -ratio
cans, midget type.
80 mA. Multi -ratio
Size
14.11
NEW. Carriage 7/6 extra.
lin. x lin. x 2¢ín. Price 9/6 80 mA Pentode
12.6
per pair.
60 mA. Plessey. 6,000 ohms 5 11
T.C.C. VISCONOL HIGH
BRAND NEW T.C.C. TV. WEARITE TYPE 550. 445-520 Standard pentode
4 11
VOLTAGE
Pentode
CONDENSERS. 32 + 100 mfd. 'Cc's. 1243 per pair.
36 'Cathudray) CONDENSERS
WEARITE
TYPE
450
Midget
pentode
500.
-470
430 v.w. Type CEISPE.
4.3
7/6.
.001
mfd. 15 kV.
10.Miniature pentode, 3SI,
.04 mfd. 12.5 Kv. Type CP59VO. Xe/s. 12'6 per pair.
.001 mfd. 25 kV
18/1S4
46
716.
.0005 mid. 25 kV.
18/PX4
Intervalve
8
6
P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS
mfd. 12.5 kV.
10/511 .0005
All less o'trans. new and 5:1 Intervalve
I mfd. 7 kV.
1:5/SPECIAL CATHODE RAY
0.04 mid. 12.5 kV.
unused.
First
quality.
7/6
TUBE OFFER
Plastic
lin. Elec.
case,
single
bolt
fixing
12/11
15in. C.R.T. MASKS
Brand new and unused 12in. 5in. Plessey
12,6
Latest aspect ratio. New and
ion trap C.R. tubes. 6.3 volt Olin.
13/6
unused. No. 1 Rubber. Overall EX -A.M. RECEIVER TYPE
heater. 7 -9 Kv. E.H.T. 35 mm.
size
17in. wide, 13in. high. R1155.
neck. Black and white picture. loin
2g /Price 17'8. Post 2 -. No. 2. Brand new and unused. Aerial
By famous manufacturer.
Plastic. Incorporating dark tested before despatch. Sup£12/19/6 PERFECT.
SUPERHET COIL PACKS
screen filter and gold finish plied complete with 10 valves.
Carriage and insurance 151- per 3 Wavebands
12-35 metres
Circuit B.F.O., A.V.C.. R.F.
tube escutcheon. Overall size
tube extra.
35-100 metres
230-550 metres
15ín. wide, 12in. high. Price Amp., two I.F. Stages, Magic
Size
4 x 4 x 3in. Price 16/
Eye. etc., etc.
Post 2' -.
21'
5 Frequency ranges
18.5 -7.5
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Mc,s
7.5-3.0 Mc's
1.500-600
All 200 -230 volts c.p.s. primary.
Xe /s 500-200 Res 200 -7514e. s.
VALVES.
IN
STOCK
10,000
AT'
'PITS
Finest quality, fully guaran- SOLE ... 10 /Supplied in maker's original
LOWEST
POSSIBLE
PRICES.
teed.
wood transit case. LASKY'S
3524
SONIE EXAI41 -I,ES.
9/MBA 3. 350 -0-350 v. 80 mA. 6AMG ...
PRICE, £11/19/8 Complete
...
9/6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2 a. Both fila- 6116
Carriage 12/6 extra.
SPECIAL
OFFER,
4 Valves
1
each
.
2/6
ments tapped at 4 volts. An EFS0. Red
IRS, 1T4, 1S5 and 3S4.
ideal replacement trans. Price,
LASKY'S PRICE 32/6.
USED MODEL R1155 RENew Sylvania
18/,
CEIVERS.
Aerial tested
POST FREE.
10. d
MBA 5. 350-0-350 v. 125 mA.
before despatch.
Complete
0.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a. With mains 1S4
9'- 6J7
... 6'6 EF39 ... 7'6 with 10 valves.
tapping board. Price 27 6.
LASKY'S PRICE
91- 12E8
...
MBA 6. 150-0-350 v. 100 mA. 3S4
... 86 HL2
". 108 riage 12/6 extra. £719.6. Car91K
61,67
...
3,'8
6.3 v. 3 a.. 5 v. 2. a. With mains íT4
12Q7
...
8'6 61(8
100,5
9%...
9'8 EA50 ... 12 8
tapping board. Price 22/8.
pl9'- U50
9'- EBC33 ... 7'6 FULLY ASSEMBLED
MBA 7. 250 -0-250 v. 80 mA. 155
... 9!- 6X7
... 4'9 ECH33 ... 13'6 35L6
... 10'- POWER PACK AND OUT6.3 v. 3 a.. 5 v. 2 a. Both fila- 105
ments tapped at 4 volts. Price
PUT STAGE FOR 001155
18' -.
RECEIVERS. For use on
AT3. Auto transformer. 0-10RI0-250 volt A.C. mains. Wired
12(l, 200- 230 -240 volts, 100 watts.
and complete with valves.
Price 170.
LASKY'S PRICE. 79/8.
Carriage 5/- extra.
FILAMENT
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TRANSFOB HERS

LASKY'S
RADIO
(Harrow

Special Transformer. 2 amps.,
with the following tappings
3, 4. 5, 6. 8. 9, 10, 12. 15, 18. 20,
24 and 30 volts. PRICE 17/6.
ERA. Heavy duty filament
transformer. 6.3 v. 8 a.. 5.3 v.
3 a.. 5 v. 3 a. Shrouded dropthrough type. With mains
tapping board. Price 32/-.

Telephones : CUNningham 1979 -7214. All Depts.
MALI, ORDER AND DESPATCH DEPARTMENTS : 4195 -167,
HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON. LONDON. W.10.
Hours : Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.: Thurs., half day, 1 p.m.
Postage and packing charges (unless otherwise stated,: on orders
value £1-1s. Od. extra : £5-2s. Od. extra 110-3s. ed. extra
over £10 carriage free unless specifically stated otherwise. All
goods fully insured In transit.

Lasky's

6.3 v.1..5a.,711.
0.3 v. 3 a.. 1246.

370,
:

i

2

Road), Ltd.,

Harrow Road, Paddington, London, W.9

:

www.americanradiohistory.com
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IWbICATOR UNITS TYPE 233

Contains
VCR97

1

and

c.r,
11

tube type
valves

EF50 ; 3 EHM ; 3 SP61 ; 2
EA50. Also hundreds of com3

ponents. resistances. switches,
etc., etc. On metal chassis,
in grey enamel steel case.
Size
18 x 8 x 8ins. LASKY'S
PRICE 69'6. Carriage and
packing lWa extra.
:
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.111.CITY

& RURAL

TWO AND SIX!

Immediate delivery

brings you full informat'. to build
AI.I, of the following :* 3-Valse 3-hand Superhet. Feeder.
3 -Band Superhet. "Norte
* Ili4-Valve
-Fi /Gram." Feeder.
* 5-Value 3-hand A.('. Superhel.
* 5-Valve 3 -Band ?..l'. D.C. S.het.
* 6 -Vale 3-Band A.C. Superhet.

"VIEWMASTER"
(LONDON - SUTTON COL.DFIELDSIIOTTSHOLME MOSS -KIRK

*
*

tema

O'

V,

* .Magie Eye Tuning Indicator Unit.
* Signal Tracer. A.('.
* 5 -Watt Amplifier. A.('. lits -Ampli10-Watt Push -pull Qua
* fier,
A.C.
A.('.
* Signal Generator
Etc. El e.

:

.

LIST tad.

FLiJXITE

BOY " TAPE, 35'
' SC'OTC'H
FI:ILROY'OICE " TAPE,

Staunch

11,200

Fluxite

to
Companion
Soldering Fluid.

For

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

WWUT'If
1u11 f;
If 5',1

FI.UXITE Ltd.,
Bermondsey Street. London. S.E.1.

AIRPOII"1.

ft. reels).

Attention- Adrice-Bordee tirite

CITY & RURAL RADIO
101, HIGH STREET,
SWANSEA, GLAM.

Write for Book en the Art of " SOFT "
Soldering and for leafets on CASE HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE.

:

-.

261 -.

SOLDERING PASTE

LABORATORIES

Dept. PN'9),

PORTABLE TAPI: RECORDER
CABINETS, from £3/10' -.
ItONhE-l'E " CORONATION " CRYSTAL MICROPHONES, 52' -.
TAPE. AMPLIFIERS. AMPLIFIER
KITS, OSCILLATOR UNIT'S, &
OSCILLATOR COILS, from stock.

l

.

RODING

LANE TAPE TABLE. £17110! -.
plus 10 /- carriage and packing.

NI'.YY',

FLUXITE SOLDERING PASTE
is always by you -in the house-gatage- workshop -wherever speedy soldering is needed. Used for over 411 years
in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all
irinnroga_I'S -i li'N. faun 1;- lip-

A

.

and Single Components Supplied.

See that

DETAILS for construction. í.:\R(:1:
Blueprint circuits. COMPLETE parts
l)ES('RIPlists, and TEC'HNIC'AL circuits
are
TIONS of these famous
some of the good things in store for you
in our COMPLE'rl :LY NEW " HOME
"!
C'ONSTRUCTOR'S HANDBOOK
Also Set Building and Servicing Hints,
Facts and Formulae, Resistance Colour
Code, Symbols, etc.. et..:.. AND our
ONLY
current Catalogue. ALI. FORDELAY,
HALF -A-CROWN ! DON'T
SEND FOR YOUR COPY' TO -DAY' !
Printed on glossy Art paper. this latest
Pisan contains many improvements.
/161 has been brought completely up
elate. Nearly 60.000 copies noir sold !

-

" VIEWMASTER " ENVELOPES. 716.

" Hey look ! Down the street !
Here comes someone's sheet.
Our aerial's now in full sail."

Etc.

RO'I

FOR STAGE I NOW
price E3.2.3 post free.
Complete Kits. Stage -by -Stage

Fluxite Quins " at Work
The
"We've never known FLUXITE to fail,
We've finished, in spite of the gole,"

'1.11.F. Super (Ian lit Feeder.

* Feeder Amplifier and Power Pack.

f

ENVOE -NEWCASTLE-BELFAST)
SPECIFIED COMPONENTS

SEND

6-Valve 3-11and :Y.('. D.C. S.het.
3-Valve 2-hand " Local Station "

AVAILABLIS ONLY

IL

>t

Telephone

Swansea 4677

:

A SELECTION FROM OUR LIST

ETf COI

TN

NL

8Ba s
8BA x

6BA x

personal postal tuition

in any

of

*

:

*

*
*

Aircraft Eng. & Radio Architecture
Accountancy Exams.
Chemistry
Carpentry
Building
Book- keeping
Auditing
Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Art
Civil Service
Electric Wiring
Draughtsmanship
Costing
Company Law
Engineering (Civil) ; Electrical ; Mechanical ; Motor ; Steam ;
Locomotive
Journalism
Jigs, Tools & Fixtures
Structural
Modern Business
Mining
Mathemetics
Languages
Eng.
Quantity
Press Tool Work
Police
Plumbing
Methods
Secretarial Exams.
Salesmanship
Radio
Surveying
Television
Telecommunications
Surveying
Shorthand
Workshop Practice
Works Management
Textiles

*

*
*

*

*

*

* *
**

*

*

*
*

*
* *

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

rs, BOLTS. WASHERS

screws

1"

Full Nuts
l' screws

I'

screws
!" screws
oBA x 1° screws
OEM x
BA x

with no time wasted. You will learn quickly,
SEND TODAY FOR A FREE PROSPECTUS
TO THE BENNETT COLLEGE (DEPT. 1.104), SHEFFIELD

(Sub)ect)

NAME
ADDRESS

PLEASE WRITE

...
...

..
6BA Full Nuts
6BA Washers ..
6BÁ Soldering Tags
4BA x 1- screws

IBA

x

l'

...

...

screws
screws

3/9

101.

1'6

218

19

12

2/9
3/2

2 3

412

8d.

1/2

19

1/-

21-

3/4

1/9

2'213
3B
2'-

L1
L2

1/8
1/1
5d.

319

4/2
6/2
3/9
1/3

9t1.

12

8d.
The soldering tags are tinned. double- ended.
.

2'11

1'7
7d.

lOd.
4d.

ltd.

...
...
4BA s 1"
4BA x 1- screws
4BA Full Nuts
... 2d.
4BA Washers ..
3d.
,.
4BA Soldering Tags
All the above are first-quality brass, the

312

1 5

11d.

... 4n.
... 5d.
... 5d.
... 7d.
... 5d.

..

2-

jOd
,

144

-73

lid.

... 4d.
... 4d.
... 4d.
... 4d.
... 5d.
... 4d.
... Cd.
... Cd.

...
...

...

1/1

2/-

bolts being Round -head.

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE, 1st GRADE
S.W.G.
S.W.G.
S.W.G.

16. 18. 20
22. 24. 26
28. 30. 32

...

...
...

...

...
...

...
...
...

...

...
...

20e.

40 ".

116

2'S
3/4

l'4
1'9

3/6
3/9

OF

As a Bennett College Student your own Personal
pace,
Tutor will coach you until you qualify, at your easily.

Please send me your prospectus on

P.tcl,ets of

36

Ed.

...

.

EDUCATION
SUCCESS WILL BE YOURS

ani GENERAL CERTIFICATE

SOLDER INI. 'r. 5)15

A,
12

can help your career through
these subjects

'

AGE (IF UNDER
IN BLOCK LETTERS

2I)

4/It UItIfEft GROMMETS
Vs.
1

Overall
Diameter

I'

"la

3

Pant

Ho!'
Diarn"dr
1'

Centre
5'33'
3/16"

i

±

3 /11V

4

i

711h

576"

5
6

11,16°

1"

I"

9'16'

1-

7/16'

Per

Per

Hole

Dozen

Diameter
'

1

oro.s,

11-

5/6

1/-

5/6

1/1/2

5/6
6'6/-

12

6/

1/2

Please add postage on all orders under £2.
All components for the TELEKING, VIEWMASTER and MAGNA VIEW are still available as previously advertised.
of the WIDE ANGLE
SEND 6d. in stamps for our list now. Details
VIEWMASTER and SOUNDMASTER will be available shortly.

L. F. HANPIEV

77, LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SHORT WAVE
,OL)
LISTENING ON THE SHORT -WAVE

BROADCAST BANDS
By A.

W. Mann

data books. Reference to old log books provides
performance data, and the prevailing reception
conditions during tests.

WHILE the number of amateur band listeners
is increasing, so also are those whose
interest centres on the short -wave broadcast
bands. There is, in fact, one listeners' organisation
in which short-wave broadcast listener members

predominate.
The most consistent reporters to listener publications are methodical and consistent listeners, some
of whom are the fortunate owners of modern and
expensive communication type receivers, while
others use simpler home -constructed types. The
latter, nevertheless, hold their own in the quest
for DX.
Some are apt to decry this sphere of listening
because the medium is used by some nations for
propaganda purposes. This, however, does not
apply to all stations, and the listener is not forced
to listen to such transmissions.

a

Setting Out the Log Book
Fig. I shows in detail how to rule out the pages
of the log book. Additional columns can, of course,
be included if desired. One can, however, overdo
things in this respect with the result that active
listening time is cut down in order to keep the log
book up to date. lt will be noted that different symbols
are used to denote the particular receiver and aerial
used. These can be inserted in the call and location
columns.

Programme Matter
It should also be noted that space has not been
allocated in the log for programme details. It is in
my opinion a much better idea to use a separate
book for this purpose. Stiff- backed exercise books
are most suitable when one considers the amount of
handling such books will undergo.

Calibration
Short -wave receivers of commercial design in most
instances incorporate directly calibrated tuning
Keeping a Log
dials. The same applies in lesser degree to homeMuch has been written concerning the logging and constructed types. The majority of the latter type,
reporting of amateur transmissions. The legging of however, are fitted with some form of degree scale
short -wave broadcast transmissions is of equal tuning dials.
importance to those who specialise in this branch
With care, the degree
types can be very
of reception. It enables accurate reports to be com- accurately calibrated usingscale
transmissions of known
piled and sent to those concerned.
frequency. A complete set of charts in which dial
In most instances an accurate report is verified reading is plotted against frequency in megacycles
by card or letter. There are, however, a few South can be drawn, and thus the complete tuning range
American stations which either verify at intervals, of the receiver can be covered. In addition, separate
or not at all.
and additional charts for the band- spread dial will
No matter how keen the listener, he will find that assure most accurate logging. I reiterate, care must
it is impossible to remember all the technical and be exercised when undertaking the calibration of
programme details associated with the various short -wave receivers.
transmissions received. The log book is an essential
source of reference.
Headphones -speaker
There is also another aspect which cannot be too
The average superhet and the four -valve T.R.F.
strongly emphasised. The log book is a useful type receivers provide very good loud-speaker
reference as to the results achieved during past reception of the more powerful short -wave broadcast
experiments.
transmissions.
For example, the writer during the years in which
In the author's opinion, however, provision for
short waves have been his chief interest, has built a headphone listening in a form which cuts out the
considerable number of receivers, and has erected power output stage is essential if one wishes to li<ten
several unconventional types of aerials. Details as during the early morning hours, and in addition add
to their construction is to be found in technical to the number of DX transmissions heard.
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Those who now depend entirely on loud- speaker
reception for DX listening will find that they can
receive clearly a considerable number of transmissions which are below the receiver noise level
when the output stage and loud -speaker are used.

Aerials
Crowded wavebands call for good selectivity. This
does not mean that the average T.R.F. and regenerative two is useless. They are capable of providing
good results if attention is paid to aerial coupling
Pnd the aerial.
Some prefer a comparatively short aerial as an aid
This idea, howlaudable objective.
to selectivity
ever, should not be carried to extremes. Pick -up for
instance cannot be sacrificed beyond a certain point
and it is necessary to compromise in this respect.
Vertical aerials are worth considering as they
enable one to obtain the benefits of height and
reasonable shortness.

-a

Reporting
Like the amateurs, the broadcasters desire useful
discriminating and comprehensive reports. These
should be divided into two parts. Technical and
programme details respectively. Quite apart from
technical information the station authorities require
sufficient evidence that the' listener has listened to
the various items throughout a reasonable period.
Thus the Australian stations refuse to verify even
an accurate report unless it covers at least half an

hour's listening.
In writing such reports the various items should
be listed together with the names of the individual
performers or combinations. If a news bulletin is
heard, one or two items should be copied verbatim.
Opinions concerning the programme will also be
appreciated. Critical and concentrated listening is
obviously necessary.
Aids to Listening
The short -wave listener is well catered for in the way
of frequency lists, handbooks, and publications in

which space is devoted to time schedules and so forth.
Stations Listed
A really comprehensive list is apt to produce some
surprises, especially with regards to the number of
stations listed between 60 metres and 136 metres.
Because a station is listed, however, it does not mean
that one can hear it if tuned to the frequency.
A considerable number of listed stations are not
likely to be heard in this country at any time due
in some instances to their low power, and in addition
to the fact that the frequency is shared with one or
more high power transmitters.

Aimless Tuning

While aimless tuning is not to be encouraged, do
not entirely avoid what are found to be the usually
silent sections of the tuning dial. These should be
carefully and consistently covered as there is always
the possibility of tuning in some rare DX plus the
unexpected testing out of a new transmitter not at the
Some of the most interesting
time in the news.
conversations I have heard during such tests have
had nothing to do with radio, centring on happenings
long ago and far away.
The world's short -wave broadcasting services
cater for all tastes, providing a wide choice in the
fields of information, education and entertainment.
One can also follow the trend of world opinion.
Hems o" Interest

Certain stations devote time to matters of radio
amateur and listener interest, travel and adventure.
It is, I think, more or less .true to say that there is
always something to be heard on the short -wave
broadcast bands. Even though many transmitters
on these bands are of comparatively high power as
compared with those operated by amateurs, a high
signàl -to -noise ratio should be the aim when building
On the short -wave broadcast
a suitable receiver.
bands the DX enthusiast will find plenty of scope
for the exercise of his tuning skill.

LOG
SHORT WAVE BROADCAST STATION RECEPTION
AERIAL USED
RECEIVER

RECEIVER USED
T R. F 3

+

R

X
XX

Lon.

Includeinreports j

1155

fit-

Folded

V beam

eVertical rod

640

0-V -I

GMT
DATE TIME

LOCATION

BST

.et.

RF
Dra/

D
Dial

Sand FRED. Station
Rec.
R
Spread
OSA. OS.B.
Location
Dra/
Strength
Conditions
Kc -Mc Call

Reading Reading Reading

Baro- feather
meter
and Conditions
rem
p.

\ i
Fig. 1. -A typical " ruling" for a log book.
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Volume Controls 80
Midget Ediswan type.
Long spindles. Guaranteed i year.
LESS SW.
S.F. Sw
3/a

D.P. Sw.
9/9
ALL VALUES.
to 2 MEG.

-

10K.
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CONDENSERS. -Nce ,rock best makes 001 mtd.
I!EV. T
Ilittu 12.3 kV.. 9/8 : .002 Mairhead
R kV
2/6 ; 2 pi. to :PM pi.. ed.: .001. .005, .01.
T.C.C. 500 e..0.2 N.N.F. 500 v. Tub...1nd d. 330 v.
Mica mould Tub. 9d. ; .113 N.S..F or Dubilier, .1
rani. Hunts 500 v., 1/- : 25 mhl. 500 v. Haute, 1/6
5 mG1. 500 v. Hunts, 1/9 : .01 Sprague short end-+,

ALE COAX

STANDARD

dlam.

Polythene insulated.
REDUCED
PRICE

9D.
A YARD
NOT Ear. Goal.
COAX PLUGS. 112 each.

5d..
ELECTROLYTICS
Tubular Wire end,,
8350 v. Dubilier,
0 /450
v. B.E.C.,
9,500 v. Dubilier,
10/100 v. Dubilier,
10:500 v. Dubilier,

SOCKETS. 1/2 each.

LINE CONNECTOR,

1 /2.

BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 8d 1.
80
TWIN SCREENED FEEDER per yd. 1/ohms
TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 35, 50, 70 pf., 9d. 100 pf.
120 pt. 1,3,250 pf., 1/6 ;600 pf., 1/9.
RESISTORS. -All values : 5 w., 45. ; 1 w.,
1.
w., 8d.
2 w., 111-,

I

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

;

;

WAVEBANDS

3

3. W'.

-

1'ìm.

l'i/35o

VALVES

I ATEST MULLARD
MIDGET SERIES

.

ECH 49, El, 41,

M.W. 2COm. -5515m.
WIRE -WOUND RESLSTORS. -Best Makes MiniaEEC 41, EL 41,
ture Ceramic Type
o.. 15 ohn, to 4 K., 1/9 :
L.W. 0Om.- 2,000m. E7.
40.
10 w., 20 ohm to 6 K.. 2,3: IS w, 30 ohm to
limnd
New and Guaranteed, complete wi'h l'in.
10 K., 219 ; 3 w. Vitreous, 12 X. to 25 K., 3-.
Y.M. Speaker.
A.C. Maine 200/250 v. operation.
Voltage selector panel. Parmeko Mains Transformer.
WIRE WOUND POTS. 3 WATT, FAMOUS MAKES.
-Pre-Set Min. TV. Type Knurled, Slotted Knob. Four position Wave- Change Switch, Short-MediumAll value, 25 ohms to 30 K, 50 K and 1110 K
Long-Gram. Slow Motion Tuning- Provision for
(Cochon Track.) 3/- each.
Ext. Speaker and Tick -up co nectione. High Q
Standard Size Pots,
21in. Spindle. High Grade All Values. 100 ohms iron -dust cored coils, 465 ke /e 1.F. Latest circuit
to 50 K, 6/6: 300 K. 6/6.
technique. Incorporating delayed A.V.C. and Negative feedback. Power Output 9.2 watts. Supplied
0/P TRANSFORMERS.- Tapped small pentode, complete
with
Flux 10in. P.M. Speaker.
3/9. Heavy duty 70 ma., 4'8. Ditto, tapped, 4/9. 3 ohms output High
tr nsfonner nwuuted on chassis.
L.F. CHOKES IO h. 65 ma., 4/6. 20,22 h. 100/130 Heavy cadmium phrted chassis size 135 x 31 x 2.
ma., 1216. 5 h. 230 ma., 15s' -. 15 h. 100 tna., 101. Attractive Glass Dia] -101u. a 4110. edge lit by 2
Pilot lampe. Background colour Gold with distincMAINS TRANS. -Made ''n our own workehope to
tive colouring for Station Names, L.W,- Black,
high grade specification.
Folly inter -leaved and M.W. -Red, S.W.-seen. Four l lin. diem. Control
impregnated Heater Trans., tapped prim., 6.3 v.
KnoLe supplied, either Walnut or Ivory to choice.
1
amp-. 7.8. 350-0-350, 80 ma.. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2 a., Completely
ditto 300.0.300 ditto 250 -0--250, 21/ -. View-master, Cabinet. . aligned and calibrated, ready to tit in
auto type, 35:' -. Teleking, 30/-. Lynx, 30/ -. Lynx PRICE,
210'150.
Carriage and Insurance, 4/6.
choke, 3 H, 230 ma.. 1311.
(Without loin. Speaker; 29/15/0 Carr. A Ina., 4/6.1
QUAIJTY P.P.O /P TRANS. 20 w.. special Stalloy 4 a.
lama Sectionalised, low leakage windings, primary
GUARAëT ED
luductautk 70H., leakage lgJuctane0.075H. Second- ,B ED
5/6 6K6
ary impedance 3 and 1:5 ohms. Primary impedance to JA5
7/6 121)H7 58 British 7/6
iudlvidmrl requirements, folly shrouded and ter- IRS
9/- 5K7
6/6 151)2
9,6 Sylvania
minated. 3 gus. Ditto, ne above 15 w. output, 25 gna. 183
9,'- BKS
10/8 351,6
106 Red
1016
1T4
9/- 6E25 12,1- 3324 1018 EF91 10'6
Part Post and Packing 1j- extra please.
104
9/- EF80 101 45
8'6 EF92
9;8
354
9 6 'iL6
10 6 SOLO
9,6 EL3'1
9 6
3V4
9 6 iiP2-5
15/- 76
7/6 EL41
10,6
2X2
5 6 6Q7
10/6 77
7/6 EY51 12,6

-5

O

5114

IV4
524

OZC
BAGS
OASIS
SATO
PBS

6B8
BBES

x

7ú'.x lin.'

complete with punched chassis. dial, back -plate,
drum, drive, cord, spring, pvrmter, 2818, Plus poet 2/ -.
TYANA.- Midget Soldering Iron 200/230 v., 16/9.
SOLON. -Ditto 25 w., 19,1.

100 ASSORTED
1

w.

and

1

w.

RESISTORS.

-1O useful values,

Brand new, 12/6.

nor

EX GOVERNMENT UNITS.
selection, 3
different. All cost ln!ng useful parts. TO CLEAR,
cam. paid, 15, -.

-2

-way, 2d. ; 3 to 5-way, 3d.
9d. PLATED Tenoluals, 64. each
TAG STRIPS.

;

6 -way,

MARY ANN Vacuum Cleaner Flexible Hosea, plated
ende, standard fitting, 10/6. 12ft. appliance lead.

6'r,SA7

9 8
9 7
7 ö

8/8 78

66

65117
BSL7

9/- 9001
11/- 9006

6'í8N7

'iU5(Y83)

10 6

l' 66'1X5
6V6

CVO

9/d DK91

026
101 RAKE
104 757
74 8D3
7 0

116 Dh92

-Set

4:6

991

of 17 valves,'19,

EXTENSION LOUDSPEAKERS. -61 in. P.M. 3 ohm
unit, leso taunts!., attractive wooden cabinet, com-

SLERVING.- Vannas colours.
Brun., 3d. yd. ; 'ú0m. 54. yd.

SCREENED GRID CAPS int. oct. or Mazda, 8d. each.

MAINS DROPPERS.
sliders (Sin. x 15in
.3 amp. 800 ohms, .2 amp., 1,000 ohms, ea. 4,3.

TOGGLE SWITCHES EX-GOVT.
" On -Off," Pd.
M'core solder 6040, 16G., 5/8 1 lb. ; 4d. yd.:
T.C. wire 18 to 22
-.g., per yd., 21. PVC ('ounecling wire, 10 , ,lorra.
Bugle or Stranded.
n

2d. yd.

B70 Va!veholder and Screening Can. 1'8.

V'halders, ,xtal, pax., 4d,

B70, 9d.

18 a yard, 3 -nay 1/8 a yard.
2 mm.

Id.

moulded, 6d.; EF5O,
;
BSA, BOA, 1! -; BI "-.t (CRT). 1:3, etc.

BARGAIN

OFFER

1,

I.

EDISWAN 78 r.p.m. Single- player Gram
Unit, High Impedance Magnetic Pick -up.
Press lever start for 10 or 12" records,
auto stop. Price £4.105. Carr. 2/6.
I'. and 7'.

T.R.S.

611,

41 order.

lass.,

-

Lists

3d.

RADIO

COMPONENT
SPECIALISTS

107, WHITEHORSE

ROAD,

2'U0

.Uail

MAINS TYPE. -HMI. 123 v., 60 ma., 4,'R112
100 ma., 4!9
RM3, 120 ma., 5/9 ; RM4, 250 V.
275 cm., 16,' -.
;

;

KNOBS. GOLD ENGRAVED. -Walnut or Ivory.
I gin. di:uu., 1,8 each.
" Focus,"
Contrast,"
" Brillhme,"
" Brilliance -On -Off," " 01001."
" Volume." " Vol.- On
" Tone," " Turd.,"
" Treble," " Bass," " Wavechange,"
" RadioGram,"
M., L., Gram.," " Record- Play,"
" Brightness," Ditto not engraved, D. each.

'

-of,

COILS= Wearite "P" type, 226 each. Midget:
" Q 'type, adjustable dust core, 3/6 each. All ranges.

Order: 71,

IR,;..

WEST CROYDON

MEADVALE
CROYDON

prim..

-6

18/6.

-

C.R.T. HEATER ISOLATION TRANSFORMER.
Low leakage windings with 15% sec- boost, 2 v., 9f6
4 v., 10- ; 6.5 v, 10/6
13 v., 11/ -.

:

;

FUSES. -11in. all values 60 nm. to 13 a.,

H.F. MIDGET CHOKES. -14

M

(1el,

II.. 2,6 each.

31

BRDÜISTORS. -C71 for .3 a. heater chains,
CZ2 for .15 a., or 2 a., 2,6.

COPPER ENAMEL WIRE.-1. lb. reek) to 20 s.w.g.,
2/- ; 22 to 28 e.w.g., 2/6 30 to 40 e.w.g.. 3/8.
;

WIDE ANGLE SCANNING. Full range Allen,
Teleling, and Viewmaster. Components in stock.
TWIN GANG STANDARD SIZE. -With feet.
.0005 raid., 8.8; Ditto midget, 7,8. 575 pl. midget
lain gang, 8,8 ; BARGAIN .0003 m,,b. twin gang,
slightly =ailed, 5;8.
ALADDIN FORMERS and cores kin., 8d.
;

10d.

DRIVES.- Epicydio

NOTION

ratio

WAVECHANGE SW:TCUES. -AI! at 31. 2 p. 2 way,
2 p. 5 way, 4 p. '2 way, 4 p. 3 way, etc.

..

CRYSTAL DIODE. -Very sensitive. DEC., 3/8
E.T.H., 2/6. H.R. PHONES (8.0 Brown), 15,6 a

pair.

OUTSTANDING BARGAINS
UNREPEATABLE VALUE
I.F. TRANSFORMER
Kc /o Slug tuning

465

Min. Circular Can, 25in

and 13in. diam. Fits
octal V- ho'der rut out
Very high Q., x Py,e
.

ROAD,

-0 =200 /'130

G.E.C. FULL WAVE BRIDGE TYPE RECTIFIER.
or 12 Y. D.C. 11 amp , 3/9. S T.C. ditto 4 amp.

LOUDSPEAKERS P.M., 3 OHM.
1110. Plessey, 121. Gin. Plessey, 13 /S. 0)in. Tr,vnx,
10in. Lectrona, 25 / -.
14/6. alu. Tnrvox, 151.
,m. O.E.C. Energised 7011Q field with trans, 198.

;

-Mi,

TV. AERIALS. -Full range popular tyres in stock,
Aerialite, etc. All channels. Indoor loft type Inv. T..
13i6. Outdoor single d'pole, 371. H type with
chimney lashings, etc., 92/6. X type Duhlex, 71t.
mast and chimney lashing.., etc., 88/8. Fringe
models available.

RECTIFIERS.
E.H.T. TYPE.- K:3 /25 2Kv., 4/3 ; KS /40 3.2Kv.,
6,- ; K;3,433.6Kv., 8/8 ; K:1!504Kv., 7/3 ; K3/1011
0Kv., 12,8; K3 /160, 18/ -.

-.á., 100 ohms per foot, .3a., 60 ohun 4:5,2/3.

LINE CORD.
per foot, 5-way

WHIP AERIALS-Steal (copper plated) 4ft. long,
2/- each. Carr. paid.

SENTERCEL

SLOW

1

an

2/-

CHARGER TRANSFORMER.
net. 0,0, 15 v. 11 amp., 13/6.

switched connector and combination adapter, 6 P.

plete, 35/-.

52 +32,3.50 v. + 25/25 v.
In same
B.E.C., 6/6

119

71

ira

LYNX.

6/8

9/6

9/- PY82 10 :6
9'- PENIS 8:6
9/- 81'41 Equip.

01- DF91
10/6 DAF91

3

4/-

51

7/6 HVR2a 7;6
7/6 MS/PEN 61
3/6 PY80 11/0
8'8 PY81 111

8/- DET18

22/330 v. B.E.C.,
80/350 v. T.C.C.,

9/- 250/350 V. B.E.C., 9/6
3/- 8 +8/500 v. Dubilier,4 /8
4/- 0 +16/450 v. B.E.C., 0/6/- 8 +16/500 v.Dubllier, 5/6
4/- ]6 +10/450 v. B.E.C. 5/6
1/9 16 +16/300 v. Dub., 6/1/9 32 +32/275 v. Dab., 4/6

7/6 EY91

101 HL23DD

807

816 056

9/6 DL94
9/6 SP61
S 8
9C4
101 E1148 4,6 SU2130 7/6
606
76 902
5/6 EA50
2- TP25 91
EB34
ODO
1/8
11D3
8,1
U14
76
gig
81 U22
6F6
91 12A8
7/4 EB91
9!6
6F1')
10'6 12AT7 10/0
11''1:3
7 6
ÑC913
7
6
608
6.6 12AX7 104 EF;30
7/6 VRI1'; 8.6
BHB
3,6 11K7 10i1
g,_ ECL90 12 6
6J5
7.6 12K8 10/6 EF50 Equip 251,6 10,6
6J7
8/612Q7 10/6
9,8
5,'66BA6
Huge Stock R.V.A. Valves at 1951 low tax prices.
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET :
IRS, 1T4, 1)45 and 354
, -,
35,8
OKB, 6K7, 0Q7, 6V6, 324
...
...
...
40,VIEWMASTER. Set 12 valves, 2810' -.
With
FY31, 57. TEI,EKING. -Sot 17 valves, 29/10.'
OBWB

MIDGET WALNUT CABINET. -12in.

2

10 6 6OG7

2510 v. Dubilier,
30/150 v. Dubilier,
25/25 v. Dubilier,
50/]2 v. T.C.C.,
50/25 v. Dubilier,
5030 v. T.C.C.,

Can Types, Clips, 3d. ea
16/450 v. T.C.C.,
3/6
16/510 v Dubilier, 4)-

2!2/6
3/2/6

REACTION COND. -.0001, .0003, .0005 mid., 3/6 ea.
SURPLUS MAINS TRANS. -Prim. 0- 200/950 y
Sec. 275.0 -275 v.. 60 milt, 6.3 v. 3 a., 6.3 v 1 a.,10/ß ;
ditto, 260 -0 -960 v. 80 m /a., S.3 w.:3 a., 6.3 v. 1 a.,
121. Oscilloscope. Trauaf. Prim. 0,2:30 v. Sec..
500 v. 15 mla., 5 v 2a., 5 v. 2 a., 4 V. 1 a., 17iß.
P.P. ail Trans!. 1 / -.
BATTERY CHARGER.- 200/250 v. Output 6 v
and 12 v. 15 amps., In steel case complete with
Mee and leads, ready for ale. OUR OWN MAKE
FULLY GUARANTEED, 35 /-, P, R P. 1!,

VALVES

206

B.B.C.,
32,350 v. Duhiller,
y.

ALL TYPES NEW STOCK

EAST

Brm,l
New

6I

..77

pr-

MIKE INSERT
Ex U.S. Govt. Min.
Moving coil. IIn. ditto.
Hermetically
x
I!u.
sealed and precision engineered. A Real High
Quality Job.
DON'T M1StS
ea
THIS -ONLY
Matching Trans..
3/9

3/9
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Crystal Monitors
to check Tx and Rx
Frequencies. p r o vision for 'phones,
battery operated.
Easily adapted for
Mains by using 3
6J5's. In attractive
cabinet (ideal for
housing test instrux
ments) 7tin.
5l ín. x 5in. For use
with Amateur band
Crystals. less valves,
7'6 each. Mains Conversion and Operating Data, 6d.

1S4

865

1T4
1625
2C26

2C34

2V3g
105

354

401

5R4g

SU1g

513
5Z4

6Aß7
6AC7

6ÁT6
GALS
6B7

66

6BE6
7/6 6BA6

6/6 6C5g
6/6 6CD6
8'6 6CH6
8)6 6F6
8/6 606

5'- 6J6
4'6 627
3'8 6186

2/3 6K7gt
6K7g
6188m

6K8g
6L6g

10 10'616
10'-

6Q7
6SA7

81

6SQ7

$,$150L6gt

7/8
7/6
8'7'6
3'3'-

11,6 703

818 6H6
416 6J5

8'6
3/12/8
9'-

8'6 6X4
R/8 6X5gt
6'- 7C7

69H7
6SL7
8'6 6SN7

9'- 6SS7
'- 6V6r
8'6 605

9-

7Q7

8'6 102
7 6 902
6' 10F9

6 6 12AT7
10 - 12BÁ6
9 - 128E6

7 6 12C8
6 1225
6 6 12K7
10 6 12SA7
10 6 12SC7
10 6 12SG7

10,612SH7
9.6' 12SJ7
6 12SK7
11'6 12SQ7

108
7

1214

6 151)2

25L6

75
76
77

2158G
846Z4
807

7'6

956

10'6
8.1 1632
1626

8'6

X915

9-

DI

'

5 - 1/1144

12 6 EA50
8 6
8 -

3

B91

6 - i :F36
8 -, EF39
9 6 EF.50
76 EFSI

4-

EF91

8 ß P:L32

10'- HL2

316

5/6
1216 KT24
9.6
7)6 KT44
8.6
7/6 KT63
10'6
5- KT66
718
7 6 KTZ41
7.6
12 6 KTW61
10 6
3,6 N76
3 4- F61
PEN46
8 7 6
5 - PEN220A
5
2 6
7 6
3 - QP21
RK34
3 6

5-

for 5- 5330

5'-[ ECC32

5-

3

9.6 SP41

106

SP61
VR116

6 - V39A
6 6
5 6 VU111

5 6 VU120A

10 6

6 VU133

-

3,6

36I
30 6
3 6

3

6

3 6
6 6

5- 021
,E/i
76
110- EL3
8 6
8,6, W77
5.- EL91
8 6139 44
Please include small amount for postage.
The Ham s Shop with the helping hand -Tom Gamble
(G3DBL)

666
06W2

NORMAN H. FIELD (Dept. B9),

TV.

Con-ip-,,,,!..,
01
version data for all five
0 )
VAI
Channels, Sound, Vis_fil.
ire
ion, T.B.'s, Power, on
+diyyyr--The NEW

1355

one

Chassis

1355

j

NEW EDITION, now ('
only 2/81 (post free).

/

1l

.,

¡I

r

T11111

V

--.

1355's in original cases, (cary. 7/6) 35'

NEW

VALVES by return :
OZI
1A5gt
11,05
ILNS
IBS

COMPACT

VALVES
4/6
5U4G 7/6.
EF50,

;

CHASSIS,
wich 5Z4, VU120
rect.)
(E.H.T.

Transformer,

relay.
9 6

choke,
etc.

AMPLIFIERS
with full instructions to convert
into a miniature
mains operated

amplifier or
receiver

corn-

:

with three

plete

15/-

valves.

WILLARD
ACCUMULATORS

CARBON
5cc,

,

RECEIVERS
5450, 4 EF54's
(RF, mixer, LO

multipliers),

2

EF39's (2.9 mc,s

6J5' and4 (6V6
65'85
(audio).
me /s. Measuring
12 x 5 x 6, with
circuit. (Post 2 -)
49 6

MIKES,

lead and switch

with

(boxed).

;

3/6

TRANSFORMERS

in non -spill transparent plastic
cases, with built -in hydrometers.
2 V, 20 AH, in

230 /24 v.

maker's cartons
(measure 51 x 31 x 21). IS -

DINGHY Tx CHASSIS

sealed

2A., 7/6
multi- tapped.

mains

;

4/3

(partly stripped), 7/6 to clear.

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.
14

MARY'S STREET, BEDFORD

ST.

Phone 5568

68, Hurst Street, B'ham. 5.

THIS VALUABLE
BOOK
which details the wide range of Engineering and Commercial courses of modern
training offered by E.M.I. Institutes
the only Postal College which is part of a world -wide Industrial Organisation.

-

Courses include

training for

City and Guilds

Grouped Certificates

:

in Telecommunications

Brit, I.R.E. Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio

&,

;

A.M.

Television

Servicing Certificates, General Radio and Television Courses, Radar,
Sound Recording, etc. Also Courses in all other branches of Engineering.

-POST NOW

EMI

INSTITUTES
associated with

MARCONIPHONE

COLUMBIA

&

H.M.V.
(His Master's Voice)

NEW
HOME
EXPERIMENTAL
KITS NOW
AVA LABLE

i.. -end, without obligation, the FREE book.
E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. 32K
43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London,W.4
Name
Address
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Fixing Extra Ciannèls to Amplifiers
TYPES OF MIXER UNITS

0

FTEN it is required to use a microphone
and a pick -up with a favourite amplifier.
Perhaps it is for dance instruction requiring
only one extra input, or perhaps it is for theatrical
use requiring mixers, faders and extra channels
ad lib. With the latter is is far better to design a
separate unit, with its own power supply and
smoothing. This latter type of unit is ideally suited
for use with such amplifiers as the practical low power
hi -fi and single ended hi -fi amplifiers. These were
both designed to use a high -power output pick -up
such as the high output magnetic or crystal types.

Fig

1.-

fixer circuit for low gain.

Nearly all types of mixer units give extra gain to a
circuit.
The size of the mains transformer will, of course,
depend on the power output required, but for many
purposes the little TV pre -amp type are suitable as
they give some 25 mA and usually use a metal
rectifier for rectification. It is always advisable to
isolate equipment completely from the mains as
with theatrical use it may quite easily be used by
someone who is unaware that the chassis may be
" live." This latter can be fatal. One point against
the little pre -amp transformer is that it rarely seems
to have more than one ampere for the heaters. This
latter can be overrun providing that it is not overloaded by more than 100 per cent. and that the
equivalent power is deducted from the H.T., i.e.,
if a transformer is rated at 250 volts 30 mA and amp
at 6.3 volts, and 2 amps are required at 6.3 volts,
then it will be seen that the rating of the H.T. will
have to be reduced by 6.3 watts. As .1 mA at 250
volts is a quarter of a watt then 6.3 will mean a
reduction of 26 mA. This, of course, is more power

By Kenneth Dall

the few extra milliamps required can just do the
damage. The writer has had experience of this with
pre -war commercial receivers in which the price had
been cut to the last ounce.

Rectifier

Another point that should be watched is the
rectifier valve chosen. If the current rating is too
high it is possible for the transformer to be 'burnt out
by an electrolytic being burnt out. It is best to
choose a rectifier valve as close above the rating as
possible ; this ensures that the valve has a good
chance of burning out before the transformer is
damaged. For this particular type of service the
Mullard EZ40 and EZ41 will prove satisfactory.
This firm now makes a 5 -vólt indirectly heated 120 mA
type, the GZ30.
Having chosen the transformer and the 'rectifier
valve there comes the smoothing. With the mixer
this has to be very good, the amount of hum that
will do for an amplifier will not do here, as any
hum in the output will be amplified by the amplifier
being fed. The PRACTICAL WIRELESS single ended
hi -fi is capable of a very high bass lift at 50 and 100
cycles so that if the hum is present it can be amplified
to an alarming degree. Hum can be very disturbing
to an audience. It is better here to use a chokecapacity filter, as it is far more efficient than resistance- capacity.
This is due to the impedance
of the smoothing choke being very many times
its ohmic resistance
it is also better to have
two sections to the filter. It may he found that
one very often gets a lower hum level by using three
8µF condensers and two 10-henry chokes joined so
as to form a-double Pi or M filter, than if an 8 plus
16pF condenser was used with a 20 -henry choke in a
Pi filter. This is due to a large extent to the fact that
the electrolytic condenser must be regarded as a
resistance in series with a condenser and no matter
how good the condenser, it always has a certain

1

than there is to spare so a larger transformer has to
be used. The constructor would do well to remember
that it is far better to spend a few extra shillings at
the outset than have to replace a burnt -out transformer

due to one of slightly lower price being overrun.
The overrunning of a transformer is quite easily
done, and may not show up until such times as one
of the smoothing condensers goes slightly low,

Fig. 2.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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amount of power factor, due to a small amount of
resistive impedance. This laboratory has on several
occasions checked old condensers, that is those that
have been stored for many years, and found that
although the capacity is within the maker's limits
the power factor has risen very considerably so that
the efficiency is reduced. It is always better to buy
new condensers than rely on surplus types, as these
are not always reliable as they may have been stored
under bad conditions.
It has been found from experience that one of the
best condensers for this type of unit is the Dubilier
type CT323235, which is a 32 plus 32 with a working
voltage of 350. A type CT1635 can be used for the
reservoir and the smoothing chokes two Elstone
type SC80 so mounted that the cores are at right
angles to each other thus preventing any linkage
between them.

4-100,

method of calculating the cathode resistor is to find
the value used by one valve, this is usually given
in the maker's tables for the valve in question and
dividing by the number of valves being 'used. I
use the term valve here, not as meaning the number
of " Bottles," but of triode sections. For example,
three ECC91's would be six valves for the purpose
of calculations. The coupling resistor can be found
by dividing the number of valves into 100,000 ohms.
This gives a figure that is of general use. There is
no reason at all why one bank of mixers could
not be fed into another bank. For example, it may
be required to " mix " four footlight microphones,
or sound effect microphones together, and fade out
all together, then bring in, maybe, a gram, or
another studio. It is then useful to have one or two
extra banks of mixers feeding into a master mixer.
The design of these units is just the same as described,
with the exception that there must be ample decoupling between each bank of mixers. In many
cases these extra banks of mixers can be used in
place of pre -amps for microphones. For example,
if a certain type of pick -up required a voltage gain of
100 extra to the gain of the amplifier, and it was
used through two banks of faders each giving a
maximum gain of 12, there would be gain to spare.

Attenuator
Having power to spare at the input of these mixers
Fig. 3.- Connections for L.F. Pentode subst luted
brings us to another point, that of designing a
%r coupling resistor.
suitable input attenuator. By far the best is the
switched type using a wafer switch. A very useful
Smoothing
switch is the Bulgin type S435, as it has eighteen
We have now got our H.T. well smoothed. Next positions. A good sequence of resistors to choose
ratio,
comes the design of the mixer proper. Double is one that drops the level to a definite power
triodes form the most convenient type of valve, i.e., 100, 70, 50, 33, 25, 16, 10. Here we have got
steps
the simplest case is that requiring two inputs. This from full power down to /100 power in seven
can be done in several ways. If the gain is only of about 3 db, that is the volume is cut to a half at
It should be remembered here that
can be used. each step.
required to be low the circuit in Fig.
The amount of power required can be obtained from power is proportional to the voltage squared, so if
the amplifier it is to be used with in most cases. The the voltage is dropped to 1/10 then the power will
gain of the stage is in most cases about one fifth of fall to /100. Another set of six steps would give
the amplification factor of the valve being used. a further drop of 20 db making a total of 40 db,
For instance if the valve is an ECC41 the maximum a further number of steps can be added if required.
gain obtainable will be about six. One circuit that The standard 20 per cent. resistors are suitable, and
M input impedance is required the following
can be used for an almost indefinite number of if a
channels is a modification of the Schultz phase resistors will be required : 300K, 200K, 150K,
split circuit or differential amplifier, a circuit very 100K, 82K, 68K, 30K, 20K, 15K, 10K, 8,200,
often confused with the long tailed pair. The main 6,800, 3,000, 2,000, 1,500, and 2,500. This will give
difference in these two circuits is that the Schultz a total of from full to a cut of 46 db, and " off."
circuit has a resistor in the cathode circuit for The latter is important if the amount of stray noise
coupling whilst the long tailed pair gets a more is to be kept to a minimum. All inputs not being
efficient coupling by employing a pentode valve. used should be turned to zero.
The best type of output has not yet been menThis latter is advisable where a very large number of
stages are required to be mixed. The differential tioned, and it has been found that as low an
mixer circuit is shown in Fig. 2. If the number of impedance as is possible should be used. This,
stages, or should we say inputs, are too large the of course, calls for the use of the cathode follower.
value of the coupling resistor will be too small to It should not be forgotten here that the output
be effective.
Under these circumstances an L.F. coupling condenser should be as high as possible.
pentode can be substituted with its grid taken to One of paper as high as 10 1 F is useful, but as
cathode and chassis, whilst about 100 volts are fed these are so very expensive, providing that the
to the screen by a suitable dropper. The anode of input resistance of the amplifier is high, that is
the valve is then joined as shown in Fig. 3. If an 0.25 Meg. or higher, one of 0.1 pF can be used, but,
EL41 is used for the L.F. pentode and ECC9I's are unless the leads are well screened, it can introduce
used for the triodes a voltage gain of 25 per hum.
There are many
Whilst the foregoing does not give all the circuits
channel will be obtained.
different types of valves that can be used for mixers it gives enough to set the experimenter
in these circuits such as the ECC33, ECC35, thinking, and gives enough information to help in
6SL7GT the design of a very useful piece of equipment for
ECC8I,
ECC91, 6SN7GT,
ECC40,
and very many others of different makes. The the theatrical field.
1

1

1
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SPECIAL OFFERS.
Midget Mains
Transformers (size approx. 21 x 3 x 2 /in.).
Screened Primary 220.240 v. 50 c s. Output
250-0-250 v 60 mA. 6.3 v 2.5 a. Only 11/9.
Small Filament Transformers, 220.240 v
input, 6.3 v. 1.5 a output. 5'9. Auto Transformers (with separate l.t. 6.3 v 1.5 a).
0 -110 -230-210 -230-250 v 50 watts, 4,9 each.
BATTERY SET ('ONVERTF.R KIT.
All parts for converting any type of
Battery receiver to All Mains. A.C.
200 -250 v 50 e s.
Kit will supply fully
smoothed h.t. of 120 v 90 v or 60 v at up to
40 mA; and fully smoothed 1.t. of 2 v at
up to 1 a. Price complete with circuit,
point to point wiring diagrams and
instructions, only 48/9. Or ready to use.

790.. re,
!'fat ',.r.

11. si:T BATTERY SL'PEIt/!ifit i:fl. A compete set of parts
for construction of a Unit (housed in
Metal Case) to replace Batteries where
A.C. Mains supply is available. Input
200 -250 v 50 c s. Outputs 90 v 10 mA and
1.4 v 2.50 ma, fully smoothed. For 4 -valve
receivers. Price complete with circuit.
Only 31 6. Or ready for use. 79 extra,
ILT. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE
CHARGER KIT. Input 200-250 v A.C.
Output 120 v 40 mA. fully smoothed. and
rectified supply to charge 2 v ace. Price
with steel case and circuit, 29'6. Or
ready for use. 7'9 extra.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS
For Mains 200 -250 v 50 e s.
To charge 6 v-aec. at 2 a. 256.
To charge 6 or 12v arc. at 3 a. 296.
To charge 6 or 12 v ace. at 4a. 49 9.
Above consist of transformer, full wave
rectifier, fuse. fusehe!ler and steel case.
The kits can be supplied fully assembled
at an extra cost of 6 9 each.
EX-GOVT. VALVES (NEW)
Each
Each
Each
1T4
8.11 6SN7GT11:9 1625
5.3
iSo
8'11 6SG7
35Z4GT10,8
IRS
7 11
6v80 811 35L6GT 9 11
51

9 9

96

51.14G

101

GALS

9 9

6ÁM6

10'9

5Z4G
6.15G

6J6
6J7G

6167G

511

9g

6.11

6V6GT 9.6
6X5GT
7V7
7C5

8D2
954
12H6

6 9

611

2 11

11
2 3
12K7GT10 6
12K8GT10 6
` 1

12Q7GT106
11 9
12SJ7 711
11'9
9'11 12SR7 7 9
6SL7GT 10/9 15D2
5 9
CATHODE RAY TL BES
61C8G

61.6G
6Q7G

Open to callers 9
a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Sate until 1 p.m.
FULL PRICE LIST,
5d. TRADE 1.1ST.
5d. Please enclose
S.A.E. with all

(LEEDS) LTD.

Postage

extra under £L
extra under O.

1S4
5Y3G
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.

C.W.O. or
No C.O.D.
£1.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Dl
EF36
EF39

1 3
8.11

7$
811

EB91
EF'91
KT66

MU14

11 9
11 6
9 6

b1S,Pen 5.9
RK34

SP4
SP61

U50
VU120

VCR517, 296 Fui1 Picture), plus Carr.
VCR139A, 196, plus Carr. 5 / -.

111
5.9
2,11

96

211

Pt SIi -Pt 1.L 3 -4 ii ait 111681 -GAIN
AMPLIFIER FOR £312'6. For Mains
input 200-250 y 50
Complete kit of
parts including circuit diagram and
instructions. (Point-to -point wiring diaA

-

.

grams available for 2'6 extra.) Amplifier
can be used with any type of Feeder
Unit or Pick -up. This is not A.CJD.C.
with "live " chassis but A.C. only with
400 -0-400 v trans. Output is for 2 -3 ohm
speaker. (We can supply a very suitable
loin. unit by R.A. at 31' -.) The amplifier
can be supplied ready for use for £1 extra.
Full descriptive leaflet Ir -.
MASTER INTERCOM. UNIT with
provision for up to 4 " Listen -Talk Back
Units." A high gain amplifier enables
speech and other sounds emanating from
the rooms containing remote control
units to be heard at the master control.
The unit is in kit form and point -to-point
wiring diagrams are supplied. A Walnut
Veneered cabinet is included. Mains
input is 200 -250 v 50 c.s to 300-0-300 v
trans. Sound amplification, 4 watts.
Price only £519:6. Or ready for use. 27/6
extra. . Listen -Talk Back Units" can
be supplied at 25;- each. Full descriptive
leaflet, 1 -.
EX -GOVT.

SMOOTHING

CHOKES.

mA 40 N 200 ohms. trop ...
... 17 6
mA lO H 50 ohms. potted...
..- 17 6
mA 20H 250 ohms, trop ...
...156
mA 20 H 200 ohms. trop
.. 12 9
mA 15 H 200 ohms, potted
... 10 9
mA 8-10 H 150 ohms, potted
... 8 9
mA 7 -10 H 100 ohms ... ...
... 6 11
100 mA 15 H 450 ohms, Tropicalised
5 9
100 mA 5 H 100 ohms, trop ...
.. 311
60 mA 8 13 150 ohms
..
... 2 11
50 mA 50 H 1,250 ohms. potted
... 8 9
250
250
250
200
150
100
100

BLOCK PAPER MANSlIltlDGE TYPE CONDENSERS
500 v
29 6/F 1,500 v
4'11
4 /IF 600 v
2,11
8µF 500 v
4/9
4p1' 750 v
33
EX -GOVT.

4µF

4/^F 1.000 v

8/íF 1.000 v
3/11
5/9
EX -GOVT. UNITS TYPE RF28.
Complete Brand New, Cartoned, 49;6.
phis 5:- Carr.

:

:

D.C., 59.
COAXIAL ('ABLE,

250-0-250 v 70 mA, 6.3 v 2.5

a ...

... 12%11

260.0-260v70 mA. 6.3v2a,5v2a ...14/11
350-0-350v80 mA, 6.3v2a,5v2a ... 17/9
350-0-350 v 80 mA, 6.3 v 2 a, 4 v 2.5 a 18/9
250-0-250 v 100 mA, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a...23/9
300-0-300 v 100 mA, 6.3 v-4 v 4 a, c.t.
0-45 v 3 a
.
...
. 23,9
350-0-350 v 100 mA. 6.3 v-4 v 4 a. c.t.
0-45 v 3 a
.
.
.
... 23/9
350-0-350 v 150 mA. 6.3 v 4 a, 5v 8 a... 29/11
350-0-350 v 150 mA, 6.3 v 2 a, 6.3 v 2 a,
.

.

FL'LLY SHROUDED L'PRIGHT
250-0-250 v 60 mA, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a.
Midget type 21-3-3in....
..
... 169
350-0-350v70 mA, 6.3v2a,5v2a ... 18'9
250-0-250 v 100 mA, 0-4-6.3 v 4 a,
0-4-5 v 3 a
259
250-0-250 v 100 mÄ.6.3 v6 a,5 if 3 a,
for R1355 conversion
300-0-300 v 100 mA,
0-4-5 v 3 a
...
350-0-350 v 100 mA,
0.4-5 v 3 a
...
350-0-350 v 150 mA. 6.3
350-0-350 v 160 mA, 6.3

0-4-6.3 v 4 a,

...
...
... 25 9
0-4-6.3 v 4 a.
...
...
... 25.9

v 4 a, 5 v 3 a... 339
v 6 a, 6.3v 3 a,

350-0-350 v 250 mÄ, 6.3 v6 a,
v 8 a,
0-2-6 v 2 a, 4 v 3 a for Electronic

Eng.

Televisor............
676
mA. 6.3 v-4 4.a c.t.

425-0425 v 200

a. c.t. C-4-5 v

v

a, suitable
Williamson Amplifier, etc....
... 49 9
4.50-0-450 v 250 mA, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a,
6.3 v

4

5v3a

...

...

3

...

...

...85'6

Eld31INATOR TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 200-250 v 50 c s, 120 v 40 mA 7/11
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER KIT. All 120v40 mA. 6-0-6v1amp ...
...14/9
parts to Author's Spec. Only 14 ans. 90 v 10 mA, 9-0-9 v 250 mA ...
...10/8

ohms, lin.,

75

1Oct.

yard.

I)IAI. BULBS, M.E.S.,

a, 6/9

3 v 0.15

dozen.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. 230 v 50
mA. H.W. (small), 5'9. 120 y 40 mA, H.W.
(small), 3'11. 2/6 v, a H.W., 2/11. 2.1 v
1 a H.W., 3/11. 6'I2 v 1 a H.W., 48, 6/12 V.
2 a F.W. (bridge), 109. 6,12 v 4 a F.W.
(bridge). 18,9. 612 v 6 a F. W. (bridge), 22/9.
CHASSIS.
16 s.w.g. Undrllled Aluminium Receiver Type 6 x 31 x 141n., 2/6
71 x 41 x 2in.. 3/3
10 x 5i x 21n., 3/9
11 x6x211n., 413: 12x8x211n..5'3
16 x 8 x 24in.. 7/6
20 x I x 2lfn.. 8/11
Amplifier Type (4 sided). 12 x 8 x 2_.in.
:

t

16 x 8 x 211n..
:
20 x 8 x 21in., 13/8.

7/11

10,11

:

14

x10x3in.

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.

5, 10
15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50. 100, I20, 150, 200,
230, 300. 330. 400, 470, 500, 1,000 ..001 mfd),
2,000 pfd. 1002 mfd), 5tt, each, 309 doz. one

tzpe'

VOLUME CONTROLS with long
(lin.) spindles, all values, less switch,
26' with S.P. switch. as
RIRE WOUND POTS. :20 ohms, 5K, 20K
2516, 50K (medium length spindles). 1;11,
P.M. SPEAKERS. All 2 -3 ohms. liin.
Goodmans. 14'9, 61in. Elac 14,11. 6:in.
Plessey with 5.000 ohm trans., 14,11,
tin. Plessey 15,9. Sin. R.A. Heavy Duty
189. 101n. Rola 29/8. 101n. Plessey 18 /6.
loin. Rola with 5,000 ohm Trans.. 319.
M.E. SPEAKERS. All 2-3 ohms, eiin.
Rola field 700 ohms, 11/9. loin. R.A.
field 1,000 ohms, 23/9. Soin. R.A. Field
1,500 ohms, 23/9.
EX -GOVT.
TRANSMITTER
RECEIVERS. Type TR9D. Complete with
all valves. Only 47'6. plus 5,'- Carr.

Iuierieaied and Impregnated. l'rir iarirs 200-230-250

'l'OP SHROUDED DROP THROUGIL

:

180 v

R.S.C. MAINS TRAN SFOR IVI ERS

5:' -.

EX -GOVT. ITEMS. Pye coaxial plugs
and sockets. 76 doz. prs. Belling-Lee
moulded type 5 -pin and 7 -pin plugs and
sockets. I'll pr. Int. Octal Valve Screening Cans, .3 piece. 1 3 each. 11 9 doz.
Bak. Tubulars..02 mfd 5.000 v. 1r9. Meters
M C. 210., scale 0.5 amps, 12,6.
ELECI'ROLYTIC'S (Current production.
Not ex-Govt.)
Tubular Types
Can Ts Peg
8/F350v
8µF 450 v
19
2,3
950v
t/iF 500 v
1 "11
2 11
6pF500v
16µF 450 v
211
29
16µF 350 v
24µF 350 v
23
2 11
16µF 45G v
325F 350 v
2 "9
2/11
16,5F 500v
401iF
v
450
311
4 11
24 /iF 350 v
8ApF350v
3.6.
39
:32/F350v
8-8/iF 450 v
36
3-11
a2/F500v
8-16µF450v 46
59
8- 1614F500 v
16-16YF 450 v 4 11
4 11
25 /iF 25 v
16-32µF 350 v 5,3
1 3
50 /iF 12 v
32-321iF 350 v 4 11
1r3
50µF 50 v
32-32/iF 450 v 5,11
2,3

enquiries.

EX -GOVT. ITEMS (EX EQ1'
Valves
EP_34 (6H6), 1/6
SP61, 2/3
EF50, 4,9. Mains Trans. 230 v Input, Outputs 350 -0 -350 v 160 mA. 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 38. 27/6.
Motor Generators, 6 v Input, Output

v 50

(FULLY
(: UARANTEED)

c/s Screened.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v 50 c's primaries

:

6.3 v

2a.7/6: 0-4-8.3v2a,7'9: 12v1a.,7/11

:

6.3 v 3 a, 9/11 : 6.3 v 6 a. 17/6 : 0-2-4-5-6.3
v 4 a, 18/9 : 12 v 3 a or 24 v 1.5 a. 17'8.

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
All with 210-M0 -250 v 50 c /s. Primaries
0 -9 -15 v 1.5 a, 149
0 -9-15 v 3 a, 18.'9
0 -9 -15 v 6

a, 22.9

:

:

0- 4- 9 -15-24 v 3

SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 mA 8 -10 H 200 ohms, Potted
250 mA 3-5 H 100 ohms ...
...
200mA3H80 ohms
...
150 mA 7 -10 H 100 ohms
...

... 16/9

... 10'11
...

5/9

ohms ...
...
80mA10H350 ohms ...
...
60mA1OH400 ohms ...
...
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS
2,500 v 5 mA, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a. 2-0-2v 1.1 a.
for VCR97, VCR517, etc. ...
...35:OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Midget Battery Pentode 66 :1 for
3/9
Small Pentode, 5.000Sá to 352
...
Small Pentode, 8,0000 to 313
3/9
Standard Pentode, 5.0001) to 3D ... 4,9
Standard Pentode, 8,00052 to 311
4.9
Multi -ratio 40 mA, 30 1, 45 :1
60 I, 90 I. Class B Push -Pull ... 5'6
Push -Pull 10 -12 Watts 6V6 to 3D or
Push -Pull 10-12 Watts to match 6V6
toi-5- 8or1511... ... ... ...169
Push -Pull 15 -18 Watts to match
6L6, etc., to 3 5) or 15 f2 Speaker ... 22 9
Push -Pull 20 Watts, sectionally
wound, 6L6, KT66, etc.. to 3, or 1553 47 9
Williamson type exact to Author's
100 mA 10 H 175

:

:

:

:

a, 22'9.

PRACTICAL
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Best Buy at

Britain's

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER Admiralty
Receiver A.2074 contains 200'230'250 volt
50 cycle mains transformer giving 315 -0-315
v. 70 mA., 6.3 v. 2 A., and 5 v. 2 A. (These
are Admiralty ratings and can be safely
exceeded), paper smoothing condensers
and 10 Hy. choke. Receiver section has
two .0003 mF. variables. 34 Resistors. 34
Condensers and a huge quantity of other
useful components including output transformer and 6 :1 trans. All contained in
grey metal case size Ilin. x 6in. x 18ín. and
in mint condition. The Bargain of the Year
at 27 6. plus 5 - carriage.
111355 RE(EIi'I(It complete with all
valves, slightly used but in very good
condition. Only 291. plus 5 - carr. Also
offered complete with 1IF24 unit tuned to
required channel for 62-6 plus 716 carr.
These two items make the basis of a T.V.
receiver. Send for the book -" Inexpensive
T.V.." price 20 post paid for details.
STANDARD I'R ANSFOR IIEI8S. Two
types, both standard primaries. universal
mounting. (l) 250-0-250 v. 80 mA., 0 -4 -0 v.
2 A.. 0 -4-6.3 v. 4 A.
12) 250 -0 -250 v. 80 mA..
0 -4-5 v. 2 A., 0-4-5.3 v. 4 A.
Both new and
hosed, fully guaranteed. Price 18- post
paid.
30 50I.1' TRANSFORMER. standard
primary, secondary 30 v. 2 A., tapped to give
3 v.. 5 v., 6 v., 6 v., 0 v.. 10 v.. 12 v., 15 v..
18 v., 20 v.. 24 v. Has countless uses. New
and boxed. 17'6.
METAL RECTIFIER. 12 v. 2 A.. Full wave
bridge for use with above transformer.
Price 12/8.
R1155 RECEIVER. Brand new at £11.19.6.
plus 108 carr. Soiled at £7.19.6. plus 108
carr. All air tested prior to despatch.
Send 113 for circuit and details. Mains
power packs available for £4.10.0. plus 36
<arr. Guaranteed six months.

Cb\

-

CHARLES BRITAIN
(RADIO) LTD.
II, Upper Saint Martin's

TEM 0545
Lane, London, W.C.2.
Shop hours, 9 -6 p.m. (9 -1 Dorn. Thursday)
ALL
DAY
SATURDAYOPEN

September, 1953

WIRELESS

LEWIS

COMPONENTS
New and Guaranteed

COMPANY

RADIO

COIL PACK, with diagram,

6 short wave:.
medium and long, completely wired. 20,'-.
AMPLIFIER, in handsome cabinet with
space for 61in. speaker, 3 valve, 3 w.,
high gain, with o.p. trans, wired ready
for use. Size 15in, x 7in. x lin. Carriage
5/- extra. £4/1216.
SPEAKER, 61in. P.M. 2 -3 ohm for above,

for

Cabinets

-*-

I

for our catalogue of R /G, T /V, Table,
Speaker and Corner Cabinets:
Send

16/6.

* Cilüiüoiieiits
for our FREE 40 pp.
T/V and Radio components.
Send

*

3

N.S.F., 4-position, wired
with 8 components, and 2 pole main;
switch, with diagram, 416.
WIRED MAT, 20 res., 10 coeds., 2
r.,etiriers, 41-,
SILVERED MICA (pfs.), 1,500 and 5.000.

catalogue of

Cbiissis
Leaflet available on our 5V
Radiogram Chassis.

TONE Control

*

Ir-

SO,

W'B Superher

;

103,

MICA Dubilier, .1 mf. 1,500 v. d.c.w.,
3 -GANG CONDENSER, .0005 mf.,

3 /S.
3 /S.
base, 2 x 30 pf., 86. ;

TRIMMERS, ceramic

:Aiiipiiifiers

30 pf. and 50 pf., 6d.

VIBRATORS, Plessey, 12 v., 4 -pin, 6/6.
VIBRATOR transformer, 6 v., 10/6.
KNOBS, plain black, fin )in. spindle, 61.
ALUMINIUM GRILLE, Iiin. x Sin., I! -.

for details of our domestic type
Amplifiers. 5 and 4:1 watt.
Send

Tape

820, 680, 350, 250, 125, 4d.
47, 30, 25, 20, 18, 5, 3d.
;

I

I

W., std. values, 3!,d.
RESISTORS,
different, - 5 / -.
CONDENSERS, 25 from 5 pf. to m'.. 5 / -.
ELECTROLYTIC, Dubilier, 40 -43-30 mf
Full details of our new tape recorders 275v. can type. 2/ -.
available. Also heads, tape and mikes.

Recorders

120, GREEN

LANES,-

PALMERS GREEN, LONDON, N.13

®BOVVes

Park f05-1

!

25 atl

I

REBUS ELECTRIC LTD.,
GLADSTONE PLACE,
NEWTON ABBOT, DEVON

NIMION

Tel.

:

1824.

THE NEW ` BURGOYNE' AMPLIFIER &
TONE CONTROL UNIT
MODEL A.7/8
In response to widespread demand we have decided

to introduce

an entirely new Amplifier equipment, capable of high standard
of performance. at £919'6 complete. This low price is made
Possible by the increased production now available from our
factory.
The Amplifier is built as two units
1. THE TONE: ('ONTROI. AND PREAMPLIFIER section
consists of a pentode and triode valve and 1=_ capable of fully
loading the main Amplifier when used with the current high
fidelity. low output type of pick -up. A wide range of bass and
treble control Is available approximately 20 DB cut and lift
at each end of the scale. A three -position input switch is
Incorporated :- RADIO -76-33,45. Each position brings into
sue the correct compensation for the Particular input. with
.special attention to the rising frequency characteristic of
LP records.
'i. THE MAIN AMPLIFIER con. i s t e of a 6J7 pentode feeding
6176 output valve. In view of the large signal obtained from
the preamplifier considerable overall negative feed-hack is
.sermissible and the quality achieved sets an entirely new
standard for inexpensive equipment. The division of this 5valve Amplifier into two units permits the small and comparatively light preamplifier unit to be mounted in an easily
accessible position, i.e., on the top of the cabinet, and an
engraved indicator panel is Included in order that a smart
appearance may be achieved. The main Amplifier. which
'nrludes power pack. may then stand in the bottom of the
abinet. thus simplifying any installation problems to a
,onsiderable degree.
The complete equipment may be heard at our showroom and we
feel
quite confident that you will be amazed at the fidelity and
..
punch " of such a modestly -priced outfit.
22'19'6
Ce 1e C OR HIRE PURC
TERMS
of 1Deposit,
12
CHASE
Carriage Paid.
leading
Governwere
DID 501 KNOW ... T At one time :we
ment Surplus Stockists -a fact which will be to your advantage
if you call at our Showrooms. We have left miscellaneous
quantities of surplus electronic equipment, in a very great
variety and this will be offered at unheard of and unrepeatable
Bargain Prices for a limited period. Do not fail to pay us a
visit. A showroom is being allotted to the display of this
material which can he inspected at your leisure.
MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.,
33, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.I.
Telephone : MUSetum 6667
.

:

;

The demand of Industry for Our trained
students is still greater than we can supply
and is liken' to remain so for nfaul' rear.
We offer

FULL TIME DAY COURSE
year course in Principles and Practice of
Radio and Television.
Next course commences 24th August, 1953.
I

'

BROCHURES giving
details of the above, of our 3 -year course,
and of others.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES -the only college which
is pal't of a great industry.
Write

for

FREE

E.M.I. INSTITUTES (Dept.32A)
10, PEMBRIDGE SQUARE

LONDON, W.2.
Tel.: BAYswater 5131/2.
1A.m

Associated with

MARCONIPHONE
COLUMBIA
ETC.

MOS

--
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Coronation Broadcasts
THE month has very largely been taken up with

number of Coronation outside broadcasts,
and the amenities of the ordinary programmes
have consequently suffered. These broadcasts must
have presented some selection difficulties -at least
we hope so -and one wonders whether,the Coronation
itself apart, most of them were worth the large
amount of time they occupied, or whether they
offered superior entertainment to the items they
replaced.
They inevitably suffered from a considerable
similarity. Troop movements, cheering crowds,
formal speeches, toastmasters' " Your Graces, My
Lords, Ladies and Gentlemen," commentat.;rs'
observations, " Battalion, or -der heips " ; everything
was governed by the occasions and the occasions
a

were all very much alike.

Test Matches
Test matches against Australia, too, are not often
w ith us, and the commentaries on these were curtailed
from time to time, usually, however, by irritating
half hours of light music and stuff we are given every'
day all the year round. Regarding a note in the
Radio Times, to the effect that " durin the hours of
play (my italics, latest scores will be given between
programmes," I would like to mention that this was
often honoured in the breach rather than the
observance.

Talks

Esmé Percy gave an unqualifiedly delightful talk
of reminiscences of Sarah Bernhardt. They were
very juvenile and wholly adulatory, but wonderfully
evocative and picturesque. And who are we, anyway,
to say if they were in any way exaggerated or too
heavily underlined ? Bernhardt belonged to an age
when great people were not only very plentiful, but
when the art of wearing " the grand manner " was
far more widely known, and understood.
The current series of " In All Directions," by

By MAURICE

REEVE

No longer " the old hundredth," nor, indeed, " the
old five hundredth " any more ; we wish him well till
he can be acclaimed " the old thousandth." Good
old Henry !
" Curtain Up " is now engaged in a series of
request repeats, of which I have heard " An Inspector
Calls," by Priestley, and " Libel," by Edward Wooll.
Each of them seemed very familiar after they had.
run for only a few minutes. The latter seemed less
convincing on a second hearing, but the former more
so. Priestley's story, like all good stories, sets before
us certain human types with absolute fidelity, and in
this particular example a powerful story concludes
with a dramatic coup de thérime. After listening to
the Inspector unravelling the story of a particularly
'shoddy, self-made man, brilliantly played by Frank
Pettingell, and his disreputable son and self -satisfied
wife, the seduction and callous dismissal of an
unfortunate girl and her subsequent suicide, with
other Priestleyan ingredients, the gentleman departs.
Then, after much discussion and recrimination, it
suddenly dawns on them that he might have been,
and finally was, a fake ; that they have aired all the
family's dirty washing in public for nothing, and that
all is well with the world. Mr. Birting's knighthood
is secure, after all. But just as they are wishing each
other goodnight and pleasant dreams, the 'phone goes.
A girl has committed suicide ; an inspector is on his
way up to the house ! Finis. A fine piece of theatre
and entertainment.

Plays
" Libel," on the other hand, is a very artificially
contrived piece of patchwork designed chiefly to
explain certain points relating to the law of libel. So
far so good. But the improbabilities of the story, and
Peter Ustinov and Peter Jones, subtitled " Some the complete hoodwinking of a cute and alive newsdiversions in search of An Outlet for Self- expression," paper by a transparent blackmailer, with more than
is an entertainment of varying quality, which seems one " term " to his discredit, seemed so unlikely that
likely to arouse admiration and hostility in equal the credit balance was largely discounted.
parts. It seems to me to be getting too imitative, a
The Reaping
theme, as ye sow, so shall ye
form of art of which, I venture to suggest, we already reap -was quite a good story by Joan Brampton, and
have far too much. The number to which I recently well put over by Monica Gray, Ursula Hurst, Nan
listened had, for its main dish, a fair -sized copy of Marriott -Watson, Richard George and some others.
a boxing contest by Raymond Glendenning, with
The " Take It From Here " show from H.M.S.
in- between -rounds summaries by Barrington Dalby. IndeJargable at the Naval Review was enormously
If we must have more of this sort of thing, others can funny. Very nearly as good as " Itma's " from Scapa
do it much better.
Flow during the war.
Why must we have -the hideous and appalling
" Guest Night "
moans, squeaks, dirges and rusty five -barred gates
Henry Hall's five hundredth " Guest Night " was called music butting into some of the plays and
an event. That seemingly shy, reticent, bashful and documentary programmes ? Most of them are really
stumbling, but very artful and experienced, voice and truly dreadful. " Noises by so-and -so " would be
grows in popularity with the passage of the years. a more correct Radio Times entry.
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List of Exhibitors in
Alphabetical Order, with
Stand Numbers

to
the Exhibitors

Guide

Stand
No.

Address

Name

Castle Wks., Stalybridge,
Cheshire
Caledonia Rd., Batley,

79

Brig-

5

Marble
Arch, WA
Argosy R a d o - Argosy Wks., Hertford
Rd., Barking, Essex
v s i o n , Ltd.
Gordon Square,
o f 41,
Association
London, W.C.I
Battery
Radio
Mnfrs.
Automatic C o l Winder House, Douglas
St., S.W.I
Winder & Elec.
Equip. Co., Ltd.

53

Lancelot Rd., Wembley,
Middx.
52, Tabernacle St.,
London, E.C.2
Cambridge Arterial Rd.,
Enfield, Middx.
Electronics D i v i s i o n,
Deansbrook Rd., Edgware, Middx.
Bowmaker House, Lansdowne, Bournemouth
Buildings, Gt.
Browns
Eastern St., London,

59

Aerialite Ltd.
Allen Radio, Ltd.,
Richard
Ambassador Radio
(R. N. Fritton,
Ltd.)
Antiference, Ltd....

Wks.,
Princess
house, Yorks
67, Bryanston St.,

i

i

Television,

Ltd.
Balcombe,

A.

Ltd.,

J.

Belling & Lee, Ltd.
Boosey & Hawkes,

Ltd.
Bowmaker, Ltd....
Brown Bros.. Ltd.

3

99

15

Suomi

Name
Dynatron Radio,
Ltd.

Radio
Corp., Ltd.
...
Ferranti, Ltd.

101

102

209

210
70

97

New-

71

Southend-

100

Ripple Wks., Bye -Pass Rd.,
Barking, Essex
Publicity Dept., 99, Leman
St., London, E.1

35

Gt. Cambridge Rd.,
Enfield, Middx.
Cossor House, Highbury
Grove, N.5

234

1/3, Brixton Rd., London,
S. W.9
Ltd.
Domain Products, Domain Wks., Barnaby
St., N.W.I
Ltd.
Dubilier Condenser Ducon Wks., Victoria
Rd., North Acton, W.3
Co. (1925), Ltd.

48

Champion

Cotlaro, Ltd.

Wks.,

haven, Sussex

Ekco

Wks.,

on -Sea, Essex

...

Co- operative

Wholesale

6

Ltd.

Cossor, Ltd., A. C.

Decca Record Co.,

700,

St., London,

90

57

W.C.I

Hollinood,

49

Lanes

103

Bendon Valley, Garratt
Lane,
Wandsworth,
S.W.18

88

New
Oxford
Imhof, Ltd., Alfred 112/116,
St., W.C.I
Invicta Radio, Ltd. Parkhurst Rd., Holloway,

211

General Elec. Co.,

Ltd.
Goodmans Industries, Ltd.
Gramophone Co.,
Ltd.

Hunt (Capacitors),
Ltd., A. H.

89
37
92

47

N.7
J.

B.
Mfg. Co.
(Cabinets), Ltd.

Kolster - Brandes,
Ltd.

86, Palmerston Rd.,

Wal-

'

27

thamstow, E.17
Footscray, Sidcup, Kent

32

McMichael Radio, 190, Strand, London,
Ltd.
W.C.2
Marconiphone Co., Hayes, Middx.
Ltd.
Masteradio, Ltd. 10/20, Fitzroy Place,N.W.I
Mullard, Ltd. ... Century Hse., Shaftesbury
Ave., W.C.2
Multicore Solders, Mayland,s Ave., Hemel
Ltd.
Hempstead, Herts
Murphy Radio, Ltd. Welwyn Garden City, Herts

34

.

Society, Ltd.

Cosmocord,

105, Judd

Newcastle St., Swindon.
Wilts.
Magnet House, Kingsway,
W.C.2
Axiom Wks., Wembley,
M iddx.
Head Office, Hayes, Middx.

Garrard Eng. &
Mfg. Co., Ltd.

E.C.2

Elec.
Champion
Corp.
Cole, Ltd., E. K.

No.
Address
Perfecta Wks., Ray Lea 112
Rd., Maidenhead, Berks

20
Econasign Co., Ltd. 92. Victoria St., London,
S.W. I
51
Edison Swan Elec. 155, Charing Cross Rd.,
W.C.2
Co., Ltd.
222
Electronic Precision Elpreq House, High St.,
Wealdstone, Middx.
Equipment, Ltd.
Hayes, 93 &
Office,
E.M.I. Sales & Head
104
Ltd.
Middx.
Service,
52
English Elec. Co., Queens House, Kingsway,
W.C.2
Ltd.
30
Ever Ready Co. Hercules Place, Holloway,
N.7
(G.B.), Ltd.

Ferguson

I
Bulgin & Co., Ltd., Bye -Pass Rd., Barking,
Essex
A. F.
Rd., Chiswick, 74 &
Bush Radio. Ltd. Power

W.4

0 ED

85

Yorks

i

Baird

September, 1953

58

46
91
111

31

13

98

NEWNES, LTD., TOWER HOUSE, SOUTH CEO.
AMPTON ST., W.C.2
(Continued on page 554)
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EIECTAONIC PEIEEISION EllUIPMENT
42-46

WINDMILL RILL

RUISLIP

SEND NO MONEY

MIDDLESEX

152.3 FLEET ST.
LONDON E.G4.

Dear Practical Wireless Reader,
Just as, in the period around 20 years
ago, your father made " up to the minute "
5, 6 and 7 valve radio receivers, so, due to
the advancement of component technique,
with no more technical knowledge than
your father had, you can now make our 20valve Televisor.

We would like you to prove this statement for yourself, and, therefore, for this
month only, we offer our Superior 15in. data
on free approval. We want no money in the
first instance and give you 7 days during
which to decide.

Please use the coupon below.
Yours sincerely,
E.P.E., Limited.

á

o

THE ELPREQ CORONATION CONSOLE
A Combined Radio. Radiogram and 15in. Televisor valued at a shop price oí
£300 to L400, can be yours for about £75 if you adopt our plan.
w

OUR PLAN
You first build the Superior 15in. Televisor, which will give you T.V. (sound and
vision) right away. Next you should purchase
the Coronation Console cabinet, to hold and
protect the T.V. chassis. After this build the
radio chassis (the data for this is being pre-

PRICE

o
0

pared and should be ready by the Autumn).
Finally, if you want recordings, then under
the lid you can fit a tape recorder or an auto changer. The cabinet, auto- changer and the
tape deck would, of course, be supplied as
ready -made units.

SCHEDULE
Carriage
and

All components, including 15in. Cossor Tube,
20 valves for the Superior 15in. T.V. ...
All components for the radio chassis ...
Coronation Console Cabinet ...
...

L

s.

d,

packin3

and

...
...
...

0
0
8 10 0

L1

0

LI

35
18

0

0
5

0

0
0
0

H.P.

terms available,
if required. Send I /3rd
of the cash price, plus
carriage.
Balance,
(plus charges) can then
be spread over 12
months.

SEE US

AT THE

RADIO SHOW
SEPT. --12
1

STAND

222

552
VP133. 12SG7, KT66, 12'6. EF37A.
717A. VS70, VS110A, VU508. CV57. CV18,
8012, KTZ41, 6N7GT, VT501. 6V6C, 6V6GT.
6A'1ä. 6AM6 (EF91. Z77. 6F12), 8' -. EF92
(W77. 9136), 1T4, 1S5, 1S4. 105, 3A4, 3V4, 3S4.
6AG5, 7/6. 6BBG. 6B8MET, PEN46, 12SL7GT.
12J5GT. 12SH7GT. PEN25. 6AL5 (EB91, D77.
ODI). 86. VR66, VGT128. VR137. VR56.
1299A, 1A5GT, 516. 7193. VR54, VR92 (EA50),

-THE

postage 9d.

VALVRHOLDERS.Int. octal amphenol

Principles of Radar, by J. F. Reinties

f[oor 3 or. stripped. 1/6 for 3.
ESSO,
cerathic or micalex, 1'6 for 3. Mazda octal.
paxolin or amphenol. 1'6 for 3. BOA amphenol, with base screen, 218 for 3. British
4 -pin ceramic, 11- for 2.
UX 7 pin ceramic.
26 for 2. UX 5 pin (for 807, etc.). 16 for 2
British 5 pin high voltage type. 1'6 each.
F.A50, diode type, 4d. each. VCR97 base.
26 each. EF50 valve retainers, screwtype,
ll- complete.
TOGGLE SWITC11F_S. D.P.D.T., 218.
KODAK IIAZE SCREEN.-For aerial
observation during all degrees of sunshine.
Many other uses. Brand new at a fraction
of cost price, 318.
MOTORISTS, MOTOR CYCLISTS, ETC.
Brand new Lodge plugs, 14 m.m. Please
note these plugs require a slight adaption
which can be carried out in various ways in
a few minutes. 116 each.
S.M.
ADMIRALTY
DIALS. -White
ivorine dial, 100 -1 ratio. 3 :in. diameter.
A first grade precision job, 7 6.
THERMAL DELAY' SWIT('II. -5 volt,

2/8

and G. T. Coate.

by E. Molloy (ed.). 42

postage

NORTH ROAD, BRIGHTON.
Telephone : Brighton 25806.

-.

1

3d.

Radio Service Test Gear, by
Cazaly.

81-,

W. H.

postage 6d.

Testing Radio Sets, by J. H. Reyner.
226. Postage 9d.
Radio Upkeep and Repair:, by A. T.
Wilts. 126. postage 6d.

it('A Receiving Tube Manual.

8 -,

postage 9d.
P. H. Brans' Equivalent Radio Tubes
Vade -Mecum 1953. 21 -. postage l' -.
Radin Valve Data. compiled by
" Wireless World." 3 6. postage 3d.
We have the finest selection of British
and American radio publications in the
Country. Complete list on application.
19 -23, PRAED STREET
(Dept. W.8), LONDON, W.2

P M E N T
T H E
A M A T E U R

E Q U

As our many satisfied customers know.
we have, for years, made a special study
of the requirements of the radio enthusiast in building receivers and other
equipment under " Home Construc-

tion " conditions.
As a result, we have produced a series
of leaflets which. we are confident. will
enable anyone. with the minimum of
radio knowledge, to make receivers,
etc. Based on tried and tested circuits
and utilising trouble-free quality components, every design needs a minimum
of tools, and looks a fine professional
job when completed.
The Equipment Leaflets now available
(priced 1/8 each, 2 for 2.6, 3 for 36. etc.)
are as follows :HOW TO MAKE
EL,1- Signal Generator (13 preset frequencies).
EL2- Signal Tracer.
EL3 -5v. Superhets (2 models, A.C. and
A .C. D.C.
EL4 -6v. Superhets (2 models, A.C. and
A.C./D.C.).
ELI- Feeder Units (2 models with and
without R.F. stage).
EL6 -Small Amplifiers.
EL7- Push'Pull Quality Amplifier.
EL8- T.R.F. Receivers (2 models).
EL9- Economy Superhet (1, 2 or 3
W, bands. A.C. or A.C. /D.C.).
EL10 --Coil Packs (3 models, 2 WiBand
plus Gram. 3 W /Band. and 3 W/
Band with R.F. plus Gram).
Priced parts list with each leaflet.
All components for any design stocked.
.

s7.1mp
S.

Fiilelia ::

i

:i:

HAND
UNITS

i

4

.

.

BUILT

:

THE
FIDELIA

Electra

u.

for fully illustrated catalogue.

\COILS MAIL ORDER 0E111í 1:
;.seen way Avenue. London, I..1'7

STAN WILLETTS
43, SPON LANE, WEST BROMWICH,
STAFFS.

Te(.:

WES 2392.

U.H.F. Receivers, complete with
valves, 4 -EF39, 2 -SP61, P61. 6J5, VS76,
EB34, EK32, 5 MIA meter, 100 -124 Mc's, with
circuit. Brand New, 57/8, cars., 8/6,
VALVES. Brand New. guaranteed, 6VO.
510. 5Z4, 6F6. EF55, 35L6, 7/6 each. 803.
W77, N17. 3S4. 154, IRS, DH77, 1S5, 66 each.
W39, 818. 31)6, 2'6. 6K7, 5/6. EC52, 51 -.
VR92, 1/9. RK34, 1'9. ETZ41, 3/6. 954, 1 /6.
N18, 5'9.
X18, 519.
ARP12 (VP23). 316.
SP61. 316. 6K8 9,16. R10, 9/6. eAG7. 88.
12AX7, 6/9. ATP4, 316. Post extra. VCR97,
Brand New. in cases, 25 /-. Post, 46. Red
Sylvania. EF50. 618. Germanium Crystal
Diodes. G,E,(., Brand New. 2'-. 3 for 5' -,
post 3d. 1 M A Meter Rectifiers. New, 5'8.
Urgently Required, Valves, TV Pubes.
RI132
11

MAJOR 10
Hand built
high quality radiogram chassis at
economic price. 10 valve, model
illustrated. £82-8-4. De -luxe 9 valve
model £24-6 -6, 7 valve £21 -12.0.
5 valve £23 -18 -4.
Technical data sheets free.

O Ambaest

I

FOR

SI l'.

PADdin,7tLn 4105

5, Mayplace Road West, Bexleyheath, Kent

93,

postage

Radio and Television ReceiverTroubleshooting and Repair. by
Ghirardi and Johnson. 54'-. postage

(BEXLEYHEATH)

SALLIS,

-.

Television Fault Finding, compiled
by
" Radio
Constructor." 5 -,

MAINS DROPPER. -717 ohms, tapped at
100 ohms. .2 amp., vitreous. 2' -.
TAG STRIP.-Contains 5 useful resistors,
2 silver mica condensers. 50 PF., 2 valve
caps, brand new, 1/3 each, or special
quantity offer, 6 for 6' -.
REO FOR 1155 It ECI:I VER.-Complete,
less valve, 10/ -.

A. T.

1; -.

by F. J. Camm. 21 -. postage 9d.
Radio Engineers' Sers icing"Manual.

5'6.

BURGESS 3lI('RO SWITCHES. -Make
and break. 26 each. post. 6d.
VIBRATOR PACKS, -24 volt input, 110
volt D.C., about 40 mA. output. Complete
with 12 volt vibrator, stabiliser VS'IICA.
Complete in metal case. New and boxed.
126 each, post 2' -.
TELESCOPIC MASTS. -4 Section, each
3 ft. long, lin. -lin. diam. Two aerials fitted
in 3ft. canister. Price 76. Carriage 36.
.AMERICAN HEADPIIONES.-Llghtweight type headphones, complete with
matching transformer, plug and lead. 8;6
per pair, post. 1/3.
I.F.F. CHASSIS.-Less dynamotor, but
containing voltage regulators, split stator
condenser, 9 valveholders, large 1 ohm
vitreous resistor, coax connectors, and
dozens of small resistances and condensers,
all contained on two chassis bolted together.
Price 8/6, post. 26.
Large new List No. 10 now available.
Price 6d. inland, 2/- overseas air -snail.

556. Postage

Practical Wireless Encyclopaedia.

-

B. SERVICE

CO.=

MODERN BOOK

Basic Electronic Test Instruments,
by R. P. Turner. 32 -. postage 1 -.
The Radio Amateur's llaudbook
1953. bythe A.R.R.L. 30 -, postage 1, -.
Radio Designer's Handbook. by
Langford -Smith. 42 -, postage 1, -.
The A.R.R.f.. Antenna (cook. 106,

216.

J.
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VALVES.-6J6. 6SN7, 69W6. OBA6, 6ßE6,
6A6 6SL7GT, 6K8G, 6KOGT, 12BA6, 12BE6,
003- VR105. EF39. 5Y3GT. 6X50, 9'6. PEN383.

Acoustic
Developments,
2,
Road, Telseombe Cliffs. Susses.

+:::+:::::::::::'::.O

Receivers, Test Meters.

Amateur Radio Enihu.i:isis
THE INCOMPARABLE

Television, Radio,
Record CABINETS
MADE TO ORDER
ANY SIZE OR FINISH
CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS
FOR QUOTATION

KOSKIE

B.

(DEPT. C.)

Leather Lane,
Holborn, E.C.1

72 -76

Phone

:

CH.4ncery 6791/2

GLOBE -KING

SINGLE VALVE S.V.'. l : l
R,''.
WORLD -WIDE
CRYSTAI- 1.. -.
METRES
LIJ..,
FREE RECEPTION
I

TUNING
- SPREAD
TREMELY LOW RUNNIN'
Catalogue Free. Stamp Jos
.IOIINSONS (RADIO
46, FRIAR STREET, WOlet

BAND

AN

I

I

le

-

I

1

kAI,
EX);TS
...

l.zlt. It

R E P
HIGH GAIN DUAL
RANGE COIL WITH
REACTION.
Complete with 2 Battery
and 2 Mains Circuits.
PRICE 4/- Post 3d.

(Trade Supplied.,

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL
PRODUCTS LTD.
33, Much Park Street. Coventry.

HI1V

SHORT WAVE

EQUIPMENT

Noted for over 18 years for ..
S.W. Receivers and Kits of Quality

Improved designs with Denco coils :
tine-Valve Kit, Model "C" trice. 25'"I4"
.,
50 /1'svo
"
'

All

kits egp,plete with all components,

s,

and full instructions.
acc_.ssori
Before ordering call and inspect a
demonstration receiver, or send
stamped, addressed envelope for

descriptive catalogue.
"H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. Tll). 11, Old Rond Street,
London, W.1.
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. Ml
letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily foe publication).

out in the same way as he suggests for the grid lead
and taken to H.T.+ on the exposed contacts at the
base of the tuning eye. This applies to the R.F.
stage. I have not experimented with the l.F. stages.
By this method 1 have avoided the fearsome task of
tuner checked on an E.M.I. bridge, and I found it interfering with the contents of the coil box and get
was only 200 pF maximum. Well, there was the results as he describes.
trouble. The coil -pack is made to tune with a 437 pF
It seems to me that if, as he suggests., the 27 K Q
variable 4 gang.
and pin four of the valve resistor between H.T.
On obtaining the correct tuning condenser every- holder were shorted out, the full H.T. would exist
thing was O.K. I also found
across the 22 KO resistor,
that by changing the EF39's
which in my set connects
-Whilst
we are atwgvs pleased to assist readers with
in the two R.F. stages for
this pin to chassis, and
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
6BA6's the signal to noise
would soon burn it out. It
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
We
cannot
supply
alternative
details
surplus
equipment.
ratio was greatly improved.
runs warm as designed with
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
no alterations. Incidentally,
Can anyone give the
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES i
there is little alteration
procedure for aligning the
OVER THE TELEPHONE. If a postal reply is required
must
stamped
and
addressed
envelope
be
enclosed
with
a
in H.T. current which is
crystal filter properly ?
the coupon from page iii of cover.
I have a signal generator
about 75 mA in my
available.
case, Type I155A- 54593.
I find the coil -pack gives excellent results on the
Another suggestion which gives me very good
results is to substitute VR53 for the R.F. valve and
21 and 30 Mc/s amateur bands.
Will anyone who can help please contact me at the second I.F. valve. For reasons of stability I
the address herewith. -W. S. HARDY (105, Humber leave the original KTW62 in the first I.F. stage.
JOHN HOLLAND (Manchester).
Avenue, Coventry).
CR 100 Tuning

SIR, -There must

be many readers, like myself,
who have bought the CR100 or B28 coil -pack,
I.F's, 4 gang, etc., as advertised. Finding I could not
tune over the ranges specified, I had the 4 -gang

-

The Amateur Licence
novices who would very
an amateur transmitter,
I heartily agree with the remarks made by Mr.
Hector Coles and Mr. C. Roberts on the subject of
" Amateur Radio and the Novice."
It is my opinion that the time is long past whereby
the amateur transmitter is licensed on the pretext of
conducting experiment and research. Such work
should be left to the bodies of highly -skilled technicians which are formed for that sole purpose, and I
maintain that amateur transmitting should be
regarded as a very pleasurable hobby.
I would advocate the abolition of morse test and a
simplified theoretical examination ; let the novice
use a limited power and compulsory crystal control
for the first year (with severe penalty for anyone
breaking these two rules).
I am sure that many will agree when I say that the
novice will soon find out that to communicate any
considerable distance he will have to learn morse and
learn it well, or other hams will report signals

-Being one of many
SIR,much
like to become

unreadable. -A.

MACRO

(Cardiff).

Noise and the R1155
to Mr. C. B. Cruickshank's article
the July issue of PRACTICAL

-Ipage
refer
SIR,on
384 of
WIRELESS.

I have made the adaptor as he describes, with the
exception that the lead to the screen has been taken

-I

Circuit versus Wiring Plan

just read your " On Your WaveSIR,length have
" page in the August issue and note the

plea of Mr. J. H. White; of Swinton, for component
layout drawings in your magazine instead of the
usual circuit diagram, and your invitation for
comments regarding same.
It is only comparatively recently that 1 took un
radio as a hobby and straight away let me say that
I certainly prefer the circuit diagram and I cannot
recall that it has ever presented any complication
to me even from the very beginning. Componen.
layout drawings are, in my opinion, more difficult
to follow.
Regarding the beginners' trial and tribulations in
finding information, I think things are a little sparse
for the beginner in any radio journal and 1 find
myself hoping each month the answer might arrive
must say, from your journal 1
in the next, issue.
have gleaned most valuable information,. Particularly
good are the articles which have appeared " Designing
lot more
the ' so- and -so ' Stage," by J. S. Kendall
articles of that nature would be particularly useful
to the multitude like myself.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS is a very good magazine, and
I look forward to it each month. Circuit diagrams, test
gear and more articles by J. S. Kendall and I'm sure
all beginners will be delighted. -GEOFFREY A.
DUNEORD (Yorks).
1

-a

Amplifier A.1135A

SIR,-Over

the last two years articles have appeared
in PRACTICAL WIRELESS relating to conversions

of the ex-Service amplifier A.I135A.
Is it possible for any reader to show the normal
circuit of this amplifier before stripping down, with
the connections for the Jones plug?
Also, can anyone state the purpose for which the

amplifier was used by the Services and whether it
could be satisfactorily used without making any
civilian alterations whatever?
I

daresay among regular readers are technicians

whose Service duties brought them closely into touch
with this small three-valve amplifier ; if so, perhaps
they would kindly help. -W. R. CLEMENTS (Rich-

mond).

Quality Amplifier
I have just completed the construction
of the De Luxe Direct -coupled Amplifier,
designed by Bonavia Hunt, I should like to
reassure Mr. E. Wells, of York, that he will have
no trouble whatever in getting this superlative

amplifier in order.
I am only an amateur, but

I

have built many
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Standard

Vicarage

Portogram Radio
Elec. Industries,

Priel

London, N.7
Addlestone Rd.,

Ltd.

Essex

Century Hse., Shaftesbury
Ave., W.C.2
31/37, Park Royal Rd.,

33

Ilford,

113

Rule

36

N.W.I0

Lane,

56

Essex

Wks.,
St., S.W.8

St.

Ltd.

WIRELESS "
PRACTICAL TELEVISION

" PRACTICAL

"

Radio Wks., Cambridge

Radio Gramophone Eastern Avenue West,
Romford,
Mawneys,
Dev. Co., Ltd.

87

76
94

Essex

West,
Regentone Radio & Eastern Avenue
Romford,
Mawneys,
Television, Ltd.

60

Essex

Reproducers (Elec- 82, Great Portland St.,
W.1
tronic), Ltd.
Roberts' Radio Co., Creek Rd., East Molesey,
Surrey
Ltd.
Rola Celcstion, Ltd. Ferry Wks., Summer Rd.,
Thames Ditton
Rudman, Darling- Wednesfield, Staffs
ton (Electronics),
Ltd.
Service, Ltd.

-

Weybridge, Surrey
Romford Rd., Chigwell,

Plessey Co., Ltd.

'Simon Sound

communications receiver (superhet) which would
compare with a modern .commercial type receiver.
I feel that there are numerous amateurs and shortwave listeners who cannot afford to purchase a
good communications receiver but would purchase a
kit of parts. What about it, manufacturers?
PUZZLED (Braintree).

108

Holloway

400,

...

an amateur with a transmitting licence
since 1933, I am at a loss to understand why no
manufacturer has produced a kit of parts for a

Rd.,

Slanci
No.

Address

Name

Pamphonic Sales,
Ltd.
Peto Scott Electrical
Instruments. Ltd.
Philco (Overseas),
Ltd.
Philips Electrical,
Ltd.
Pilot Radio, Ltd.

Pye, Ltd. ..

Receiver Kits

SIR, -As

Stand
No.
Address
Name
55
Park, Slough,
Sobel) Industries, Langley
Bucks
Ltd.
House, 81
T e I e-_ Connaught
Standard
Aldwych, W.C.2
phones & Cables,

(Continued from page 550)

"

amplifiers and heard many more in my search for
true fidelity and musical reproduction, and I can
truthfully say that never have I had less trouble in
getting an amplifier in order.
That the amplifier is expensive I must admit, and
I have spared no expense in obtaining the best possible
components, but the results fully justify the cost.
I cannot give Mr. G. A. Knight the technical proof
he asks for ; I can only suggest he builds the amplifier
himself and judges by results.
If he has heard better top -line quality or more
satisfying bass reproduction I shall be very surprised.
-T. H. ALLCOCK (Nottingham).

_

SIR, -As

&
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48, George St.,

Square, W.1

Portman

Te

I

e-

Ltd. (BRIMAR)

Stella Radio &
Television Co.,

72

Electrical 419, Montrose
Ave.,
Slough, Bucks
Instruments, Ltd.
Con- Wales Farm Rd., North
Telegraph
Acton, W.3
denser Co., Ltd.
Telequipment, Ltd. 1319A, High Rd., Whetstone, N.20
Telerection, Ltd.... Antenna Wks., St. Pauls,
Cheltenham, Glos
Television Society 164, Shaftesbury Ave.,
W.C.2
Trix Electrical Co., 1/5, Maple Place, Tottenham Ct. Rd., W.1
Ltd.
... Exhibition
Grounds,
Truvox Ltd.
Wembley, Middx.

105

House,
Oxford
Oxford St., W.1

Ltd.
Taylor

Ultra Electric, Ltd.

Western Ave., Acton, W.3

Valradio, Ltd.

...

New Chapel Rd.,
ham, Middx.

Vidor, Ltd.

...

West St., Erith, Kent

Westinghouse

8

Brake & Signal
Co., Ltd.

208

Whiteley Electrical
Radio Co., Ltd.
Wolsey Television,
Ltd.
Wright & Weaire,
Ltd.

95

9

9/15,

233
11

Footscray, Sidcup, Kent

phones & Cables,

82,

Felt-

York Way, King's Cross,

107
28
7

220
16

105
73

207
75

54

N.1
109, Kingsway, W.C.2

109

75, Gresham Rd., Brixton, 61
S.W.9
138, Sloane St , London, 110
S.W.1

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS
TRANSMITTER- RECEIVERS (Walkie- Talkie). Type

38, Mark
Complete with 5 valves, microphone, headphones and aerial.
Less batteries. Guaranteed fully and ready for use. E4 /I5/ -, post
paid. Extra junction boxes for above, 2/6.
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVERS No. 18, Mark III. Complete
with all valves but less batteries and attachments. Guaranteed
ready for use. E711716, carriage paid. No. 18, Mark Ill. BRAND
NEW, complete in original packing cases with ALL attachments
and full set of spares, including duplicate set of valves (less bat11.

ter

es), EIS.

TELESONIC

4 -valve battery portable. Complete with 4 Hivac
valves. Contained in metal carrying case. Easily convertible to
personal portable. Brand new. E2, including conversion sheet
and post.
RECEIVERS RI09. complete with 8 valves. Vibrator pack for
1.8 to
6 volts. Contained in metal case with built -in speaker.
8.5 megs. Guaranteed. E7, carriage paid.
MINISCOPES, G.E.C. M86IB. Brand new, complete in carrying
case with plugs, E12 /I0 /-.
RESISTANCES. 100 assorted useful values, wire -end, 12/6.
CONDENSERS. 100 assorted mica and tubular, IS' -.
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS, adjustable tin. to 31in. For use on
wood, metal, plastic, etc., 519.
THROAT MICROPHONES. Brand new magnetic, with long
lead and plug, 4/6: American type, 4/6.
PLASTIC MAP CASES, 14 by 10}in., 5/6.
STAR IDENTIFIERS, Type I. A-N. Covers both hemispheres,
complete in case, 5/6.
WESTECTORS W x 6 and WI 12, 1/- each.
MARCONI AERIAL FILTER UNITS (P.O. spec.), 4/6.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. 2 impulses per sec.. Complete in sound -proof case. Therm control, 11/6.
REMOTE CONTACTOR for use with above, 7/6.

SPECIAL OFFER TO EXPERIMENTERS.
TWELVE meters and aircraft instruments. Only needs adjustments or cases broken. Twelve instruments (including 3 brand
new aircraft instruments), 35/.
Full list of Rodio Books 2)d.
OF FURTHER
LINES FOR

HUNDREDS

CALLERS.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.,
II, LITTLE

NEWPORT

THE " CUB " A.C. D.C.

A powerful Mild wave
2- valuer + rect.
design giving most pleasing speaker reproduction.
THE " ENSIGN." As above, but for A.C. mains only.
THE" ENTERPRISE," A.C. T.R.F. model. 3 valves + rect. M L
waves. P.U. sockets. Economy version. Power and quality.
THE " CHALLENGER." A.C. /D.C. Portable. 3 valves + rect.
T.R.F. circuit. Self-contained aerial, etc. MIL waves.
THE " CONQUEST " A.C.rD.C. Superhet. A really fine all -wave
model ideal for Radiogram. Widely used and praised.

Data Sheets for the above, 3/21 each, post free.

THE " CRITERION " A.C. Radiogram. 9 valves. Super quality.
Data Sheet for this model, 7/6 plus 3d. postage.

AMPLIFIERS. -Wide range of first -class designs to please all.
Send 21d. ,tamp for detailed list. Components and drilled
chassis supplied.

ORMOND SPARKS (P),

MAKE
BY USING

SIB

,ANaG

A PLEASURE
" TYANA"
SOLDERING

''-'
Reg. Design No. 867804
The Perfect Small Soldering Instrument
Adjustable Bit.
Easy to Handle.
Weight approx.
4 ozs. Overall length
of the Iron and diameter of the
Heating Time 3 min.
bit A..
40 Watt economy

0

II'

Consumption.
Standard Voltage Ranges (other Ratings
Available on Request).
Long Life and Efficiency.
Replacement Elements and Bits always available.
Just the Convenient Iron Required for Intricate and
Fine Soldering.
Maintenance Service for Industrial users.

British made by

:- KENROY

l'll.l.t'

All chassis 111:n.
81in.

x 7ín.

x

613E6,

6BA6,
6ßW6,

high. Latest
type valves
6AT6,

Flywheel
tuning. Negative
feedback
over
6X4.

entire audio
section. Engraved knobs.
For A.C. Mains

Model B3.-Lorcv. Medium, Short

Valves
It3 Plus Push ruft Stage
6 Valves
II3 Double Feature PíPUII & R.F.
Stage 7 Valves
5

Model 138.-Six Wavebands
(Med. Long, 4 Short) (Bandspread)
86 Plus Push Pull Stage
6

Valves

BB

IDtobM Feature P -Pull and

LIMITED,

152/297, Upper Street, Islington, London, N.1.
Telephone : Cononbury 4905.-4663

£12/12/0
Li 5/15/0
£18/18/0
£15/15/0
£18/18/0
23/ 2/0

7 Valves
ALL PRICES TAX PAID
Escutcheon for 91n. x 5in. dial, lit extra. Matching speakers P.M.
type 3 ohms. Bin. or 10in. available. Chassis sent under money
hack guarani ee conditions against remittance. Free particulars
from the manular turc]~.

R.F. Stage

THE DULCI CO. LTD.,

VILLIERS RD., LONDON N.W.2.

Telephone

COVENTRY

:

Willesden 7778

RADIO

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE

1925

189, DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON
Phone: LUTON 2677
We have reprinted our popular 5 Valve Super het Circuit 'No. I.
Also our 4 Watt Amplifier Circuit No. 2.
Price : 1/- ea. Plus
Postage 2d.

Our New Comprehensive

50 -page Catalogue,

Price 6d.

!

IRON

16/9

CHASSIS

RADIO /RADIOGRAM

Built to Highest Technical Standards
Gt- .tlt.t \TEEI)

r 'Iwltsrr

SOLDERING
THE

DULCI

99

DATA SHEETS
SPARKS'
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed and Test/ed Radio Designs.

L

DIRECT FROM THE
MANUFACTURER

LONDON, W.C.2.

STREET,

GERrard 6653.

'
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Walton's Wireless
MOTOR GENERATORS,

200 watts, E7.10.0 each.

110

Carr.

5

volt D.0

Stores
in 230v. A.C. out,

-.

13ft. WOODEN MASTS. 7,6d. each. Carr. 2/6d. In
lots of 4, 24,/, Carr. 3/ -.
Our special offer of 1155 Kits at 50 /- each, as advertised last
month are still available.
NUTS, BOLTS & WASHERS. Mainly BA. sizes, each
box contains approx. 1,000 items. 3/6d. box. Post / -.
CRYSTAL MONITOR UNITS. Brand new. 3/6d. each.
Post I /6d.
100 off Ex- Government ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
15;- for 100. Post /6d.
I

1

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES,
48, STAFFORD

STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
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Special Summer Offer I
AMPLIFIER CHASSIS.-Two-valve plus

rectifier, two -stage audio amplifier for
operation on A.C. mains. 20C -250 volts. 50
cycles. Input circuitry is loaded to suit
most high impedance needs. (Magnetic or
crystal pick -ups.) Complete with valves.
Special Summer Price. £3.5.0.
Pye Co -axial Plug and Sockets, 6d. pair,
post 3d.
RECTIFIERS. -RM2 S.T.C., 4.6. RM4, 16'6
SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW
CONDENSERS.-Dubilier 6 mid. 500 vw.,
26 16 mfd., 500 vw.. 36 16 mfd.. 8 mfd..
3'9 8 mid., 8 mfd., 500 vw.. 3.'9 25 mad. x 25
vw., 118.
SPRAGUE CONDENSERS. -.1 -350 vw..
7'6 doz. .01 -1,000 vw., 7.6 doz. .001 -1,000
vw. 71 doz.
Ellison
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
350 -0-350. 80 ma., 6.3 at 4 amps., 5 v. at 2
amps., 4 v. at 4 amps 4 v. at 2 amps.. 19'6
6.W 1 6 post.
11 4Uí: TERMINALS. -Black and Red.
2 - doz.
MAINS DROPPERS TEST G1:AIe.1.000 ohms. .2 amp.
750 ohms .3 amp.
One Hole Fixing with Sliders. 4'9.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. -6.3 v.
at. 1.5 amps, tapped at 200, 220, 240. Unbeatable value at 81. post 6d.
SPECIAL OFFER. -BEC Midget, 8 mfd.,
BEC Midget. 8 x 16. 450 vw.
153 vw. 12
BEC Standard, 32 x 32. 450 vw.. 4 11.
3/3
VOLUME', ('ONTI(OLS,
A MPLION
'neg. less switch, 2 -SPECIAL VA EVE OFFER. -5U?G. 8'6
IAMB. 816: 6SH7, 5 - : IRS. 8- 6K7, 5'6
154, 8'- 1T4, 76 3S4, 8 6 807, 88 VOSS,
;

;

;

:

;

;

-

,

-,

3

:

RADIO RECEIVER
This radio receiver although as small
in size as a matchbox, gives loud, clear
reception of the BBC Home. Light and
Third Programmes on the medium
waveband, about 180 -5SO metres. The
set also tunes the Light Programme on
the long waves, 1500 metres.
No
catswhiskers, valves, or batteries are
required, and the receiver works off a
short indoor aerial in many districts.

MFAKERS.- 3_.in.

F.lac..

10 6

:

POST

PRICE

FREE

This offer applies only to Gt. Britain,
and Northern Ireland.

SWIFT RADIO
137,

(W),

GOTHAM BROW, BRISTOL, 6
Orders by post only.

;

;

6' in.

Plessey. 13'6: Sin. Elac.. 136 8in. Plessey,
14'6. Post on above. 9d.
TELEVISION.-Iron cored coils (Holme
Moss). 14 Permeability Tuned Coils and 1
R.F. choke for Viewmaster, 176
('O -AXIAL CABLE.-BO ohms per ft.,
10d. yd. 12 yds., 2 mm. sleeving, 1'8 per
12 yds.
Our New Catalogue is Now Ready. Send
6d. in stamps to :STREET,
37,
:

;

REX RADIO

LOUIS
LEEDS, 7.
PLEASE PRINT NAME & ADDRESS

Alum. TV. Tube gin. and 7 /l6in., 6d. ft. ;
Sin., 7d. ft. Co -Axial Cable 50 ohms, 9d. yd.:
75 ohms, 10d. yd.;
Twin Feeder 75 ohms,
6d. yd.

;

screened, 1/3 yd.

VALVES -NEW BUT UNBOXED.

Grounded Grid Triode and ECC3I
Double Triodes, both 4/6 each ; 3 for 12/6.
ECC35 (65L7), 8/6 each
3 for 24/ -.
EC54.

;

Condensers Variable.
New and Boxed, 7/6 ea.

3

GUARANTEED NEW
VALVES.

Tel.:

St.

open

$3

6L7, LD220, V11101, ARP12, 5'- each.

12K7, 12K8, 12Q7. OSLO. SOLE, 9'3 each.
5Z4, SU4. U59, 2514, 35Z4. 80. 8'9 each.

" HI l'I SCO "
Two valve 4-Ree Audio Amplifier. Ready for use, 75 -. Complete Kit, 598.
Plessey, loin. Non -mag Speakers, 15 6 each.
A.C. Mains.

ELM ROAD, LONDON, E.17.
(K1:9 4813>

gang .0005 m`d,

8.30-6

inc.

SURPLUS

EF50, Eí:32,
6V6G, ((VOGT
EF39, EBC33,
6F6G, 6AC7,
POST
EF36,
707,
6AL5. RAW
FREE
022.
6B8.
6SK7.
6DO,
6K7, 6J 7, 6K6, 6C5, 6J5, 6SG7. 6- each.
6L6, 6K8, 6A8. 25A6, KT33c. 10'- each.
12,15, 12SC7, 6H6, D33, LP2, 6U7. 1A5, 6SS7,

Hi.Q Coils. Dual wave. A.E. & Dec.
with reactn. or A.E. & H.F., 7/ pr.
S /het. A.E. or Osc. M. & L.W., 3/- ea.
465K/c. I.F.T. in cans 21 x ¡. 12/6 pr.
All types new & boxed with ckt. Core
80 Q Co. -Ax. cable 9d. yd.
tuned.

Carriage : Orders under E2 add 1/3. Over
free. Send 6d. for our 24 -page Catalogue.

Visit our Shop,

LYONS RADIO
LTD.
COLE/HAWK ROAD, Dept. M.P.
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
3,

:

:

SMALL

A REALLY
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,

Sats.

Albans 5951.

60mí. x 275v., 6/6.
4/. ea Stamp for list.

BOLD & BURROWS

125 x

I

meg. D,ip.,

THE 'I'ELETIION CO.

VERULAM ROAD (A5),
ST. ALBANS, HERTS.

12 -18,

266,

Nightingale Road, London, N.9.

USE ENGRAVED KNOBS and see the difference !
inscriptions available
Volume, Tun:

Wavechange, On -off, S.M.L.,
Radio-Gram., Tone, Vol'on -off, Focus,
Contrast,
Brilliance,
Brightness,
Brilliance /on -off, Bass, Treble, RecordPlay. Size "A ", 11;in. dia., 1/6 ea,
(l'- ea. plain to match). Size. " B "
l(in. dia.. 1/2 ea. (IOd. ea. plain
to match). State if walnut or ivory required (add 6d. post.)

"ADCOLA"

Telephone. SHEpherds Bush 1729

ItCAIN HEAVY 1)11'1' RESISTOR
PARCELS. -So useful for your experimental work. so seldom to hand when
needed. This can now be remedied by the
outlay of a few shillings for what would
normally cost £'s. Our Parcel " A " con -.tains 12 different values from 2 ohms t6
50K ohms. Wattage ratings from 10 to
PRICE ONLY 10' -. Parcel " B "
85 W.
offers even better value with 24 resistors.
rests. and wattage range as " A " with
tapped and semi -adjustable types included.
PRICE ONLY 18: -. Post " A " or " B "
11.
INDICATOR UNITS. TYPE 304. Neat
metal cased units, rectangular in shape
with a round removable front cover. Overall
size approx. loin. long x 2tin. sq. housing a
CAT ll
i RAT TUBE TYPE VCR 139A.
Complete with holder and Mu -metal screen.
ILA

PRICE 35' -, post 2 -.
111(:11 VOLTAGE CONDENSERS. '4 mfd.
3,000 v. wkg. metal cased. overall size 61 e
61 x 51 ins. PRICE 12'8. Post
24 VOLT ACCUMULATORS. American
made, as new and unused, 11 amp -hour
capacity (at 5 hr. rate). Size 101 x 10 x
55 ins., with terminal cover on one side
projecting 31in. PRICE 52'6. carriage 7/ -.
INDICATOR UNITS TYPE. 6. These units
are fitted with a cathode ray tube type
VCR97. suitable for scope or TV., 4- VR91's,
mu -metal screen, wire -wound
:3- VR.54's,
pots., H.V condensers. resistors and many
other useful components. We can supply
data for scope conversion,- contained in
" Radio Instruments Construction Manual "
for 2'6 or " Inexpensive TV " for TV., '
data for 2'8. Units are in good condition
and C.R.T. is TV. picture tested. PRICE
65' -, carriage 6'6. (Data only 3d. extra
postage.)
"

NEW GOODS ONLY
CONDENSERS.-150 V. wkg., 1 mfd.. 2/9:
32, 5'10
8-8. 4'6 :
4. 3'2
8. 3 -16, 4'6
500 v. wkg.. 1 mid.,
8 -16, 5'8
16 -16, 6'9
3' -: 2,3' -; 4,3'3: 8.3'6; 16.6 -: 32,8'-:
16 -16, 9'6
25 x 25 v.,
P -3, 7'8 -1G, 8'3
25x50 v.. 50 x 12 v.. 2'3 50 x 50 v.. 2, 6 :
Tubslars, 500 v. wkg. up to .0005, 8d.: to
.006. 9d.
to .04, lid. to .1. 12 .2, .25,
Moulded Mica. up to .002.
.5. 22
1'6
1'- to .01, 18 i Sil Mica, 500 v. wkg., up to
to 500 pf.. L- to 1,000 pf., 1'2 :
100 pf., 9.1.
2.000. 3.000 pf.. 13.
VOLUME ('ONTROLS.Lg. Spols., all
Values. 3'- : with Sw., 5'- with D.P. sw..
5'9 ' Semi Midg. type. i, ' 1. 2 meg., 4' -'
with sw., 519 D.P. sw 6'6 Wire Wound.
less sw., 1 k. to 80 k.. 6 4 100 k.. 719.
RU:SISTORS. All Std. values. 20 "ó Tot.
t w., 8d.
2 w.. 1'I w., 6d.:
I w.. 5d.
10' Tol.. 50 ";, on ABOVE PRICES. Wire
Wound, 3 w., to 5 k.. 1'9 5 w. to 5 k., 2/- :
Terms Orders up to
10 w. to10 k.. 22.
10r -, post 64.: up to 61. 9d.: over, post
free. Cash with order, no C.O.D. lists 5d.
;

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

,

;

:

:

;

,

;

:

;

22,

RADIOLECTRON

FRANCES STREET. SCUNTHORPE.
LINCOLNSHIRE.

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

Regd. Trade Marie

ing,

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM
187, LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY.
The

QUALITY

radio

a

component

specialism.

Regd.

Design No. 800302

(Brit/4% U.S. and Foreign Patents)
For Wireless and Television Assembly

design of the Adcola Instruments meets the
modern requirements of Television, Telecommunication and
Radar Engineers
SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 6/7v. to 230/250v
...
.. 25/6
3;16in. dia. Bit. Standard Model
.
;in. dia. Bit. Standard' Model
...
28/...
33/6
3/16in. dia. Detachable Bit. Model...
Sole Manufacturers :

The advanced

ADCOLA

PRODUCTS

LIMITED

CRAMMER COURT, CLAPHAM
HIGH STREET, LONDON, S.W.4.
(MACaulay 4272)

GENERAL OFFICES &WORKS:

elk

i
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Ncws from life Trade
Radio Model U195
K. COLE, LTD., are extending their range of
L-i pre -tuned Radio Receivers
with the introduction
of a new four -valve A.C. /D.C. superhet, housed in an
attractive two -colour plastic cabinet.
Model U195 has a 6in, speaker which handles a
21 -watt output with excellent quality of reproduction,
the twin inbuilt aerial system, giving maximum signal
Provision is made for pre- tuning any
pick-up.
required selection of four stations within the following wave ranges :
1.
188 -343 metres.
2. 245 -435 metres.
3. 310 -550 metres.
4. 1,200 -1,800 metres.
F,kkco
.

The Model U195 by Ekeo referred to aboie.

Dimensions of the U195 -10in. high x I3in. wide
deep. Price £15.7.6. (Tax paid.) -E. K. Cole,
Ltd., Southend -on -Sea, Essex.
x 6:Iin.

measures 12in. by 9in. by 9in., and the panel is fitted
to the front by self-tapping screws. The chassis for
this cabinet is loin. by 8in. and the cost, complete with
chassis is £2. If the chassis is desired in a red or green
finish an extra 4s. is charged. -Kendall & Mousley,
99, Dudley Port, Tipton, Staffs.

Catalogues Received

MESSRS.' WEBB'S RADIO have produced

a new
catalogue, containing 50 pages measuring Il in. by
Profusely illustrated, this includes various
items from terminals to rack -mounted amplifiers, and
to assist the user there is a complete index occupying
the whole of one page. It is profusely illustrated and
costs is., and in order to keep the information up to
date the publishers arrange to supply supplementary
lists to purchasers if they complete the postcard
attached to each issue. -Webb's Radia, 14, Soho
Street, W.I.
8 }in.

C.E.C. Germanium Triode Get i
A GERMANIUM triode of the point contact typt
which has for some time past been exhibited
by the Research Laboratories of The General Electric
Co., Ltd., at the Physical Society and similar exhibitions, is now in pilot plant production in the company's works and is available to equipment makers in
sufficient quantities for experimental work and prototype equipment. The triode uses single crystal
germanium, and the unit is hermetically sealed in a
metal can insulated from all electrodes. Flexible
leads are provided for the connections.
The triode is suitable for use in amplifiers, oscillators and for electronic switching applications. Its
low power consumption and electrical characteristics
make it ideal for digital computer work. -G. E. C.,
Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.Z.

Roling Laboratories (Change of Address)
readers please note that the address of Roding Valve Service Depot
WILL
Laboratories has been changed from Hum Air- MULLARD LIMITED have now opened a Valve
port, Christchurch, Hants, to Bournemouth Airport,
Service Depot at Renfrew Chambers, 20,
Hants. It is the airport which has changed its name
Renfrew Street, Glasgow, C.2. (Telephone Douglas
the actual premises have not moved.
7772).
Like the other Valve Service Depots at
Birmingham and Halifax, the new depot will work
Kendall and Mousley Chassis
in close co- operation with the main Mollard Valve
E.eXPERIMENTERS who make up test equipment Service Department at Waddon, Surrey. The Depot
often find difficulty in satisfactorily housing the Manager is Mr. A. H. Adie.
apparatus, especially where it is desirable that
The official opening of the new depot took place
screening should be incorporated, for instance, in a on 18th June, and, since this was the first occasion
signal generator. Messrs. Kendall & Mousley, can in recent years for the Mullard Company to establish
supply a range of metal boxes with chassis and panel an address in Scotland, representatives of Scottish
for various units at reasonable prices. The cases are Radio Industry were invited to attend. Welcoming
of steel and finished in black crackle. Chassis are the guests on behalf of Mullard Limited, Mr. L. A.
available with strengthened corners in heavy gauge Sawtell, Commercial Manager of the Entertainment
aluminium, and panels are also of heavy gauge Valve Department, outlined the policy of the company
aluminium. A typical sample which we have received and the pleasure they felt in opening the depot.

-
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Editorial and Advertisement

:

Mee.

:

Wireless," George Eewna, Ltd., Tower Bosse, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.E.
Telerrams : Rowans, Rand, London.
Registered

M

the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

'Phone

:

Temple Ear 4853.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature suitable for publication in
Practical Wireless." Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst
the Editor does not hold himself responsible
for manuscripts, every effort will be made to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed.
All correspondence intended for
the Editor should be addressed : The Editor, " Practical Wireless." George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with
the latest developments,
We give no warranty that apparatus described in our columns is not the subiect of letters
patent.
,
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in Practical Wireless " is specifically reserved throughout
the countries
iouatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore expressly
forbidden. " Practical
Wireless " incorporates " Amateur Wireless."
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BOOKS

First issue just out: RADIO
Announcing No. 1 of a
QUARTERLY.
96 -page magazine of particular interest to SWL's and all who wish
to know more about amateur radio.
First issue includes constructional
Three Band HF /VHF
articles on
Converter; A Frequency Meter and
CW Oscillator; A Handy Absorption
Wavemeter; Feature articles: Short
Waves and the Amateur; Tracing
Television Troubles; Short Wave
Broadcast Listening; The Amateur
Transmitting Licence. Listings cover:
Short Wave BC Stations; QSL
Bureaux of the World; Country PreNEW.

ADVERTISEMENTS September, 1953
SITUATIONS VACANT

BALES: 5- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minim
2 lines. Box No. 1- extra.
Adierüsenients must be prepaid
and addressed to Adrerli.ement
Manager, " Practical N7reless,"
Tuner Rouse, Southampton St,
Strand, London, .C2%

:

fix List; Radio Clubs and Societies;
Pse QSL. Single copies 4/ -, post free:
annual subscription of 4 issues, 16/,
from: SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 55,

Victoria Street. London. S.W.I.

AMERICAN MAGAZINES.--One year
Audio Engineering. 2816; specimen
copy, 3/-; High Fidelity, 43/, Free
WILLEN,
booklet quoting others.
LTD. Wept. 40), 101, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.
BOOKLETS: " How to Use Ex -Gov.
Lenses and Prisms." Nos. 1 and 2
price 2/6 ea. Ex -Gov. Optical lists
free for s.a.e. H. ENGLISH, Ray.
leigh Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
I.P.R.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS:

Alignment Peaks fot Super.
Data
heterodynes, 6/9, post free.
for constructing TV Aerial Strength
Sample copy The
7/6.
Meter.
Practical Radio Engineer. quarterly
publication of the Institute, 2/;
membership and examination data
1/; Secretary, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Rd., London, N.B.
LATEST AMERICAN RADIOS, -New
and novel miniature receivers, portables, all -wave receivers, 1 to 6 tube;
Electronic equipment. etc. Build your
own from available parts. Complete
list of blue -prints and parts lists
available, with full details, 3d
5.500

AMERICAN

Norfolk.

PUBLISHERS, Sedgford,

;

OSMOR for really efficient coils, coil.

packs, and all radio components,
as specified for many " Practical
Wireless " circuits. See our advert.
ou page 502 of this issue for free
circuit offer, or send 5d. stamp to
OSMOR RADIO
address below.
PC8),
PRODUCTS. LTD.
(Dept.
Borough Hill, Croydon SSirrey. (Tel.:
Croydon 5148/9.)
3118A,

less

5Z4, 58/ -;

less
Mkt
Recorder
(camera),
cassettes, 23/ -; Power unit No. 320,
13/8; Electronic Ignition
less 5130
Tester, £21; Power Unit No. 33B, 35/ -;
Tranx 1083, no coils nor valves, 22/6;
Junction Box No. 240, 6 /6; Control
Units, No. 227, 4/ -; No. 223, 5/ -; HR
Double Phones, 12/ -; 24v. Motor, 6/ -.
free; lists free.
All above, post
ANNAKIN, 25. Ashfield Place, Otley,

Yorks.
WALNUT

available.

Brighton.

BARGAINS
still
3d. SUSSEX
Princes St.,

Latest list,

ELECTRONICS

LTD.,

RADIO
AND
T.V.
Components
B.V.A., Valves. Chassis, Instrument
Cases, Laboratory Equipment, Quick
postal
service.
KENDALL AND
MOUSLEY, 99, Dudley Port, Tipton.
Staffs.
EVERYTHING for radio constructors, Condensers, Coils. Valves; Resistors. etc. Send stamp for list.
SMITH, 98, West End Road, Morecambe. Quick service.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS, the exact
size you want at the lowest price,
e.g.. 9 x 5 x 2'1 costs 3/9; you can
have any length up to 17in., any
width up to 12in any depth up to
cost: 1d. per sq. in. of the
top surface, ignoring depth, e.g.,
10 x 7 x 2?. = 10 x 7 = 70 sq. in,
= 70d: = 5/10. We do not cut holes.
If you are not already on our mailing
list, write to -day for our new list of
radio bargains.
SERVIO RADIO,
Merton
Rd.,
Wimbledon,
156/8,
S.W.19. (LIBerty 6525.)
3octave, on
KEYBOARDS,
ORGAN
solid base; 19 by 4in.; no key contacts; professional job; ebony and

ivorine finish; £4/15/; carriage paid
Send now to CIRCUITS A:
G.B.
SUPPLIES, 10, Duke St., Darlington,
Co. Durham.
ELECTROLYTICS, capacity, voltage,
size, type of mounting; price post paid,
ir, that order: 16 + 32, 450/525, It x
2. clip, 5/6; 24 + 24 + 16, 350/425v,
1 x 2, clip, 4/9; 60 + 200,t 275 /350v,
x 41, clip, 6/6; 4, 150v.
x t. clip,
1/1; 60 + 100, 350/425v, lg x 4/,
clip. 6 /6: 500, 12v, lg x 2i, clip, 2/6;
8, 350v,á x 2, 2/; 6,000, 12v, lg x 4/,
1;¡

RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS
BENCH SUPERHET, tested, aligned.
ex new equip., 465KCs. 1FTs, pair
7/6; B7G )IRS) Ceram, V /holders, Bd.
ea., 61 doz.: WW. 2r;ß Resistances,
1W 1/3, 30W 1/6; most values from
Block Cond., 16 + 16
10 St to 22K11
+ 16/450 surge proof, 32,450 s.
proof, both 2in. x 2in. x 41in. size,
3/9 ea.; 16/450, lin. x 2in x 21in.,2/6; Tubular, .1,2000, 1/6 ea. .1 /1200.
hak., 11- ea.; .1 /1000, 216 doz. Many
All
listed.
above
types
more
brand new (except 1FTs). New list
31. stamp; packing free, post extra.
THE RADIO SERVICES, Lr. Bulling ham, Hereford.

RESPONSER

OUTSTANDING

Radiogram Cabinets of
distinction, stamp details. R. SHAW,
19. Fairlop Rd., E.11.

1

lug. 4/6; 100 + 200, 275/350v, lg x
41, clip, 6/6; 8 + 16 + 16, 450/525v,
I; x 2,
lug. 519; 32 + 32, 350/425v,
1 x 2. clip, 5/ -; 2,000, 6v, 1 x 3,
clip. 3/3; 6 + 16. 450/525v, 1 x 2,
clip, 4/ -; 2, 450 525v. / x 1$, tag,
1 /6;
2. 350v, á x 1/ tag, 1/3; 8; 350/ 425v. ä x 2, clip, 1/9; 16 + 32 + 8,
450/525, lg x 31, lug, 5/9; 8, 450v,
1,000 6v.
t x 2, clip, 1 /11; 1,000
x 3 lug, 3/6.
1
All are Ali cans:
some
with
sleeve
all
new
stock;
all voltages WKG, with
;

surge
Se: of

where marked. Television
3 Components, comprising line
output trans. with E.H.T. winding to
give 7Kv, using EY51 (heater winding for EY51 also included l, and
fitted with width control. Scanning
coils. low impedance line and frame,
focus coil, optional high 110.000 L)
or low (2000,. Set of 3, 42/ -, plus
2,- postage.. Diagram of line trans.
supplied, T.V. Control Panels, Paxolin plate, 4 x 3fn., carrying 5 slider
type res., 3 " Welwyn " wire wound
10w (IK, 5K, 10K), and 2 carbon
(2 x 50K)., 'complete with knobs for
sliders, 6/ each: post paid. Universal
Amplifiers, 8 valve, .20w. AC /DC,
200/250v. black and chrome chassis
and cover, overall size, 15 x 7 x 7,
first -class
components,
partridge
O.P.T. and driver. Gardiner choke,
Mu metal input trans., wired and
tested, complete with all valves
(2 x EF37, 4 x CL33, 2 x UR3C(, and
plugs.
150
output.
high/low
impedance input, £10/19/6; caer. paid.
RADIO CLEARANCE LIMITED, 27.
Tottenham Court Road, London,
W.1.
(Telephone: Museum 9188.)
v

!

The engagement of persons answering these
advertisements must be made through a Local
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled
Employment Agency if fhe applicant is a man
aged 18 -64, inclusive. or a woman aged la-58,
inclusive, unless he or she, or the emplournenl,
is excepted ¡rani the provisions of t1:e Notification of Vacancies Order, 1952.

AIRCRAFT Radio Mechanics skilled
in workshop
practice or aircraft
installations to work at Stansted

Airport, Essex; hostel accommodation
available; minimum hourly rates 39.
Write to the PERSONNEL MANAGER.
I. Berkeley St., W.1.

required by well -known
of electrical and mechanical
engineers in West London, to take
responsibility for development work
on H.F. heating techniques and their
application to production. H.N.C. or
equivalent qualification and some
practical experience in this field
£550-700
p.a.
Salary
desirable,
according to age and experience;
pension scheme; good opportunities
for advancement. Box No. 237, c/s
ENGINEER

firm

PRACTICAL

WIRELESS.

Mechanics
required by Meteorological Office.
Qualifications: Basic knowledge of
radio and radar and experience in
radar
maintenance /operation
of
equipment, including oscilloscopes.
Successful applicants serve in U.K.
and overseas, Commencing London
wage £7/17/8 at age 25 or over,
rising annually to £9/10/6; deduction of 3/- for each year below 25.
Overtime, night duty allowances, etc.
Promotion
prospects.
Apply to :
RADIO

(Meteorological)

EMPLOYMENT
BOROUGH
CHANGE (Dept. P.W.3), 236,
worth Road, London, S.E.17.

EXWat-

LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN
at
Norwood Technical College, Knight's
Hill, West Norwood, S.E.27. Sal, 69/wkly. at 16 to 96/- at 19; £270 a
year at 20; £16 more for each year
above 20 on entry (max. comm. sal.
£342); rising by ann. tners. of £18
to £378, with spec. qualfns. to £414.
Parties. and
app. form,
from
PRINCIPAL. returnable within 14
days. (695.1
RADIO MECHANIC required by well -

known firm of diesel and electrical
engineers in West London, for work

the construction and maintenance
electronic gear. Applicants should
hold R.T.E.B. certificate, or equivalent qualification, in radio and television and have practical radio
experience. Salary in he region of
£500 p.a.; pension scheme,
Reply
with
full
particulars
to
the
PERSONNEL
MANAGER,
C.A.V.,
LTD., Acton, W.3.
o-_t

of

SKILLED

RADIO
and Television
Service Engineers who would welcome
wider interests and more favourable
prospects are invited to apply to a
group of Companies situated in the
Eastern suburbs of London.
The
diversified nature of Service and
Government contracts, together with
the manufacture of a wide variety of
civil and domestic products, undertaken by the Group, provide unparalleled opportunities for advancement to men of first -class ability in
work of national importance- Conditions are good and average earnings high in a modern factory where
adequate canteen and sports and
social club facilities are provided.
Sympathetic consideration will be
given to existing holiday arrangements. Saturday morning interviews
by
appointment.
Please
write.
enclosing full details of past experience, and quoting reference P.W. /687

to Box No. 235.

a.
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unused Fluorescent Light- METER SHUNTS, 2, -; Reet:fiers. 5i -; ELECTRONIC ORGAN, Baldwin type,
ing Sets for 12 and 24v D.C. input, accurate Resistors and Conds., 1/ -. partly built, components and data,
230v A.C. output; Rotary Converter, List 4d. CARTER'S, 578, Washwood 2 manual console; s.a.e. details.
Choke, P.F. Condenser, Leak Trans- Heath Road, B'ham., 8.
MARSDEN, 3, Lode Lane. Solihull.
former for 85 watt Sodium Lamps; BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORP. LTD,
MARINE
Communications
Equipthe whole enclosed in metal box £5
38,
Chalcot
Rd.,
N.W.I.
ment-Export
PRimrose
9090
merchants of first to clear. A. J. PHILPOTT, Fountain sq., Fenton, Stoke -on-Trent.
25L6GT 8/- 50LOGT 8/8 35L6GT 7'- class reputation and standing would
to act as overseas distributors
6V6GT
6SN7
7/- 35Z4GT 8/8- like
6L6
8/- 1T4
7/9'- for smaller firms making Marine
RADIO
UNLIMITED, Elm Road, 6SL7
7/- 6A8
9'- 6X13
9'- Communications Equipment
which
London, E.17, offer: :Metal Recs., 6X5
7/- 12AU7
8- must be abreast of International
9/- 12AT7
RM1 4/ -, RM2 4/3, RM3 5/3, RM4 Y63
4/- 6X7
4/6 7Y4
7'- Conventions specifications.
Box
No.
16/6; 8in. P.M. Spkrs., 12/6; Fil/ 6J5
7S7
7/- 7C5
8/6 7C6
EX-W.D.

trans., 200/240v, 6.3v at 1.5 amp, 5/9;
Stnd. Pent, 0 /trans., 3/6; 350 -0-350,
6v, 5v, 4v. 4v, Mains trans., 21/ -;
W.W. Pots., 4 watt, L/spindle, 500
ohm, 750 ohm, 5K, all at 2/9 each; Car-

7R7
9/VR55
7rHL143DD 7'-

1L4
6Q7

V P133

All Guaranteed.

7/ -,
8/6
8/-

6C8
12C8

7'13'-

816

8,VR57
Post 6d. Each.

236, C/O PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

EDUCATIONAL
RADIO OFFICERS urgently reqd. We
train most in shortest period. Train-

bon Cntrls., all values, 2/6; SP- sw 3;9,
ing fees payable after appointments
DP/sw
4/6;
Condensers,
500vw,
Seed.
Scholarships
available.
8 mfd 2/6, 16 mfd 3/3, 8 x 16 4/3,
Boarders accepted. 2d, stamp for
DINGHY
RADIO
TRANSMITTERS
8 x 8 4/ -, 32 x 32 5/3.
Special offer,
Prospectus. WIREJ.ERS COLLEGE,
8 mfd- 450vw, 13/6 dozen; I.F. trans., American Bendix Model BC778E. Brand Colwyn Bay.
465Kcs 8/- pair. New lists available; new, all the following components
stamp please.
wired and fitted In metal case with WIRELESS,-Evening Class instruction for P.M.G. Certificate of Proknee -strap.
ficiency and Amateur Wireless Licence,
One Hand Generator for h.t. and l.t. One Morse instruction
VALVES
only, if required,
Miniature Relay 1,000 ohms 28 V. Two 6.5 V. also postal courses.
Apply B.S.T.
Bulbs. Holders. One Small Neon LTD.,
NEW VALVES WANTED, small of Warning
179, Clapham Rd., London,
Lamp.
One
2
-pin
Socket.
12
Fixed
Conlarge quantities; all Television Valves densers, assorted sizes. 6 Fixed Resistors. S.W.9.
and ECL80, EF80, EBC33, F/44 /500, One Valve, 12SC7. One Valve, 12A6. One
VU39, 6SJ7, 6V6, 6X8, 524, etc., etc. Variable Mr- Spaced Tuning Condenser. THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio
Home Study Courses are
Prompt cash. WM. CARVIS, 103, 0006 /eF. One 6-way Single Pole 60-degree Engineers
Yaxley Switch. One Transformer, BX117/20. suitable coaching text for I.P.R.E.
North Street, Leeds, 7.
One 6 -way Miniature Jones Plug and Socket. and other qualifying examinations.
Syllabus of
Tuning Coils. One Push Button. One Fees are moderate.
8V6G AND GT, matched In pairs, 4Coil
Covered Aerial Wire, flexible. One seven modern courses post free from
new, boxed, 17/- per pair; p. and p. Coll Earth
Wire. Only 55/- each.
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
1 /-.
R. J. COOPER, 32, South End Carriage
and Packing 5l. England. Wales Road, London, N.8.
Croydon, Surrey.
and Scotland.
MERCHANT NAVY and Air Radio.
Here is an opportunity to train as
VALVES.-We will purchase for fair
Radio Officer.
The big lifters are
ELECTRADIX RADIOS
prices any surplus valves you may
open to you, but you must qualify for
'have. Write with details of quantity,
P.M.G. Certificate, Day, Evening
condition, etc. NORMAN H. FIELD, Dept. G, 214 Queenstown Road, the
and " Radiocerts " postal courses.
68619Hurst Street, B'ham., 5.
(MID.
Battersea, London, S.W.8
Estd. 30 years; s.a.e. for prospectus
from Director,
THP WIRE LESS
Telephone : MACaulay 2159
SCHOOL, 21, Manor Gardens, London,
" VIEWMASTER " Valves, exact to
N.7.
(Tel.: ARC. 3694.)
specification, guaranteed new and
TELEVISION COMPONENTS
boxed,' comprising 5 EF50, 1 6P25,
A.M.I.MECH.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City
in stock for the
1
EB91, 2 6X25,
1 KT61, 1 EBC33
and Guilds, etc., on " no pass-no
"Practical Television Receiver"
18P28, set of 12 £61218; with EF91
fee " terms; over 95% successes. For
P.T. LYNX. TELE-KING
or EY51, 7/6 extra. (Post and insurdetails
of exams. and courses in all
ance, 2/-.I 6AM6, EF91, 6F12, Z77,
VIEWMASTER, E. E. TELEVISOR
branches of engineering, building,
803, 6C4, L77, W77, EF92, 6AM5,
also VM and RE wide angle modification
etc., write for 144 -page handbook,
EL91, N77, 12AX7, 7/9; EB91, 6ÁL5,
free. B.I.E.T. IDs t. 242B), 17,
Separate L sts available on request.
HVR2A, 6/9; 1.4v. miniatures, 1S5,
Stratford Place, London, W.I.
IRS, 1T4. 384. 3V4, 1S4, 1L4, 3Q4,
J. T. FILMER,
3A4, 7/6; 6V60, 6F6G, KT63, Y63.
WORLD TRAVEL and Adventure in
Maytag* Estate, Bexley, Kent.
EF39, EBC33, EF50, 20D1, 7B7, 7C5,
the Merchant Navy. -Young men, 15
Tel. Bexleyheath 7267
years upward, required for training
706, 7H7, 7S7, 7Y4, 7/6; 5Z4G,
in Marine Wireless and Direction511(4G, MÚ14, U22, 078, DH77, 6AT6,
6BA6, 6BE6,
6J6. 12AT7, ECC81,
finding at Sea. (Trainees in forth6BW6, EC91, Pen46, 6V6GT, PY82, MORSE CODE
coming Registration Groups are
PZ30,
GZ32,
6LD20,
816;
6F15,
eligible for deferment of Military
Send for the Candler
6U4GT, 17 /6; N78, ECH35, CCH35,
call -up.) Immediate sea -going posi15/ -; 6P25, CL33, 025, 13/8; 6X25,
tions on completion of training. SuitBOOK
OF
FACTS
12/6; 0128, EAC91, ECC91, ÚF42. h gives details of oll Courses which include able candidates will be entered as
UBF80, 6M, 6F1. DF33, INSGT, 12/ -; a Special one for securing Amateur Licence. officers and must be prepared to sail
PL81, PL82, PY8I, X65, 10F9, 1OLD11,
to all parts of the world. Low train10C1, 10C2, 11/-; ECL80, EF80, EY51, CANDLER SYSTEM CO. Dept. SLO ing fees. Send 1/- P.O. for Prospec6K8GT, 52b, Abingdon Road, London, W.B. tus to OVERSEAS HOUSE (Dept.
AZ31,
CY31,
43,
PY8O,
12K8GT, EAF42, KT33c, 6C9, 10F1, Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. P.W.(, Brooks' Bar, Manchester, 16.
25Z6GT,
10P13, RIO, 10/6; 2525,
(Tel.: MOSs -side 2047.1

-

:

Training

S
MIlWe

ECH42, EBC41, UBC41, DL35, 1C5G
DAC32, 1H5GT, DL33, 3Q5G, 10/ -;
6SN7GT, 6SL7GT, 6Q7GT, 12K7GT,
12Q7GT, 25Z40. 25A6G, EF41, 9 /8;
U50, 5Y3GT, 25L6GT, 35L6GT,50L6GT,
35Z4GT, 6X5GT, 80, 1709, 0404, UY41,
ÚF41, EZ40, 9/ -; 6K7G, 6K7GT, 6/ -.
All new and boxed. Postage 4d. per
valve extra. READERS RADIO, 24,

Colberg Place, Stamford Hill, London,
N.16.

(STA. 4587.)

Variable

RECTIFIERS

rectifiers.

6v. 2 amp., 9/ -, P. 8d. : 121'. 3a'3.4a, 16!6
12 /14V. 5a 27.8, p. 11d. : large finned type.
1214v. 6 amp., 32/-, p. 1,3 ; 24v. 3a.. 33'- :

'

58.. 541-, P. 116, also h.wave, 12v. la, trickle
type, 5/3, P. 6d. Transformers for any of

attack puts the

plonk " in plucked strings. Full
constructional details available. Send
P.C. for free leaflet to , . .

CIRCUITS & SUPPLIES,
DARLINGTON, CO.

iLT. types. R.M.2, 42. p. lid.: 150v. Soma.
elfin. type, 6'- : 250v. 60ma., 7'6, p. 4d.
250v. 100ma. bridge, 14/6 : 250v. 200rtta.
250v. 300ma. bridge,
bridge, 22'6. D. 9d.
36' -, also twin 250v. 150ma. h.wave rep. for
P.Z.30 tube, 351 -.
Many others.
Eliminator kit for 120v. 30ma., trans., rect.,
trickle rect., twin 12 plus 12 muds., special
steel case, 37!6 only, p. 1/6.
;

now, and make your own electronic
Imitates almost whole

keyboard.

SELENIUM

S.T.C., Wcstalite, G;,F1,C', etc. These
are new, not ex.-Govt. reconstructed

above.

r-WAttack
orchestra.

NEVI

DURHAM.

CHAMPION
43, Uplands

PRODUCTS

Way, London, N.21

DECALS
(paint transfers)

Labels for marking controls, etc., off radio and
electronic equipment.
For direct application to panels, knobs, chassie, etc.
No background, hard wearing, professional finish
Ministry of Simply approved.
Available ir. books conta/ning large selection of
carefully ,'hoeen wonto, appros. !!Nin. high lettering.
Decals are applied with eater or varnish for crackle
finish), no tools or equipment necessary.
AMATEUR ME, II containing approx. 300 titles
covering all aspects of amateur radio loeauding T.V.
tape recording, etc. Prise, 3,6, plus 3d. post. Available
in black or white.
STANDARD ME. II. appros. 750 titles, covering all
aspects of elect,nmire, including spare letters and
numerals in black or white.. Price, 49, plus 3d. post.
,

ALEXANDER

EQUIPMENT

LIMITED.

CHILD'S PLACE, EARL'S COURT, LONDON. S.W.5

F liErmanife

6 703

. ;
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FREQUENCY CRYSTALS. 5.8 to 8.6 Mcs. C OMSIUNICAT IONS RECEIVER R.1155
The famous ex. Bomber Command Receiver
in 7a Kos. steps. Odd 5 6. Spot 8' -.
world over to be supreme In its
RE- known the
BATTER
-CLASS
C.H.F.
3-VALVE
Covers 5 -wave ranges 18.5 -7.5 mcis,
CEIVERS. 160 Mos. Easily converted. 15' -. class. mc
s, 1,500 -600 kc!s, 500-200 kc/s.,
NEW OLDHAM 2v. 16 A.H. Accumulators 200 -75 kc-s, and is easily and simply adapted
COURSES . e
for normal mains use, full details being
818. 71 x 4 x
Aerial tested before despatch
AIIPMETERS. 2i in. square M -c. 11 - supplied.
these are BRAND NEW AND UNUSED
CERTIFICATE!
GET
A
DIODES.
39.
GERMANIUM
IN
MAKERS'
ORIGINAL
TRANSIT
CASES. ONI.Y 211-19-6.
P.M. SPEAKERS, Bin., 20'- 51n., 14 6
QUALIFY AT HOME -IN SPARE
few
receivers,
also
tested
working
A
used
276.
60n.. 16 8 10in.,
TIME
before despatch, are available at 27-19-8.
SELENIUM REO TIFIERS. F.W. 6 or 12v. A few of the R.1155 N model can also be
After brief, intensely interesting study
1 A..
3 A.,_14 6
6 A.. 30I A. 22 6
which
supplied.
This
is
the
latest
version
H.W..
-undertaken
at
home in your spare
265v. 1
mA.
24v. 2 A.. 30 8 6
covers the Trawler Bands, and in addition
time -YOU can secure your pro9- 80 mA.. 8'8.
is fitted with ultra slow motion tuning.
Prepare for
before
despatch,
fessional
qualification.
tapped
Used.
but
tested
working
TRANSFORMERS. 200 -249 volts;
and 30 volts ONLY 217 -19-8.
YOUR share in the post -war boom
3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24
A factory made Power Pack, Output Stage
at 2 V. 21 8. One year guarantee.
us show you how
in
Radio.
Let
and Speaker, contained in a black crackled
NF:11 G.E.C. 0-75 AI ILL1AMAI FfrI:RS. cabinet to match the receiver. can be
FREE GUIDE
1!.ìn. x 11316in., 8 -.
supplied at ONLY 25.10.10. Operates reThe New Free Guide contains 132
M (' MICROPHONES AND TRANS- ceiver immediately.
pages of information of the greatest
DEDUCT 10 /- IF PURCHASING RECEIVER
FOR lII:RS. 14.6.
POWER PACK TOGETHER.
importance to those seeking such
Ec -'% ,1). PHONES. Low Resistance. 8/8 2Please
add carriage costs of 10/6 (or
success -compelling qualifications as
MIN I AT C It l: V.1 l.\l:5. New. 9001, 9002. Receiver, and 5(- for Power Pack.
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
SACS. 184, 1S5, 1T4. IR5, 106: R.F. UNITS TYPE 28 & 27.
The very
9003. 7 6
Final Radio,
P.M.G. Radio
12AT7, 6AM6, DH77, OATS, popular variable tuning -units, which use
6AL5, 8 6
Amateurs, Exams.. Gen. Cert.
EY51, 613E6. 12 6.
2 valves EF54 and 1 EC52. Type 26 covers
-50 mc's (5 -6 metres), and Type 27 covers
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
NEW VAIA ES. 357.4. 35I.6. 25Z4, 75L6, 65
-5 metres). BRAND NEW IN
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
U281, VP4B. U50, 5Y3GT, 6K7GT, 6VEGT. 85 -65 mc's (3.5
MAKERS' CARTONS. ONLY
6K8GT. 11736. 12ß.
50L8, 42. 80. 11 Draughtsmanship (all branches),
. TYPE,
UNITS.
T.
etc., together with particulars of
0-500. 11ICO0A11M1.I'ERS. 21n., 15 6. American made, delivers 67 volts at 4.7 mA.,
our remarkable Guarantee of
AIC1.T'I11tCI r It KIT, 2'.ín. M c calibrated 130 volts at 20 mA.. and 1.4 v. L.T. Easily
receiver,
Volts 0 -3 -30-150 -300 and 600, adapted for use with any battery
meter. D
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
ONLY
being
supplied.
50full
details
Also
reads
case.
',ratite
m,4. 0 -90.
(postage 2' -).
Write now for your copy of this
battery 24 6.
0 -5.000 ohm,
6 -VOLT TYPE, made by the National Co.
invaluable publication. It may well
sections,
lit.,
3
1:01)5.
6/
-.
AERIAL
of America for use with HRO Communicaprove to be the turning point in your
Rase 3'8.
tion Receivers, supplying 10:5 volts at 35
career.
NEW 6t. l{OI I)It1 TRANSFORMERS. mA., fully smoothed D.C. Complete with
crackle
vibrator and 6X5 rectifier in black
FOUNDED 1885 -OVER
250v. 120 re A.. 27 6.
size 7in. x 71ín. x bin. ONLY 39'6.
Output 200v. cabinet.
SUCCESSES
6v. VIRR:ITOlt UN ITS.
150,000
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62A. Contains
40 mA , 2218.
VCR97 tube with mu metal screen, 12 valves
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ALL POST PAID IN U.K.
EF50, 4 of SP61, 3 of EA50, and 2 of EB34.
ENGINEERING
Built on a two deck chassis containing
hundreds of condensers and resistors,
(Dept. 461), 148, HOLBORN,
UN BRAND NEW
etc.
potentiometers,
THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART CONDITION IN MAKERS' TRANSIT
LONDON, E.C.I
253b, Portobello Road. London, W.11. CASE. ONLY 27 -10-0 (carriage. etc., 9;6)
'Phone : Park 8026
ADMIRALTY TEST SET TYPE SE2For 160;230 mcs, this contains standard 3in. Round CRYSTAL MIKE.Sensitive'
WATERLOO RADIO
230'250 v., 50 c. AC Mains power pack, lin.
Ideal for Recorders, etc. Table or Hand'
500 microamp meter; and 7 valves as fol(Waterloo Bridge Roundabout)
Round Metal Base.
Bargain Price, 36/-.
2 each 6J5 and EA50, 1 each 6X5,
35. TENISON WAY, LONDON, S.E.1- lows
P.P., If-.
VR137, CV172. Fitted in metal lined wood
Tel. : 'NAT 3014.
front.
ONLY
50,
removable
AIR
SPACED
FIL.
TRANSFORMERS,
case
with
GERMANIUM DIODES.-Wire ends. (carriage, etc.. 10/ -).
In 230 out 2 v. 2 A., 11/6.
In 230 out 6.3 v.,
2,- each 11 for 20 -.
BATTERIES 90 A.H. By famous 2 A., 15/6. In 230 out 2 v. -3 v. -6.3 v., 2 A.,
VALVES.RK34 2C34. VR78 DI. 2 8. 5 for 13-VOLT
makers. These have genuine hard 24/-. Plus I/6 P.P.
11'6 6CH6's Vidio amp. i, 7 6, American
10- 807s. CV138
&.
UNBRAND
NEW
cases
and
are
rubber
CAM6. 8D3, Z77. 8 8 813's,
3 for 20'MAKERS' PACKING. Size Blin. FRAME TRANSFORMERS, ratio 10 to 1.
70- 8295. 726 8012's. 11 6, 2 for 201- USEDx IN
6;in. wide x 71 in. high. ONLY 59.6 Matches ALLEN or DENCO wide angle
TX Condensers, Type 16IC. ZAII107. 3.000v. long
etc.. 7/6).
DefI. Coils, Size 3in. x 3in. 10/ -, P.P. If-.
wkg., 140'. 4 mfd.. NEW. PACKED, 2 to a (carriage,
Ideal for conversion
208 AMPLIFIER.
INTERFERENCE SUPPREScrate. 30- pair. Carriage 36.
a high gain TV pre -amp. Complete MAINS
METAI. RECTIFIERS.-H.W.. R.M.I., into
with 2 valves EF50. ONLY 15/- (postage, SOR.-Cut out mains interference, effec125v.. 60 mA., 3'9 RMI, 125v. 100 mA.. 4'3
tive on Radio and T.V. Easy to fit. 5/6.
RM4, 250v., etc., 1 6).
11M3, 125v.. 120 mA.. 5 3
TRANSFORMERS E.D.T. Upright mount- P.P., I/6..
275 mA.. 156.
ing.
MOTORS. -Ex W.D., 200/250 v., A.C./
F:LECTROI.1 TIU5. -25 mfd. 25v., 50 mid
E.H.T. for VCR97 Tube. 2,500v. 5 mA., D.C., 1/30 h.p. approx. 3,000 r.p.m. Size.
12v.. 2'- ;50 mfd. 50v.. 21 8 mfd. 450v.. 2'6
... 37/6
2v. -0 -2v. 1.1 a., 2v. -0 -2v. 2 a.
8 +8 lnfd. 450v.. 4'32 mfd. 500v.. 5'6
E.H.T. 5,500v. 5 mA., 2v. 1 a., 2v. 1 a.... 7211 3in. x 2¢ín. Fitted with pulley and cog8+16 mid. 450v., 4 3 8 +16 mfd. 500v.. 5'3
wheel. Easily removable, not rotary con... 8216
...
32 +32 E.H.T. 7,000v. 5 mA., 4v, 1 a.
16 +16- 450v.. 5'3 10, 24-450 v., 513
add 2/- per transformer postage
verter. Ideal for Models, Mixers, Fans, etc.,
mfd. 275v.. 2'9 32 -32 450 v.. 53 16 +32 +32 Please
tin. MAGNIFYING LENS FOR VC1197 12/6. P.P., I/6.
-350v., 516.
First grade oll filled. ONLY 25'LOU DSPEA K ERS.-3 in.. 5in.. 6/ in.. 146: TUBE.
Send stamp for Bargain List.
etc,,, 2,( -).
tin.. 10in., 221 -. Post 2 -. And many other (postage,
AERIAL. Pulls out of JACKSON'S RADIO SUPPLIES
One radio and television bargains. Overseas T'ELESC'OPIC
BRAND
metal tube, 15ín. long to 731n.
163,
Edgware Road, London, W.2.
enquiries Invited.
NEW. ONLY 7/6 (post 10d.).
CRYSTAL DIODES 4/8.
WILCO ELECTRONICS GERMANIUM
POTENTIOMETERS.
Double ASTRAL RADIO PRODUCTS
GANGED
E.H.T. PEN('II. RECTIFIERS.- S.T.C. 56 K. and Double 1 Meg., 718 ea.
Type K325, 52 ea. K3 40. 7 6 ea. K3.45, 82 CERAMIC 2-WAY 3 -BANK SWITCHES, SPECIAL. OFFER.- Midget LP.Tn. 465
ea. K3(50, 8/8 ea. K3100, 148 ea. K3160, 76 ea.
kc s, 13 16in. square x 13ín. high, BRAND
21 8 ea. .
TRANSFORMERS. Manufactured to our NEW. 6'- pr. High "Q," postage 6d.
11.T. RECTIFIERS.- S.T.C. Type R M.1. specification and fully guaranteed. Upright T.R.F. (tills as used in original model, 3125 v. 60 mA., any number can be used in mounting. .fully shrouded, normal primband. All Dry 3 (April '53, P,li'.), 6'6 pr..
parallel or series. 52 ea. Type R.M.2. 125 v. aries.
postage Od.
100 mA., 5'9 ea. R.M.3. 125 v. 125 mA.. 7,- ea. 425v.- 0 -4:5v. 200 ma. 6.3v. 4 a., 6.3v. 4 a.,
Dual Wave H.F. ('oil as used in original
R.M.4, 250e. 250 mA.. 211- ea.
50.- models, Summer All Dry Portable. Modern
45 M'es PTE STRIP vision unit for London; 350- 0 -351v. 160 ma., 6,3v. 6 a., 8.3v, 3 a.. 1 and 2 Valver. etc., 42 each, postage 3d. ;
condition new, complete with 6 EF50 and
...
... 4216 or with 5 circuits. 5 -.
5v. 3 a .
...
...
...
EA50 valves, 851-. Carriage 2.6.
3216 Octuor Q('1 Choke, 4' -, postage 3d.
100 ma., 6.3v. S a., 5v. 3 a.
RFD SYLVANIA EF50 valves. 71 each, 250v.-0-250v.
"K" Type Coils, A.E. and H.F., as used in
Please add 2- per transformer postage.
or British 10 for 50 -.
name
and original Model A.C. Bandpass3, 3,3 per roll ;
and
print
with order. please,
RECEIVER R1355. as specified for "Inex- Cash
Amounts given far carriage Osc. and S.W. Band also available postage
clearly.
address
In
original
packing.
pensive Television."
lid.
as new. Complete with 11 valves. 38'8. roger to inland only.
31.5%. Frame Aerial, unsupported winding.
Carriage 7/6.
3'6 each.
VOLTMETERS, -tin. Flush D.C., 0 20. U.E.I.
51.M'. Frame Aerial, Litz wound, high gain
30e. Surfa,
0'40. 10'8
0 300. 10'6
on Paxolin, 5i- each.
A.C., 01300. 25/- 2' in. Flush Electrostatic. 138 Gray's Inn Road, London,W.C.1
L. and 11.W.Xtal Set ('ail. 2;6 each.
0 200, 40' -.
All goods brand new and guaranteed_
)IILLIAMAIETERS. -21in. Flush M.C.,
TERminus 7937)
(Phone
Trade enquiries invited.
0 30, 1218: 0350. 12'6.
(Open until
p.m. Saturdays. We are
COMPREHENSIVE LIST NOW READY 8d, 2 min.. from1 High
Holborn (Chancery
138, THE RIDGEWAY,
204. LOWElt ADDIS('OMBE ROAD, Lane Station) and 5 mina. by bus from
WOODINGDEAN, BRIGHTON, 7.
King's Coss.,
CROYDON. Tel. : ADD 0027.

\
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTE
THESE blueprints are drawn lull

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL

No.

WIRELESS
No.

SHORT -WAVE SETS

Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS
!6d. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver ...
1

The

" Junior "

PW'71*

Crystal
P W'94*

2.s.

each.

Dual - Wave
Diode "

" Crystal

PW95

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : 2s. each.
The " Pyramid " One valver (HF Pen)
...
One The
Modern
valver ...
...
...

PW93*
PW96

3s. each.

3 (D, 2 LF (RC &
Trans))
F. J. Camm's " Sprite
Three (HF, Pen, D,

PW'98*

PW63*

PW68*

W.C.2.

No. of
Blueprint

The " Mini- Four" All dry (4 valve superhet)

PW37*
PW82*

PW87

The All -dry Three
...
PW97*
Four -valve : 2s. each.
Fury Four Super (SG,
... PW34C*
SG, D, Pen) ...
Mains Operated
Two -valve : 2s. each.
Selectone A.C. RadioPW19*
gram Two (D, Pow)...
Three -valve : 2s. each.
Double - Diode - Triode
Three (HF Pen, DDT,
PW23*
Four -valve : 2s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
PW20*
D, Pen)
Hall -Mark (HF
A.C.
Pen, D, Push -Pull
...
PW'45*

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : 2s. each.
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve
PW52*

SHORT -WAVE SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : 2s. each.
S.W. One -valver for

America

l s.

Two -valve
PW

MISCELLANEOUS

3s. each.

Superhet

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF
(RC and Trans)) ...
The Band -spread S.W.
Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen), Pen) ...
...

PORTABLES
PW76*

band receiver)
Three -valve : 2s. each.
Summit Three (HF Pen,
...
D, Pen)
The " Rapide " Straight

Battery Operated
One-valve : 2s. each.
Simple S.W. One -valver
PW 88*
Two -valve : 2s. each.
Midget Short -wave Two
(D, Pen)
...
... PW38A*
Three -valve : 2s. each.
Experimenter's
Shortwave Three (SG, D,

PW30A*

Two -valve : 2s. each.
The Signet Two ID &

Modern Two -valver (two

of

Blueprint

of

size.
The issues containing
descriptions of these sets ate now out
of print, tut an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, tree
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears.
Thus P W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to .tnta(eur t: ire I,
N.M. to Wireless Mena..Lte.
Send preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand

AW429*
:

2s. each.

Ultra-short Battery Two
(SG, det Pen)...

... WM402*

2s. each

Four -valve

S.W. Converter -Adapter
(1 valve)
... PW48A*
...
(2 sheets), 7s. 6d.
The P.W. 3 -speed Auto gram.
The P.W. Electronic Organ

A.W. Short Wave Worldbeater (HFPen, D, RC,

:

3s. each.

Trans)
A W436*
Standard Four - valver
Short -waver (SG, D,
LF, P)...
...
... WM383*

(2 sheets), 7s. 6d.

TELEVISION
The Practical Television Receiver,
(3 sheets), 10,/6
The " Argus
(61n. C.R. Tube), 2/6

"

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
WIRELESS MAGAZINE

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : 2s.
B.B.C.
Special
Onevalver ...
...
... AW387*
Two -valve : 2s. each.
A modern Two -valver ... WM409*
Mains Operated
Two -valve : 2s. each.
Consoeiectric Two (D,
Pen), A.C.
...
...
AW403

Mains Operated
Four -valve : 3s.
Standard Four -valve A.C.
Short -waver (SG, D,
RC, Trans) ...
... W'M391*

MISCELLANEOUS
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10 Watts) (3, -) WM387*
Listener's 5 -watt A.C.
Amplifier (3/-)
... WM392*
De Luxe Concert A.C.
Elcctrogram (2/ -)
... WM403*

IQUEILY COUPON,
This coupon

is

available until Sept.

7th, 1953, and must accompany all I
IQueries, sent in accord with the I
Inotice on page 553.
LPRACTICAL WIRELESS, Sept.,

1553.

1

Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. London. W.C.2. and
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS.' Exmoor Street: London, W.ie, Sole Aggents ter Australia and New Zealand
*DEVON & (,OTCS (A Ma). LTD. South Africa CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Sub5eriptioa rate Milner/rig
Milner/rig
postage, for
year Inland and Atroad L1s. Cd. (Canada i7e.) Ecgitttrcd at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine
Post.
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

iv

iy

ALPHA RADII
CV66. 663, W61,
28D7, HP2018, 2A5, H30, 15, 27, 57,
6A3, 6U7, 6F7, 6ÁJ5, 6SF7, 6AB7,
38. 6T7, 6R7, 6AK6, 6CH6, 6SR7,
830, 76.

Guaranteed New and Boxed.
10

fiSKî

7,6

6134
6133

1C3G1'

i8-

ILI

76

C5

ry$

6667

6C6

9

6C!1

-

6D3

U>

1195,

7 3
8 -

1S4
1S5

-

6116

1T4

-

RF6M
6680-

tC!4

7 -

1P-cT
1G'iGT

1

215SG

2X2
'1Q4

6146

(J5G

3D
-

4D1

-

6f'IG
`:VI

5VaG

61(701'

6

,

661(8G
8G

.

7VSCT

636

6

817nf

HAW.;

6
8

ON'

54C:
1

6

sAC;
AK;

1P20
647E

'.

0A315

tiAT,j

-

1

8 -

:7í5Gr

8

8 -

9-

FiV6M
JVGGT

7 6

7'6

67.5-5
7137

8 8

705

8'6
8'6

88
8 6
86

°A
807

8D2

9
8
2
0

"

951
951
:'36
0D3

B

96
9.-

89

9
9
-

3 8 3
6 3

63

31 -

12A6

11 5 9

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE,
All 4 or Reels.
Price
S.W.G.

S.W.G.
16

...

...

30
32
34
36
39
40

1.11

..
....

20 ...
... 2/3
22 ...
... 2'5
24 ...
... 2/7
26 ...
... 2/9
28
'2 ' 1
14
8 mfd. B.E.C. 450 v.
.
16 mfd. T C.C. 450 v.
...
32 mfd. B.E.C. 350 v.
...
8 mfd. Dubilier 350 v.
...
16 x 16 mid. B.E.C. 450 v.
100 mfd. B.E.C. 25 v.
1

Price
.. 3/I
.

... I/9
1/I
3/3
1/9
1/3

3/-

1/9

WIRE WOUND CONTROLS
5Q, 200!!, 2K!1. 400!!, 5K!!, 10K!!,
I5K!!, 20KG, 25KG, 50KG. All 2- each
Polar, 500!!

I

K!!
...

...
...

.,,
...

1/9

I!9

EX-GOVERNMENT CONTROLS
(CARBON:.

500G, 600G, 10196, 20KG, 25KS,
50K G. 100K!!. 250K!!,
meg.,
I meg., 2 meg.
...
...
...
.'

TERMS

:

6in.

deep
PLESSEY,
8in.
2
ohm
...

toi

Wafer,

I

in.

Lightweight,

13/6
12/3

12/3
13/6

20/-

2

15/9

LECTRONA, 8in.
ROLA, 8in.
..

...

...

14/-

..

.

16 /6

10in. Lightweight,
to 3 ohm
.
.. 19/6
ROLA. IOin. 2 to 3 ohm
28/6
...
LECTRONA, IOin.
16/6
TRUVOX, 12ín. BXI I Lightweight, 2 to 3 ohm ...
.. 57/6
TRIdVOX, 12in. Heavy Duty
Model. 15 ohm Speech Coil.
Model SS9
...
...15 /15 /-

17/6

VALVES'

Guaranteed New and Boxed.
]2AT7

9 8

9-

1201
12119
12.T5

126117
125,17

.

DL74M
EBC71

7 6
6 6
"6

12SK7
1'?SRî

12607

3

-

EY51

12 HI.23DD 8 -

KT6

'CT23C

I2Z7

2

12Y-1

^ 6

KT74
KT76

1223
150A
15D2
2001

8 6
4 6

KT7,41

doz.

6d.
3d.

ea

4
P61... In

EF39,

646,

6J5,

SP6I,
good condition.
Fitted with tuning meter, slow motion drive and dial. Complete,
with -Circáic Diagram, 50/. each,
3

4-

10 6

2201IPT
25.460

8 9

25Z4G

8 6
9 -

9 -

25L6G'r

Z3CT95

9 8 6

F B;,4

6

-

KTW!i 1
KFí;13

\I
l'EN
umc'
en2i

l'en48

8ß

11'-

810/8'9
6'9
5,8

0-

EASft

8-

DDI.1
E68

4 -

68

'

VR1Ì30
V11137

.
'30

5-

VS110A- 166

S- _°L32..
R8 KT}f
VT î
11'6 Pen4f3

8 -

6

48-

PE"d220A 4'9

PL82
GYRO
1112

U22

11 6

VP23

9-

MU12

12 -

00

L' BC41

9'11'8

4 6
4 -

UF41

12 -

9'-

X18 ,

6 8

UY41

9.-

VR21

10'-

36

X71M
S73M

10 -

V1135

6 6

Y63 ":

UR41

L1U9

R'6
'

VP1:3;3

1

10-

-

9
^ 6
4 -

,

V872

VL'1:.5

39

3 6
'3r9

E6.8 Syl 8

V R1:30

5:-

7 3
^ -

F.F50

Uei

DD1,4

DET19
DH73M
DH8I

^6

P'1::C1

5'8

CV189
CV71

RECEIVER 1132A
Contains EK32,

9

35?4GT
53I.6GT
AC6Pen

9 6

11'-

S- ECH42 10'6 F:RC;13
6- ECI,80 116 EF39
F,6:J.
7 - EK32
9 - EF41
1056 E680
11 6 .SeP41
.5B Ed131 ' 9'- PGt'

PLESSEY,

GRID CAPS
Octal size push -on type ...
ßritis-h, screened type
...

v.

MT2.
Primary 200- 220 -240 v.
Secondarys 350 -0 -350 v., 80 m /a,
0 -4 v., 5 amp., 6.3 v., 4 amp., 0-4 -5

1,707

to 3

_

Secondarys 250-0 -250 v. 80 m'a.
0-4 v. 5 amp., 6.3 v., 4 amp, 0 -4 -5 v.,

121C8

15

ELAC, 8in. Type 8/37,

.

Ingle- Hole Fixing Balling Fuse
Holders. Panel Mounting ...
Paper Block Condensers, 2 mfd.
1,000 v.
...
...
...
...
Amphenol Valve Holders, Int. Octal
Loctal Paxolin Valve Holders
Bias Condensers, 25 infd. 25 v. ...
-

Transformers, 465 Kc%s pair 6/9
Yaxley, 2 -pole change -over
... I/Yaxley, I -pole 8 way'
Yaxley, 4 -pole 3 way
...
... 2/6

-

TRUVOX,

12/9

carriage, etc., 7'6.

I.F.

Pre -set Types
Colvern CLR901,

Personnel Portables, 3 ohm ..
ELAC, 3.1in. Square Type 3/09,
3 ohm
...
...
...
...
ELAC Sin. Round Type
..
LECTRONA, 5in. Latest Type
GOODMAN'S, 6!.in. Lightweight, 2 to 3 ohm. ...
..

MTI.

V

i

8 6
8 6

1

W,

36

3 8

86
9-

W81-'

10-

-`i66

13 -

'

10'6
10`-

9-

.

... 3/3.
... 3 /5
... 3/7
... 3 /II
... 4/2

...
...
...
.,.
.,,

for

PLESSEY, Sin, Round Type

6'3

ÌÓS ñ11

9 6

9

49
36

9001
g2
F032
9003
9904
10C1

9

9 -

,

86"

767
7Y4

6 8 6
9 6
9 8
9 -

'
10

66A7GT
6807
6SH7
68J7GT

-

8:-

8$

8.6
^ 86
4 8

7

607011

-

13,11,5

9 -

6ST7

6V6G

108

61A<1

°

;AC'i

'

6K8GT

-

6SQ7

7 6
7 3

6
6 6
_7'6

3M

6J7G
6,17M
6K7G

'6

8'6

6SN7GT 10'-

5 6 .706
5 6 7117

GJSGT

-

3V4

8-

606G

3

3AI

6-9

661.7

11'-

GC4

6 9

1LD3

U
1

6REi

6

:

LOUDSPEAKERS.

VALVES

1H1G

,

;

I /8
6d.
6d,

ea.

yd.
doz.

3 -way mounting type.
Primary 200 -220-240

-

I

HLI3,

...
...
...

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

'. amp., 1/6 ; 2 v. I amp, 3
12 v.
amp., 4/9
12 v.
12 v. 2 amp
10: d
3 amp.,
12 v. 5 amp.. 18/6 ;
13,16
250 v. 45 m /a, 6/9 ; 300 v. 60 m /a, 7/6 ;
250 v. 75 !n /a, 7/6.

12 v.

:

Crystal Diodes
Screened Mlc. Cable
Rubber Grommets...

SUPPLY CO.

METAL RECTIFIERS

SPECIAL OFFER

A few odd Valves to clear, 6'- each
6F7B, 6A67, 6Z5, 6CH6, CV54,

HLI3C.

Septembéé, '19-..3

I-

RESISTORS,

1

1/I/-

6d.

3ld.

Ì/3

WATT

330G, 22!2,- 470K -!), I0K G. 30K1!,
150KG. 56Kí!, 33KG, 330KG, 1K!!,
18K12. 1.8K!!, 39G,- 47K!!, 2.7K G.
IS0G. 68G, 39K9, 1001!, 68K!!,
40KG, 680!!, 220G, 12KG, 4.7KG,
680K!!, 2.2K!!, 100KG, I5K!!. All
6d. each.

Intervalve Transformers ...
Microphone Transformers,

...
...
...
...
...
VCR139 Tube Base and Screen ...
Pose and packing l 6.

1/6

19/6

20'- add II- ;
;
Illustrated Catalogue 6d. in stamps.

...

AUTO TRANSFORMER
100 watts
MT3.
Primary 200- 220 -240 v.
Secondary 30 v.. 2 amps. Taps at
3 v.. 4 v.. 5 v., 6 v., 8 v., 9 v.. IO v.,
12 v., 15 v., 18 v.; 20 v., 24 J.
...

pr.-

I0'-

VCR138 CHASSIS
An ideal breakdown chassis, contains VCR -438 and 12 Mazda valves:
SPEI, EB34, EA50, etc., 40/- each,
carriage 5/6.

INDICATOR LAMPS
Single hole fixing, solid metal construction. Screw ring fixing. Simple'

bulb replacement system ...
Spring fixing type. Single hole ...

-

9d.

" WHANDA " WIRE AND
...

...

" COLLARO " RECORDING

5,-

MOTORS

Left- and Right -hand Drive... pr.

6.3/-

COLLARO AC37 MOTOR
I7,'6

Variable speed 0 -100 r.p.m. 100/13.1
v., 200'250 v.. spindle I in. long,

1716

As above, complete with 10
E.M.I. type turntable, post 1/6

with order or C.O.D. Postage and Packing charges extra,
40/- add l'6
above 40,- 2! -, 'unless otherwise suced.

Cash

High resistance type
Low resistance type

CABLE STRIPPER
1'6
60 -1

atio

0 -10-120 -200- 230 -250 v.

.HEADPHONES

¡

in. dia., 4 pole shaded pole, post
-,

follows : Orders value I0' add 9d.
r`10-0 010 T
C.O.D. fee and postage,. 2/3.
as

MAIL ORDER ONLY

5/6 VINCES CHAMBERS, VICTORIA SQUARE, LEEDS,

45

-

